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ABSTRACT 

The Matchless Amphibolite Belt (Damara Orogen, Namibia) hosts several 

volcanogenic-exhalative, sediment-hosted stratiform cupriferous pyrite 

deposi t s. These are thought to be rela ted to submarine volcanism 

during the early evolutionary stages of a narrow Damaran ocean, the 

Matchless Trough. The mineralized bodies examined (Ongeama, Ongombo 

and Matchless West Extension) are deformed and metamorphosed to low

medium grade (greenschist-amphibolite facies). They are associated 

with metapelite and amphibolite country rocks, and crop out as 

prominent limonite-rich gossans. The elongated shape of the sulphide 

bodies suggests a structural control. The mineralization normally 

consists of a variably developed massive sulphide portion, either 

quartz- f ta1c- or amphibole-bearing, and a stratigraphically 

overlying, extensive horizon of sulphide- and baryte-bearing exhalite 

(DlJjgnetite quartzite and less common talc- and actinolite-bearing 

schists). Lateral and vertical mineralogical changes within the 

mineralization I1Ultch with significant variations in the element 

distribution. A metamorphosed and deformed alteration pipe, indicating 

the position of the fluid conduit, can be recognized in association 

with some ore bodies. The formation of quartz-muscovite and chlorite 

alteration envelopes (Ongeama, Matchless West Extension) and the 

presence of subtle mineralogical changes (Ongombo) in the immediate 

wallrocks, accompanied by extensive redistribution, leaching and 

introduction of elements from outside, suggest the hydrothermal 

metasomatic origin of the a1 teration zones. Element zoning within the 

mineralized bodies can be related to the original position of the 

vent, possibly coinciding with the intersection of the axis of the 

alteration pipe with the sulphide body. Cu, Zn, Au (pro parte) and Mo 

are enriched proximal to the vent, whereas Pb, Ba, Mn, Ag, Au, Sn, Bi 

and W enrichment characterizes the distal facies of the 

mineralization. In spite of the obliterating and disrupting effects of 

the regional dynamo-metamorphism, the element distribution within the 

mineralization Bnd alteration zones examined is comparable with the 

geochemical ' trends observed in present-day mineralizing systems in 

early- stage oceanic environments (e.g. Guaymas Basin) . During 

exploration for blind volcanogenic mineralization, the detection of 

hydrothermally altered rocks is fundamental in indicating the 

proximity to the mineralization. The localization of the alteration 

zone is also important in the interpretation of the regional geology 

of the explored area: in deformed terrains the assessment of the 

stratigraphic position of the alteration zone, relative to the 

UiUneralization, helps in establishing the polarity of the sequence. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to examine the geological, 

mineralogical and geochemical characteristics of metamorphosed and 

deformed sed iment-hosted vo 1 canogen i c exha lat i ve mi nera 1 i zat ion and 

associated alteration. The mineralization is represented by three 

Besshi-type sulphide deposits, Ongeama, Ongombo and Matchless West 

Extension, in the eastern sector of the Matchless Amphibolite Belt, 

Damara Orogen, Namibia. 

Information was obtained from the regional geological framework of 

the Matchless Belt (Part A), detailed mapping, core logging and 

sampling of mineralization, alteration and country rocks (Part B), 

microscope examination of thin and polished sections (Part C), and 

geochemical analyses (Part D). This information was used with the 

following purposes: 

a) gain a better understanding of the characteristics and nature of 

the mineralization hosted by the Matchless Belt; 

b) evaluate the effects of regional metamorphism and deformation on 

the mineralogy and geochemistry of mineralization and associated 

hydrothermal alteration; 

c) obtain some guidelines and principles applicable to exploration 

for similar mineralization in a metamorphosed terrane. 



PART A 

REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
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1 GEOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE DAMARA OROGEN 

The Damara Orogen represents a part of the Pan African orogenic 
network dissecting Africa (Fig. 1a). The Damara Orogen (Fig. 1b) 
consists of a NE-trending 400 km-wide intracontinental branch, which 
occupies most of Central and Northern Namibia, and of a NNW-SSE
trend ing, 150 km-wi de coast a 1 branch, whose southern extens ion is 
represented by the Gariep Belt. The intracontinental and coastal 
branches define a three-armed orogenic junction. This triple junction 
separates the overriding Congo Craton from the Kalahari Craton, and, 
along its intracontinental branch, it probably is connected to the Pan 
African Katanga Belt in Zambia across Botswana (Martin and Porada, 

1977) . 
A bri ef account of the geo logy and the structure of the Damara 

Orogen, with spec i a 1 reference to the i ntracont i nenta 1 branch and, 
within this, to the Southern Zone, is given below. 

The main geological and tectonic features of the Damara Orogen were 
developed during middle-late Proterozoic to early Palaeozoic times. 
The nature and distribution of lithologies in the Damara sequence 
indicate their deposition in an extensional environment . The tensional 
regime induced the open i ng of the proto-South At 1 ant i c Ocean a long 
the coasta 1 branch, whereas the i ntraconti nenta 1 arm of the trip 1 e 
junction evolved in an aborted rift (Tankard et al., 1982). 

The complex evolution of the intracontinental branch may have 
invo 1 ved conti nenta 1 rift i ng fo 11 owed by convergence and cont i nenta 1 
collision (Miller, 1983a). During Karoo-post Karoo times, new 
extensional tectonism developed coincident with the Gondwana breakup 
and resulted in the separation of Africa from South America. 

According to Mason (1981), the early tectonic history of the Damara 
Orogen followed trends established by an earlier, Irumide rift system, 
the Koras-Sinclair-Ghanzi (KSG) Rift (after Borg, 1988) (Fig. 2a). 
Both KSG and Damaran rift systems might represent the results of a 
continuous tectonic process related to southward plate migration over 
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a stationary mantle plume (Fig . 2b). 

The intracont inental belt is commonly divided into zones (i.e. 
Northern, Central, Southern and Southern Marginal zones) on the basis 
of geological, structural and metamorphic features . A simplified 
stratigraphy of the volcano-sedimentary Damara sequence across the 
belt is given in Table I. Briefly, an early rifting phase, represented 
by the volcano-sedimentary Nosib Group, is followed by the development 
of a carbonate shelf facies (Otavi Group) in the north, and a 
"eugeosyncl ina 1" facies (Swakop Group) in the central and southern 
parts of the belt . Rifting is believed to have occurred in three main, 
approximately parallel NE-trending graben basins (B, C and 0 in Fig. 
3) (Miller, 1983a; Porada, 1985) . A shift of the rifting activity from 
north toward south is envisaged by Porada (1985). Of the three basins, 
only the southernmost, the Khomas Trough in the Southern Zone, 
experienced the most intense rifting process. In the Southern and 
Southern Margi na 1 Zones severa 1 amph i bo 1 ite units with trans i tiona 1-
within-plate to mid-ocean ridge basalt, or MORB, affinities reflect 
this process (Finnemore, 1978; Miller, 1983b). The latter amphibolite 
units are represented by the narrow and linear NE-striking Matchless 
Amphibolite Belt (see below). Important flysch sedimentation in the 
northern and southern rift basins is represented by the Kuiseb 
Formation, attaining a thickness of up to 100DDm in the Khomas Trough. 
This formation includes pelagic sediments and interbedded 
continentally-derived terrigenous and carbonate-rich (marly) material 
deposited from turbidity currents (Miller et al., 1983). The 
carbonate component of the Kuiseb Formation is believed to have been 
partly derived from deep-sea debris fans (Tinkas turbidites) 
originating from the carbonate platform (Karibib Formation; see Table 
I) a long the northern marg i n of the Khomas Trough (F i g. 4). On the 
basis of geophysical investigations, the Khomas Trough does not 
persist into the sand-covered extension of the Damara Belt into 
Botswana (Pirajno and Jacob, 1984) . 

Convergence and continental collision are responsible for polyphase 
deformat ion, metamorph i sm and, in the Centra 1 Zone, emp 1 acement of 
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voluminous, almost exclusively S-type, collision-related granitoid 
intrusives (Pitcher, 1982; Miller, 1983a). 

In general, t wo main deformation phases, 01 and 02, and a, less 
intense 03 phase are responsible for the structural grain of the belt. 
Each deformation phase was accompanied by emplacement of granitic 

rocks. Different deformation styles characterize the central and 
southern parts of the belt. The Okahandja Lineament is an important 
tectonic boundary between the Central and Southern Zone (Downing and 
Coward, 1981). In contrast with the dome-and basin tectonic style 
induced by granitic intrusions in the Central Zone, structures in the 
Southern Zone are linear: they are upright close to the Okahandja 
Lineament, become less steep and southeast-vergent to the south, and 
culminate in intense southeastward thrusting of cover and pre-Damaran 
basement in the Southern Marginal Zone . Tight to isoclinal folding and 

intense axial-plane transposition characterize the tectonic style of 
the Southern Zone. Dep leted-mant 1 e, A 1 pine- type ser.pent i nite bod ies 
(Barnes, 1983) were emplaced along thrust planes into both the pre
Damaran basement inliers and the Damara sequence of the Southern Zone. 

The d i stri but i on of the metamorph i c react i on- i sograds with i n the 
belt (Fig. 5) (Miller, 1981) shows progressive increase of temperature 
from the margins towards the centre of the belt, and the development 
of anatexis in the Swakopmund area (Central Zone). This may represent 
the original location of the triple point. High pressure-low 
temperature conditions are recorded in the Southern and Southern 
Marginal Zones (Kasch, 1983; Miller, 1983a). Metamorphic assemblages 
in the Central and Southern Zone indicate two main thermal peaks, 
which were contemporaneous and posterior to the main deformation phase 

(02)' 

Post-Pan African extensional tectonics developed mostly by 
reactivation of Damaran trends. Faulting occurred along main NE
trending and along NNW- and NW-trending lineaments, the latter 
parallel to the opening of the South Atlantic Ocean. Bimodal fissure 
volcanism and intrusion of dolerite dike swarms and alkaline
pera 1 ka 1 i ne rocks characteri ze the Karoo-post Karoo intrap 1 ate 
magmatic activity (Eales et al., 1984) . 
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2 THE MATCHLESS AMPHIBOLITE BELT AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN THE 

GEODYNAMIC EVOLUTION OF THE DAMARA OROGEN 

The Matchless Amphibolite Belt consists of a NE-trending, 
approximately 350 km-long and up to 3 km-wide, 1 inear belt of mafic 
rocks (Matchless Member), included in the sedimentary fill of the 
Khomas Trough (Fig. 6). This belt shows evidence of folding at its 
western end, and it disappears beneath the Kalahari sand cover to the 
east . In the lower half of the Kuiseb Formation, the Matchless Member 
occurs as numerous layers, lenses and bands of medium- to fine
grained amphibolite and chlorite-amphibole schist enveloped in the 
metasediments. Structures interpreted as deformed pi llows in fine
grained amphibolite units suggest the presence of original basaltic 
lava flows. Nevertheless, the formation of pillow structures is not 
diagnostic only of extrusive basalts, because similar structures can 
form along the prograding front of basaltic sills intruding wet 
basina 1 sediments (Yagi, 1969). Lent icu lar pods of metagabbro, loca lly 
with basal ultramafic differentiates, locally show foliated margins 
and almost massive cores. These features are suggestive of structural 
emplacement. Several Alpine-type serpentinite bodies (see above) are 
associated with the Matchless Member in the eastern sector of the 
belt. 

The chemistry of the Matchless amphibolites suggests a general 
affinity with MORB-type tholeiites (Finnemore, 1974, 1978; Miller, 
1983b; Schmidt and Wedepohl, 1983), although meaningful variations at 
a regional scale are detectable (Breitkopf and Maiden, 1988; see 
below). 

The evo 1 ut i on of the Damara Orogen is st i 11 the object of debate. 
The interpretation of the features of the Matchless Belt is one of the 
factors constraining the formulation of models for the geodynamic 
evolution of the Damara Orogen. Existing geodynamic models are divided 
into two groups by Martin (1983), with the assuption of a mechanism of 
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subduction (either continental or oceanic) as a common denominator 
(for details see Martin, 1983, and references therein) : 

a) cont inent al collision models ( "aulacogen" and "de lamination " 
models); 

b) oceanic crust subduction models (subduction of a wide or narrow 
ocean). In th i s group the very recent mode 1 s by Hoffmann (1990) and 
Kuk 1 a & Stani street ( 1990) maybe inc 1 uded, a lthough these cons i der the 
formation of the Kuiseb schists as subduction-related clastic trench 
sedimentation and the emplacement of the Matchless amphibolites within 
an accret ionary pr i sm during subduction. 

The first group of models denies the opening and subsequent closure 
of an oceani c bas in, and, consequent ly, the ori gi n of the Match 1 ess 
Belt from oceanic crust . This denial is based on several factors, 
among which are the lack of a recognizable ophiolite sequence, the 
small volume of the mafic rocks in the Match less Belt, the absence of 
volcanic and/or plutonic rocks typical of magmatic arcs over a 
subduction zone (I-type; Pitcher, 1982), and the involvement of 
basement inliers in all the major structural zones of the orogen. 

These factors strongly affect the validity of the second group of 
models, which however take into account the mid-ocean-ridge-type 
geochemistry of the Matchless amphibolites, the tectonic emplacement 
of the serpentinites in that part of the orogenic belt, and the 
ex i stence of major thrust sheets and nappe structures along the 
southern margin of the belt. According to Mart i n (1983), the format ion 
of a narrow oceanic basin (1000 km wide; Miller, 1983b) and the 

involvement of stike-slip shear movements (Downing and Coward , 1981) 
appear to be i nteresting a lternat i ves to the wi de-ocean subduct i on 
mode 1. 

Smalley's (1988) and Breitkopf and Maiden ' s (1988) models for the 
formation of the Matchless Belt take into account the last two 
mentioned factors . Crustal thinning is believed to · have occurred with 
local formation of a spreading centre in a subbasin, the sediment-
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filled Matchless Trough (Smalley, 1988). This subbasin, along the axis 

of the Khomas Trough, would have originated as a pull-apart basin by 
simple crustal stretching and superimposed strike-slip shear movements 
(Breitkopf and Maiden, 1988). 

A point of note is that geochemical variations along the axis of the 
Matchless Belt suggest that most crustal thinning , and eventual 
spreading, may have occurred in the eastern sector, where amphibolites 
with oceanic-ridge-type tholeiitic geochemical signature are present 
(Fig . 7). Geochemical data, however, indicate that a tectonic setting 
similar to that of fully developed ocean spreading centres is 
improbable. In the west, amphibolites with geochemical affinities to 
with in-plate basalts suggest the original presence of thin continental 
crust (Breitkopf and Maiden, 1987, 1988). 

The development of the Matchless Trough is comparable with that of 

modern counterparts, such as the Guaymas Bas i n (Gu If of Ca 1 iforn i a) 
(Fig. 8) (Einsele et al., 1980). The proximity to the continent 
determi nes a sed imentat i on rate approach i ng or surpass i ng the 
spreading rate. A similar situation The seismically activated 
sedimentary filling of the basin (turbidites) would generally preclude 
the extrusion of magma at the sediment-water interface and induce the 
intrusion of basaltic sheets within the soft, wet sediments. A 
particular stratigraphy of the oceanic crust is obtained with the 
formation of a transitional zone, i.e.,a sill-sediment complex, 
between the overlying youngest sediments and the sheeted dike complex 

at depth (Fig. 9) (Einsele et al., 1980). 
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3 SULPHIDE MINERALIZATION AND GEOLOGY IN THE EASTERN SEcToR OF THE 

MATCHLESS AMPHIBOLITE BELT 

Along its length, the Matchless Amphibolite Belt hosts several 

volcanogenic-exhalative, stratiform and strata-bound cupriferous 

sulphide deposits (Fig. 6), which display common features throughout 

the belt. These deposits range in size from 0.3 to 16 millions tons of 

ore averaging 2% Cu (Smalley, 1988; Breitkopf and Maiden, 1988). 

Details on the main deposits of the belt are found in Killick (1983) 

and Breitkopf and Maiden (1988) (Gorob), Adamson and Teichmann (1986) 

and K 1 emd et a 1. (1987) (Match 1 ess), Go 1 dberg (1976) and Thomson 

(1989) (Otjihase) . 

These deposits consist of massive to semi-massive mineralization, in 

which predominant pyrite and/or pyrrhotite are accompanied by 

subordinate chalcopyrite. In addition to Cu, the mineralization can 

carry variable amounts of Zn, Co, Ag, Au and Mo. Layers of exhalative 

oxide-si 1 icate facies iron formation (Fox, 1984) are associated with 

the mineralization, which is typically capped by these layers. The 

sulphide bodies are hosted in the metaturbiditic Kuiseb schists and 

are closely associated with the amphibolites. Irregular schist bands 

and lenses mineralogically distinct from the normal Kuiseb schists and 

commonly spatially related to the mineralization are considered to 

represent original hydrothermally altered sediments. 

During the orogenesis, the sulphide bodies were deformed into 

isolated or closely stacked pencil- or ruler - shaped shoots, and 

arranged according to the regional structural 9rain. The plunge of the 

ore bodies is variable at a regional scale according to an undulating 

pattern (Fig. 10). 

The Matchless Belt ore deposits are considered to be examples of 

Besshi-type mineralization according to the definition given by Fox 

(1984), i.e . , subaqueous exhalative mineralization formed in 

epicratonic rift environments and resulting from hydrothermal 

convection developing in the subjacent mafic volcanic-clastic 

sedimentary piles . Besshi-type mineralization occupies an intermediate 

pos i t ion ina r ift-re 1 ated meta llogeni c spectrum, whose end-members 
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are sedimentary-exhalative- and Cyprus-type deposits. The rate and 
degree of crustal extension is the discriminating genetic factor for 
the types of mineralization between the end members. Apart from the 
type-locality in Japan (Kanehira and Tatsumi, 1970), other examples of 
Besshi-type mineralization are those in the Blue Ridge Belt (Virginia, 
USA) (Gair and Slack, 1984), in the Norwegian Caledonides (Fox, 1984 
and references therein), and the modern sulphide mounds in the Guaymas 
Bas i n and in the Escanaba Trough (Lonsda 1 e and Becker, 1985 i Kappe 1 
and Franklin, 1989) (Fig. 11). 

The size of the sulphide deposits along the Matchless Belt seems to 
correlate positively with the assumed occurrence of oceanic crust 
towards the east. In fact, the eastern sector, or Windhoek sector, of 
the Matchless Belt (where the study areas are locatedi Fig. 12) hosts 
the economically significant mineralization: i.e. the largest 
depos its, at the Match 1 ess Mi ne (recent ly closed), at the Otji hase 
Mine (currently operating), and other minor deposits currently at the 
prospect stage. 

Accounts of the - geo logi ca 1 and tecton i c features of the eastern 

sector of the Matchless Belt are given by Viljoen et al. (1975) and 
Smalley (1988). ERTS imagery of this sector of the belt (see 
i nterpretat ion in Fi g. 6) illustrates the superpos it i on on the NE
oriented, Damaran regional trends by dominantly NNW-SSE later fault 
systems. Some of these faults displace the amphibolite belt in the 
region to the east of Windhoek to produce an "en echelon" pattern 
(Fig. 12). A number of less evident, older fault zones (wrench or 
thrust faults) occur, their traces being almost parallel to the 
regional trends. An example, in Fig. 13, is the wrench fault with 
sinistral lateral movement along the Otjihase River and extending 
between the Ongeama and Otjihase gossans (Viljoen et al., 1975). 

Two structural features are of particular interest in the eastern 

sector of the Matchless Belt (Smalley, 1988): 
a) the so-called Colvania Horizon, a cataclastic/mylonitic band 

(fault/shear zone or thrust), acutely convergent with the 
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southernmost, structurally lowest amphibolite. horizons. It extends 
both west and east of Windhoek, over a distance of 50 km (Fig . 11). 
Towards the east it is characterized by the presence of elongated 
bodies of magnetic metadiorite 

b) the linear narrow zone of discontinuous serpentinite bodies, 
developed east of Windhoek and near the Otjihase Mine, and lying above 
the structurally uppermost amphibolite band (Fig. 12 and 22). 

These features delimit the sequence of amphibolites northwards and 
southwards, respectively. West of Windhoek, the sequence includes two 
main bands of metalava, i.e., the structurally lower Matchless Mine 
Horizon Amphibolite and the overlying Friedenau Amphibolite Horizon 

(Sma lley, 1988). A more comp 1 i cated strat i graphy characterizes the 
sector east of Windhoek, in the Otjihase-Ongeama area. In spite of the 
dominant MORB character of -the amphibol ites in this · sector of the belt 
(see above), . geochemica 1 variations across the amphibol ite sequence 
west of Windhoek reflect an upward transition from within-plate (in 
the lower Matchless Mine Horizon Amphibolite) to incipient ocean 
spreading conditions (in the Friedenau Amphibolite) (Fig. 14). 

The assessment of these geochemical variations is a significant tool 
in defining the polarity of the sequence in the deformed Matchless 
Belt, in which reliable and continuous markers are lacking. On the 
basis of the amphibolite geochemistry and of characteristics in the 
local mineral.ization, Smalley (1988, 1990) claims that the sequence in 
the western Windhoek sector is the right way up. An opposite 
interpretation is reported by Klemd et al. (1989). The present 
author's opinion is given in Part E. In the eastern Windhoek sector, 
in the Ongeama-Ongombo area, the sequence appears to be overturned 
(Hoffmann, 1976; Hallworth, 1989). 

The Colvania Horizon and the ultramafic band are regarded by Smalley 
(1988) as the original southern and northern boundary graben faults, 
respectively, delimiting the Matchless Trough. Magmatic and exhalative 

activity is believed to have occurred only along the actively dominant 
side of the graben (i. e. the southern fau It in the wes t, and the 
northern fault east of Windhoek). The mineralized bodies, in fact, 
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occur next to these assumed major graben faults. Certain overlap and 
additional magmatic-exhalative activity along transverse faults is 
thought to have contributed to the stratigraphy in the Otjihase
Ongeama area (Fig. 15) (Smalley, 1988), although in this area Viljoen 
et al. (1975) envisage a duplication of the amphibolite belt by thrust 
faulting (see above). 



PARTB 

GEOLOGY OF THE MINERALIZATION AND COUNTRY ROCKS AT ONGEAMA, 

ONGOMBO AND MATCHLESS WEST EXTENSION 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter an account is given of the geological setting of the 
su 1 ph i de bod i es at the Ongeama and Ongombo Prospects, and Match less 
West Extens i on, in the Wi ndhoek sector of the Match 1 ess Be It (for 
location see Fig. 12). Geological information was gained from previous 
and current investigations by mining companies, and from field work by 
the present author, between November 1989 and February 1990. 

The study of the sulphide bodies involved mapping, systematic 
lithogeochemical sampling of the weathered surface exposures of the 
mineralization, and detailed examination of drillcores . At Ongombo and 
Matchless West Extension maps of the outcrops were already available. 
In these areas, therefore, the task of the author has been the re
examination, as critically as possible, of the previous observations, 
concentrating on particular features related to the mineralization. 
With regard to the sulphide deposits examined, additional areas, 

including specific facies (magnetite-rich schists, ultramafic schists) 
were also included for sampling purposes. 

Note: in the text the abbreviations "h/w" and "f /w" are used for 
"hangingwa 11" and "footwa 11", respectively. 

2. MINERALIZATION AT THE ONGEAMA AND ONGOMBO PROSPECTS 

Ongeama and Ongombo are two copper prospects situated on the farms 
Ongeama and Ongombo Ost/West, about 20 and 30 km NE of Windhoek, 
respect i ve ly. They are current ly he 1 d under prospect i ng grant 1623 
(Ongeama claims and Hoffnung Grant) by Gold Fields Namibia. The two 
farms have a gently undulating topography and are traversed by the 
Otjihase and White Nossob Rivers, respectively. These rivers are dry 
for most of the year. Outcrops are often concealed by sand cover, soil 
and vegetation (thorn bushes and grass). 

2.1 Brief review of previous and current investigations 

The first geological investigations in the Ongeama and Ongombo areas 
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were carried out by B&O Minerals in the period 1971-1973, when the 
copper mineralization of the two stratiform sulphide bodies was 
outlined by drilling. Moderate metal grades, limited distribution of 
ore-grade mi nera 1 i zat i on, and subeconomi c tonnage did not encourage 
further investigation. 

In February 1974, Johannesburg Consolidated Investments (J.C.I.) 
undertook airborne magnetic and electro-magnetic surveys, at the scale 
1: 50000, over the sector of the Match less Be lt between Ot i jhase and 
Ongombo. This survey resulted in the identification of a number of 
well defined magnetic anomalies and conductors. In November 1975, a 
new prospecting programme was commenced in order to define the 
controls on the distribution of ore-grade mineralization. This 
programme included surface mapping, detailed examination of diamond 
drill cores, soil geochemistry and geophysics, as well as revision of 
previous data. Additional information on the geological setting and 
the geometry of the sulphide bodies at depth was obtained by drilling . 

So il geochemi stry confi rmed the presence of anoma lous meta 1 
concentrations in the geochemical profile along the ,strike of the well 
exposed gossan at Ongeama. At Ongombo erratic exposures of outcrops 
influenced the quality of response. Nevertheless, an almost continuous 
profile of metal distribution along strike indicating a minimum strike 
length with detectable mineralization of about 4700m, was established. 
Geophysical prospecting in both areas involved a ground magnetic 
survey and a Turam electromagnetic (EM) survey. 

Results of these surveys indicated a strong anomaly over the gossan 
outcrop at Ongeama, due to the presence of magnetite quartzite and 

magnetite in the surrounding schists . At Ongombo, erratic anomalies 
were obta ined by ground magnetics, whereas the Turam EM survey 
yielded more precise responses and indicated a moderate anomaly in the 
eastern part of the ore body. 

Hoffmann's report (1976) comments on the results 
prospecting. The results for Ongeama were assessed 

of the JCI' s 
as follows: 

"limited potential for viable ore .. . for any significant distance in 
depth". At Ongombo, although limited potential was ' expected, 
further drilling was advised by Hoffmann in order to understand the 
nature of the mineralization and to verify its possible extent in 
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depth. 
In 1980, the Ongeama and Ongombo c 1 a ims were taken over by Tsumeb 

Corporation Limited (TCL). TCL was subsequently incorporated into Gold 
Fields Namibia ltd, which is the current holder of the grants. 

In order to carry out mapping and geophysical surveys (ground 
magnetics and electromagnetic powerage, EMP), grids were established 
in both claims. Magnetic (Fig. 16) and time-domain EM surveys were 
completed in 1989 at Ongeama, outlining an elongated shoot at depth. 

At Ongombo the EM survey outlined three trends or conductors, 
extending downplunge from the gossan. These correspond to two major 
conductors, and a secondary, eastward plunging ruler-shaped conductor 
(ore shoots) (see Fig . 18) . 

At Ongombo geological mapping was carried out by Schneeweiss (TCl) 
in 1984 and by McCormick from Natal University in 1988. The Gold 
Fields crew completed mapping in both claims in 1989. At Ongombo 
mapping was carried out in conjunction with a new drilling programme. 

The geological data obtained by the author were integrated with 
information from previous work. 

2.2 THE ONGEAMA PROSPECT 

2.2.1 Geological setting 

Dur i ng th i s study the weathered outcrops of the su 1 ph i de 
mineral ization (gossan) at the Ongeama Prospect were geologically 
mapped and sampled (see section 5.1 below) at the scale 1:1000 over an 
area of 1200m x 150m. The limits of this area were chosen according to 
the existing grid established by Gold Fields Namibia in 1989 and 

utilized during the mapping project by Hallworth (1989). 

Mapping was carried out by the author along 20m-spaced traverses 
and 1 imited to exposure of the ore zone and the enclosing schists. 
Details of the geological setting of the Ongeama area are mostly 
derived from Hallworth (1989) and Hoffmann (1976) and, in part, from 
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the author's observations. A more detai led description of the gossan 
exposure is given in section 2.2.2 below. 

The mineralization is exposed over a strike length of 915 m (Plan 1 
in Appendix A). It consists of two discrete sinuous gossanous bands, 
which are here indicated as 'major" and 'minor" outcrops. Their strike 

length is 600m and 315m respectively, and their maximum width is about 
20m. An estimate of the maximum thickness of the ore zone is 
approximately 2m in the centre of the major outcrop (Hoffmann, 1976). 
The gap offsetting the two gossan outcrops is roughly 200m wide. 

The mineralization is conformable with the schists. Accordingly, the 
strike is from 0500 to 0780, wi th dips varying between 150 and 200 to 
the north. The plunge of the ore body at 70-80 is towards WSW. 

The gossan is exposed on a shallow slope on which it stands out as a 
ridge in places. Only gossan and quartz float occur downslope, where 

outcrops are concealed by sand from a tributary of the Otjihase River. 
Country rocks surrou~ding the gossan outcrop are mainly upslope and in 

the dry river bed. 

Hallworth (1989) mapped the geology of the area, including the 
gossan outcrop and the extension at depth SW of the shoot, as 

i ndicated by the magnetic survey . 
The country rocks predomi nant ly cons i st of Ku i seb metape 1 ites and 

intercalated metapsammitic horizons, with transitional facies between 
the two rock types. Metape 1 ites are represented by we 11 fo 1 iated, 
planar to contorted, light-grey to greenish, garnetiferous muscovite
bearing biotite-chlorite-quartz schist and chlorite-b iotite-quartz 
schist. The schists often contain quartz pods, boudins ('sweat-outs') 
and veins of metamorphic segregation. The metapsammitic intercalations 
consist of a fine-grained massive to slightly foliated, light-grey 
garnetiferous quartz-biotite schists. The metapsammites locally 
in'clude centimetre- to decimetre-thick layers made up of coarse
grained amphibole-bearing calc-silicate rock. Hallworth's mapping 
showed the impossibility of mapping the different schist facies as 

distinct units, because of their lenticular and interdigitating 
character. Graphitic schists occur as thin and discontinuous pods in 

the structural h/w of the major gossan outcrop (see Plan 1). 
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Amphibolites do not occur in the area mapped by the author. They 
outcrop, however, to the NW and SW, in the h/w of the mineralization. 
Amphibolites occur as three finely foliated meta lava horizons 
associated with coarse-gra i ned, sheared lent i cul ar metagabbro plugs 
and metadolerite sills, in Hallworth's area and in its southwestward 
extension (not indicated in Fig. 1 n. The attitude of the mafic rocks 
is conformable with that of the enclosing schists. 

The schists enclosing the mineralization display planar to wavy 02-
related 52-cleavage planes and remnants of the folded Dl-related 51 
foliation. A D3-related E-W- to NW-SE-trending crenulation cleavage is 
visible in the foliation planes of schists and metalavas. Late, barren 
crosscutting quartz veins strike 0100 to 0820 • The orientation of the 
veins is conformable with fracture and joint patterns observed in the 
gossanous schists in the h/w of the major gossan outcrop (see section 

2.2.3 and Plan 1). The sinuous, lenticular and strongly elongate shape 
of the mi nera 1 izat ion appears to be the resu 1t of stretch i ng and 
boudinaging induced by the 02 deformation. According to Hoffmann 
(1975), thickness variations of the ore shoot at depth are the result 
of an en-echelon arrangement of several thick lenses down the plunge. 
A D2-related lineation, generated by the main deformation phase and 
typically indicating the plunge of the deformed sulphide body, is 
observed in the magnetite quartzite outcrop. The trend of this 
lineation varies from 111 0 to 0990 , and suggests the occurrence of 
deformation induced by a sinistral shear movement. 

There is geological and geophysical evidence for faulting at 
Ongeama. A genera 1, simp 1 ified tectonic sketch from Ha llworth (1989) 
(Fig 17) indicates several major lineaments, with strikes varying from 
N-S to E-W to ENE-WSW. Hallworth indicates a major 1000-striking 
dextral shear as the cause of the offset in the gossan outcrops (the 
large "bull quartz" vein outcrop at the grid reference 10550 E/ 10252 
N; Plan 1) . In the western portion of the major outcrop, an E-V/
striking dextral shear fault may be the cause of the drag deformation 
recorded in the gossan (Plan 1). At the eastern end of the minor 
outcrop a N-5-trending lineament 
is possibly responsible for 

extending through the Otjihase River 
the abrupt interrupt i on of the 



Fig. 17 - Ongeama Prospect: simplified geological-structural sketch-map 

with the position of the ma i n a i r - photo lineaments, fault trends and 

amphibolite outcrops (hatched) . Blank areas indicate sub-outcrops of 

Kuiseb sch i sts (modified after Hallworth, 1989) . 
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mineralization towards E. 
No evi dence of major fo ld i ng is recorded in the gossan or in the 

enclosing schists. 
The .overturning of the stratigraphic sequence at Ongeama was 

initially inferred from the arrangement of the different facies of the 
mineralized system (D.H. Corbett,1989, pers. comm.). assuming that 
magnetite quartzite is typically located above a sulphide body. The 
present position of the magnetite quartzite is at the structural f/w 
of the sulphide body (see sect. 2.2.2). 

A detailed description of the Ongeama mineralization revealed by drill 
cores is reported by Hoffmann (1976). Here a brief account of it is 
given. 

The mineralization extends downplunge for a distance of at least 

16S0m (vertical depth of 230m) and with a maximum width of SOOm. The 
are shoot at depth cons i sts of a sing le, we ll-defi ned zone. A sma 11 
subsidiary mineralized lens occurs above the middle portion of the 
shoot. The styles of mineralization vary from unevenly disseminated to 
streaky, sub-massive and massive. Sulphides are represented by pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and sphalerite, with the last two being minor 
constituents. The best mineralization is hosted in quartz-chlorite
garnet-magnetite schists and subordinate magnetite quartzite. The 
contact with the barren wall rocks is gradational along the margins of 
the shoot, but abrupt at the h/w and f/w. Pyrite forms a considerable 
proportion of the coarse-grained, massive to semimassive ore 
associated with the stratigraphically higher/structurally lower 
magnetite quartzite. Disseminated and banded chalcopyrite and 

pyrrhotite largely occur in the structurally higher schists, where 
pyrite becomes subordinate. 

2.2.2 The gossan exposure 

The two limonite-rich gossan outcrops (major and minor), represented 
in Plan 1, pinch and swell along strike and gradually thin towards the 

ends. 
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The are zone is represented by quartz-bearing gas san derived from 
massive sulphide mineralization (hereafter indicated as "massive 
sulphide gossan"), and magnetite quartzite. A gossan facies derived 
from amphibole-rich semi-massive mineralization (hereafter indicated 
as "semi-massive amphibole-rich gossan") is well developed in the 
centre of the major outcrop. Only in the major gossan outcrop is the 
ore zone overlain by an irregular band of gossanous magnetite-bearing 
chlorite and muscovite schists. 

Ferruginous schists occur as lenses within the ore zone and in the 
h/w. The lithofacies of the ore zone are similar in the two separate 
gossan outcrops, although the gossan in the major outcrop displays a 

more complex rock association. An account of the distribution of the 
gossan facies and of their nature is given below. 

The minor outcrop consists of a weathered massive sulphide lens in the 
east, wh i ch grades into a poor ly exposed magnet ite quartz ite band 
towards the west. Non-magnetic ferruginous schists only occur along a 
shallow trench in the E in the h/w of the massive lens. Deformation is 
probably responsible for the repetition of the magnetite quartzite 
band in the f/w. 

The major outcrop consists of a well developed pinch-and-swell 
structured gossan after a massive sulphide layer. This layer is 
underlain by a magnetite quartzite layer, and overlain by a band of 
magnetite-bearing schists (Plate 1). The magnetic schist band is best 
deve loped in the centra 1 part of the outcrop, whereas towards the 
margins only non-magnetic ferruginous schists are present. 

The transition from magnetite quartzite to massive sulphide gossan 
is either gradational or due to tectonic interleaving. The blocky, 
banded magnet ite quartzite is best deve loped in the eastern-central 
sector of the exposure, whereas in the west it crops out very 
discontinuously The massive sulphide gossan facies shows 
considerable thickening at both ends and towards the centre of the 
sulphide body. A peculiarity of the central portion of the gossan is 
the lateral transition to a semimassive amphibole-rich quartz-poor 
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gossan facies. This facies occurs in association with the maximum 
thickness of the magnetite-rich gossanous schists in the h/w of the 

sulphide body. Late mobilization of the mineralization is manifested 
by sulphide infilling of crosscutting metamorphogenic quartz ve inlets . 

The gap between the two gossan outcrops is mostly barren, with minor 
evidence of mineralization emerging from an isolated trench (grid 
reference 10720E; Plan 1). 

The massive sulphide gossan consists of mainly massive siliceous Fe
hydroxide-rich bands which alternate with rusty quartzitic and/or thin 
phyllitic lenses. The limonitic bands may contain massive brownish 
limonitic jasper, crumbly or cellular siliceous limonite portions, or 
brown to black concretionary limonite crusts. Fine-grained crystalline 
quartz, of thin network texture, appears to be a common groundmass for 
the mineralization . In the cellular portions well preserved round and 
cubic boxwork structures after pyrite can be observed. Delicate 
ladder-l ike boxwork structures after chalcopyrite are less common. 
Pyrrhotite replicas were recognized only under the microscope (see 
Section 3.1.1 Part C). Magnetic massive sulphide gossan is rather 
common in the western central part of the major outcrop, although it 
may also occur elsewhere. 

The semimassive amphibole-rich gossan facies is a slightly banded, 
relatively porous qua.rtz-poor rock type. It consists of a fine network 
of yellowish fibrous anthophyllite aggregates (Andrew, 1980, and this 
study). Ladder-like boxwork structures are locally observed within the 
interstitial weathered sulphide patches. The transition from siliceous 

to amphibole-rich gossan is gradational. Isolated small amphibole-rich 
lenses are also noted in other parts of the massive gossan and 
magnetite quartzite, in both gossan outcrops. Lenses of ferruginous 
schist occur associated with the anthophyllite-enriched sector in the 
major outcrop (grid coordinates 10260E!10197N). This schist facies 
consists of a magnetic, strongly micaceous, schistose rock 
which the mica-rich groundmass hosts limonitic boxwork 
pseudomorphlng garnet-like porphyroblasts. 

type, in 
probably 
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Magnetite guartz i te is a banded, rusty, chlorite-bearing quartzite, 
containing fine- to coarse-grained magnetite-rich and non-magnetic 
gossanous bands . Banding, thought to be the result of metamorphism, is 
mostly planar, although minor slump-like structures can also be 
observed (Plate 2). Cellular spongy and ladder-like boxworks probably 
after pyrite and chalcopyrite, respectively, occur in patches not 
totally invaded by massive or concretionary limonite. Cubic cavities 
remain after coarse euhedral pyrite grains. 

2.2.3 The magnetic hanging wall schists 

Detailed mapping carried out by the author outlined the distribution 
of the magnetite-bearing, gossanous chlorite and muscovite schist band 
in the structural h/w of the major gossan outcrop (Plates 1 and 3) . 

The strike of the magnetic schist5 compares well with that of the 
country rocks. Nevertheless, the h/w magnetic schists define a 
transverse, elongated zone of chlorite enrichment, and a continous 
muscovite-rich band parallel to the strike of the gossan outcrop (Plan 
1). The transverse chlorite-rich zone converges with the sulphide body 
at an angle of about 200 . 

Both chlorite and muscovite schists contain abundant coarse 
disseminated magnetite and are quartz-rich. The deep bluish-green 
chlorite-rich schists in the axial zone are pockmarked by unusually 
coarse-grained garnet and honey-brown staurolite porphyroblasts. The 
latter occur also as centimetre-scale clusters rimming quartz boudins. 
The magnetic muscovite-quartz schists have a mottled appearance 
imparted by the numerous and coarse euhedral magnet i te crystals. The 
magnetic schists are moderately gossanous, due to the original 
presence of sma 11 streaks , lenses and d i sseminat ions of su 1 ph ides. 
Th i s sch i st type latera lly grades into a fi ne-gra i ned non-magnet ic 
ferruginous sericite schist, simi lar to the phyllitic intercalations 
within the massive gossan. The transit ion from one rock type to the 
other can be either abrupt, gradational or characterized by tectonic 

interleaving. 
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2.3 THE ONGOMBO PROSPECT 

2.3.1 General geological setting 

In the Ongombo Ost/West farm areas sulphide mineralization crops out 
as a gossanous magnetite quartzite for a total str ike length of 4,9 km 
(Fig 18). The estimated thickness of the mineralization at the surface 
is in the range of 1 to 2 m. 

The mineralization crops out almost continuously from the White 
Nossob River (Plate 4) towards the SW . East of the river it is found 
ma in ly as suboutcrops beneath the sand cover. The gossan outcrop is 
thickest in the central western portion, and thins towards both ends . 
It stri kes NE-SW (average 0390 ) with a shallow (150 -200 ) NW dip. As at 

Ongeama, the attitude of the mineralized body is conformable with the 
regional trend of the enclosing Kuiseb schists. However, the plunge of 
the ore shoot, as shown by the EMP trends, is towards the NE (Fi g. 
18). Statistical evaluation of strike readings of the D2-related 
lineation in the magnetite quartzite outcrops conf i rm the EMP trends 
(Schneeweiss, 1984). 

Outcrops in the area around the ore zone (Fig. 18) are poorly 

exposed. The subdued surface expression of the ore-hosting schists 
prevents the recogn i t ion of any sign of a lterat i on re 1 ated to the 
mineralization. Only the more resistant mafic rocks crop out locally 
in the gently sloping to flat-lying topography of the area. 

Previous geological mapping indicated the presence of two main bands 
of amphibolites positioned above and below the ore body and 
interca lated with i n the metasediments . Amphibo 1 ites occur as thin, 
medium-grained, sheet-like bodies in the metasediments, and as coarse
grained boudinaged, lens-shaped metagabbro bod i es with sheared 
margins . Metalava layers do not outcrop. As at Ongeama, the bulk of 
the stratigraphic sequence is represented by metapelites and 
metapsammi t es of the Ku i seb Format ion. The Ongombo met ape 1 ites are 
generally garnetiferous and staurolite-rich, unlike the staurolite-
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devoid country rocks at Ongeama. 

The style of deformation at Ongombo is similar to that observed in 
the Ongeama area. Minor fold structures are preserved in coarse 
metagabbro outcrops and occasionally in banded magnetite quartzite. 
Faulting is revealed by moderate displacement in the gossan outcrop 
and in the amphibolite zones (Fig. 18). Late veining is widespread 
throughout the gossan and in the country rocks. Two crosscutting vein 
sets are recognized by McCormick (1988): WNW-ESE-trending banded 

1 '~ ~~ ;,\. ,~, •. 

tourmalinite veins and ENE-WSW-trending quartz veins. Tourmalinite 
veins are well developed towards the western end of the gossan 
outcrop. Tectonic stretching during the main phase of deformation is 
considered to be responsible for the variations in thickness of the 
quartzitic sulphide body, which behaved as a rigid and competent unit. 

2.3.2 The gossan exposure 

The surface exposure of the Ongombo mineralization does not show the 
complexity shown by the main gossan outcrop at Ongeama. 

The Ongombo gossan consists 
chloritic, banded magnetite 
gossanous schists are unevenly 

of a moderately gossanous, locally 
quartzite. Subordinate non-magnetic 
intercalated as thin lenses and bands 

within this magnetic quartzite. In the deeply leached outcrop, copper 
oxide staining is only confined to the excellent exposure along the 
White Nossob River and to two other small outcrops (grid reference: 
11740E/10225N and 7920E!10000N) (Fig. 18). In general the magnetite 
quartzite is coarse- to medium-grained, with a sugary texture. 
Magnetite is clustered in bands or finely disseminated in the granular 

quartz matrix. 
Weathered sulphide mineralization occurs: 

a) as disseminations, bands, lenses and stringers along the whole 
strike extension of the magnetite quartzite; 

b) as disseminations in the schists; 
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c) as impregnations in discordant, fine-grained amphibole-rich patches 
(possibly anthophyllite); 

d) as remobilised, semimassive quartz-vein infillings. 

In Fig. 18 three main sectors of the gossan have been highlighted. 
They correspond to the surface intersection of the two main EMP trends 
which coincide with the two major downplunging ore shoots. From E to 
W, the three sectors are the Eastern Shoot, the Central Shoot and the 
western extension of the Central Shoot. This subdivision of the gossan 
was devised (see Section 5.1 below) in order to record possible 
significant changes in the areas approaching the intersection of the 
shoots with the surface. The evaluation of the lithologic changes 
along the strike of the mineralized outcrop is dependent on the 
conditions of the exposure. In general, the approach to the zone of 
intersection of the EMP trends with the surface is characterized by an 
increase in the proportion of sulphides within magnetite quartzite and 
crosscutting quartz veins. This is particularly evident in the better 
exposed centra l-western port i on of the gossan, towards the Centra 1 
Shoot. Th i sis less evi dent towards east due to the poorer outcrop 
cond it ions. The two thi cker port ions of the Centra 1 Shoot outcrop 
coincide with a relative increase in the gossanous sulphide content. 
An interesting feature in the outcrop of the central-western sector, 
is the presence of irregu 1 ar amph i bo 1 e-rich patches. These patches 
start to be abundant from wi th i n the Centra 1 Shoot exposure towards 
its western extension. The amphibole-rich patches show a fibrous
radiating texture and are similar to those at Ongeama. Amphibole 
enrichment was observed neither in the Eastern Shoot exposure nor in 

the corresponding cores examined. 

233 The ore zone and the enclosing schists in drill cores 

Drill cores of a total length of approximately 240m were examined in 
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detail in order to examine the relationships between the 
mineralization and enclosing schists, and to study the mineralization 
in unweathered samples . The drill cores studied are part of a drill ing 
programme by Gold Fields Namibia, currently exploring the Eastern 
Shoot. 

In the cores, lithologic changes (chloritization and magnetite 
dissemination) were recognised within the schists overlying the ore 
zone. These changes were originally interpreted as representing a zone 
of ore-re 1 ated hydrotherma 1 a lterat i on (D. H. Corbett, pers. comm., 
1989). The overturning of the sequence was inferred from the position 
of th i s chloritic alteration zone in the structural h/w of the 
mineralization . A complication to this preliminary assumption is 
provided by the presence of mafic units near the ore zone in the h/w. 
Therefore, one of the aims of the detailed study of cores was to f ind 
ways of discr iminating between possible contact metasomatism related 
to the mafic intrusions and ore-related hydrothermal alteration. 

Appendix B shows the logs of the four boreholes examined (Nos . OGB 
ISlA, OGB lS2A, OGB IS3A and OGB lS4A). These boreholes were re-logged 
from the position of the first appearance of ch loritization downwards 
for about 4Sm. The first appearance of chloritization coincides with 
the first occurrence of the mafic units in the sequence . Several 
metres of sch i sts in the immed iate f /w of the mi nera 1 ized 

intersection, down to the end of the hole, were considered as examples 
of unaltered schists. The f/w schists also i nclude magnetite-bearing 
metapsammitic layers apparently not directly related to the 
mineralization. In these layers magnetite occurs as small grains, 
generally less than 0.5 mm in size . 

The h/w schist sequence (see Appendix B and Appendix J) consists of 
alternating , planar to contorted, metapelitic staurolite-bearing and 
garnetiferous quartz-biotite-muscovite-chlorite schist and massive 
metapsammit i c, locally garnetiferous quartz-biotite schist. In the 
deta iled logs in Append i x J, the t wo sch i st end-members and 
intermediate sch i st types ar e schematically indicated by symbols. 
These symbols are commonly used during the current dri l l i ng programme 
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to indicate schematically the proportion of phyllosilicates . 
The mafic units occur as few-cm- to 3-m-thick intercalations. Augen-

textured feldspathic amph i bo 1 ite characterizes the thickest 
intercalations . Coarse-grained, spotted chlorite-actinolite-biotite 
schist layers are well developed along the h/w margins of the 
amphibolite horizons. They can attain a thickness of approximately 80 
cm and are in sharp contact with the underlying mafic unit. They 
common ly occur as an asymmetri ca lly developed margi n to the mafi c 
units. Narrow layers of chlorite enrichment within the amphibolite 
units appear to be related to localized shearing. Thin chlorite
actinolite-bearing bands are often intercalated with quartz-rich 
sediments in well defined horizons. The numerous mafic layers 
occurring in the h/w sch i st sequence can be grouped into 
bands separated by a 15m- to 25 m-thick schist sequence. 

two main 

• 

The chloritization observed in the schists is detectable as a weak , 
but perceivable change in colour towards a green hue in the usual 
1 i ght grey quartz i tes and phyll ites. Th i s change is more ev i dent in 
the vicinity of both thin and 
be observed elsewhere. The 

thick mafic units, although it can also 
intensity of the chloritization is 

variable. Where most intense, it can be accompanied by disseminations 
of magnetite and locally of minute sulphide specks. The magnetite 

grains have an average size of 1 mm and rarely exceed 4 mm . In 
general, no increase in magnetite is observedin the immediate h/w 
contact of the ore zone, a lthough magnet ite enri chment is loca lly 
found proximal to the ore zone. 

Garnet irregularly decreases in abundance in the h/w rocks towards 
the ore zone. This irregular garnet decrease appears to be accompanied 
by a concomitant staurolite enrichment . 

The simplified stratigraphy of the ore zone is schematically 
represented in Fig. 19. 

The ore zone is delimited by well-developed bands of coarse-grained 
brownish staurolite-rich biotite schists, or "biotite selvedges" . 
These selvedges contain finely to coarsely disseminated lens-shaped 
sulphide grains (mostly pyrite) (see Plate 25). Within the ore zone 
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IS3A). In the column zones of remobilized are in veins are not 
indicated. Details of the hangingwa11 and footwall sequence are in the 
logs in Appendix B. 
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the mineralization occurs as disseminated, streaky, banded and locally 
semimassive coarse granular sulphide aggregates (pyrite + chalcopyrite 
and minor pyrrhotite) in both non-magnetic and magnetite-bearing 
quartzitic groundmass . Semimassive mineralized bands are intercalated 
with barren biotite- and staurolite-rich schists. In the schists 
sulphides occur in quartz lenses and streaks, and subordinately as 
disseminations. Remobilized ore in quartz veins and. boudins occurs as 
semimassive sulphide blebs and patches, which commonly consist 
predominantly of chalcopyrite. Laminated magnetite quartzite, with 
di sseminated and semimassive mineralized bands, occurs as two or more, 
thin, decimetre-thick units separated by zones ' of weaker 
mineralization. The lowest part of the ore zone is generally 
characterized by a poorly mineralized magnetite quartzite layer, up to 

1 m thick, separated from the barren f/w schists by a biotite selvedge 
zone. 

3 MATCHLESS WEST EXTENSION: SURFACE GEOLOGY OF THE MINERALIZATION 

The Matchless West Extension sulphide deposit is situated about 25 km 
SW of Windhoek in proximity to the Matchless Mine. Both deposits are 
hosted in a schist sequence included between the "Colvania Horizon" 
and the mafic rocks of the Matchless Mine Horizon (Fig. 12 and 20) 
(see also Section 3 Part A). 

Matchless West Extension is a small sulphide body with a maximum 
strike extension of about 240m. It is conformable with the enclosing 
schists which dip between 380 and 640 . Resistant rocks such as 
quartzite crop out as ridges, whereas pits expose part of the 
mineralized body in places. The deposit was mapped in detail, at a 
scale 1:500, by T. Smalley in 1984 under contract to Tsumeb 
Corporation Limited (TCL). That mapping ' was part of an exploration 
programme which covered the area between the deposit and the Colvania 
Hor i zon. Th i s programme a 1 so inc 1 uded geophys i ca 1 (e 1 ectro-magnet i c) 
surveys. 
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The map shown in Fig . 21 is a slightly modified version of Smalley's 
map. The latter was mainly used as a reference for the sampling of the 
depos i t carried out by the present author. 

The surface geology of the deposit is characterized by remarkable 
lateral lithological changes from E to W. Gossanous sericite schists 
(sericite zone) are well developed in the eastern sector of the area. 
These schists contain abundant fine-grained pyrite as disseminations 
or thin stringers parallel to the foliation. Sericite schists occur 
along most of the f/w of the mineralized body. In the eastern sector a 
distinct symmetrical zonation is observed in the exposure of the 

sericite zone. A fine-grained sugary-textured quartzitic facies 
(sericite quartzite) defines an elongated axial portion orientated at 
an angle of 120 relative to the strike of the mineralized body. This 
transverse band is symmetrically bordered by a more schistose, 
sericite-rich, locally chlorite-bearing facies. The sericite zone is 
overlain by a poorly exposed porous massive gossan in the east, and by 
a well developed gossanous, sulphide-rich magnetite quartzite band in 
the centre. The transition between these two lithologies appears to be 
gradational.. The massive gossan displays a quartz-rich fine-grained 
groundmass, but it 1 oca lly conta i ns clots of mi nute phyllos i 1 i cate
like material. Unlike Ongeama and Ongombo, the magnetite quartzite has 
a very fine-grained quartz-rich matrix, in which small magnetite 
grains are distributed as dust-like disseminations and as well defined 
bands. 

Talc- and actinolite-bearing schists occur as bands and lenses in 
the central sector. Locally, in this sector, they appear to be finely 

intercalated with quartzitic material or in direct contact with the 
gossanous sericite schists. The best development of talc- and 
actinolite-bearing schists is in the western sector, where a thick 
zone of these rocks is situated between two magnetite quartzite 
layers. This composite ultramafic layer consists of alternating, 
almost monomineralic, decimetre- to metre-thick, schistose to massive 
bands, in wh i ch either act i no 1 ite or ta 1 cis the domi nant component. 
The weathering of rhombic carbonate porphyroblasts, commonly hosted in 
the talc-rich facies, leaves pitted rock surfaces. The gossanous 
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appearance of these ultramafic units is due to copper staining and 
intercalations of weathered sulphide-rich quartzitic bands. The 
spatial association of these rock types with magnetite quartzite 
suggests an exhalative origin (see Section 3.2.3 . Part C). 

The two magnetite quartzite layers, including the ultramafic band in 
the western sector, display different characteristics. The 
stratigraphically lower layer is massive, poorly banded, very dark due 
to the exceptional abundance of finely disseminated magnetite, and it 
often contains malachite-stained, limonitized sulphide streaks. A 
faint compositional layering is suggested by these gossanous streaks, 
by the localized denser magnetite concentrations and by the presence 
of thin amphibole-bearing lenses. Local black staining and crusts 
suggest Mn-enrichments. The upper magnetite quartzite layer is 
distinctly non-gossanous and well banded. The thin amphibole-rich 
lenses rapidly decrease towards the h/w. 

Beyond the river on the western side a white marble-like rock, with 
scarce disseminated pyrite, occurs next to the gossanous magnetite 
quartzite exposure. 

Wall rocks are represented by garnetiferous quartz-biotite schists 
of the Kuiseb Formation in the f/w, and by massive to sheared 
amphibolites (metagabbro) and chlorite-amphibole schists in the h/w. 

An outstanding deformation-related feature observed by T. Smalley 
(1989, pers. comm.) is the development of an "ore cusp", or sulphide 
i njecti on structure in the centra l-eastern port i on of the exposure 
(see Fig. 21). The cause may have been competency contrast between the 
sulphide mineralization, the overlying rigid ' metagabbro and the 
underlying quartz-sericite schists, during the main deformation phase 
(D2). Similar cuspate ore-wall rock interfaces were observed also at 
the Matchless Mine (Maiden et al., 1986), where they are responsible 

for localized thickening of the ore zone . The later, less severe, D3 
deformation phase induced only small-scale crenulation cleavage in the 
finely laminated quartz -sericite schists . 
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4 THE SAMPLING PROGRAMME 

A detailed and systematic 1ithogeochemica1 sampling programme was 
carr ied out by the author on mineralized and barren outcrops and on 
cores in the areas of study. A total of 487 samples was collected and 
submitted for chemical analysis. Appendix C contains a list of the 
samples, their location and the rock type. 

4.1 Sampling procedure on the mineralization 

At Ongeama, the gossan exposure has been systematically sampled 
along a 20m-spaced grid. This grid was also used for geological 
mapping and was based on the existing 50m-spaced grid established by 
Gold Fields. Composite chip samples, with the approximate weight of 1 

kg, were co llected at 1 itho 10gi ca 1 changes cons i dered sign ifi cant on 
the sca 1e of the mappi ng. Due to poor outcrops, samp 1 es of barren 
schists had to be collected outside the area studied, but, 
nevertheless, within the main grid. 

At Matchless West Extension sampling was carried out along a 10m
spaced grid. The new grid was superimposed on an earlier grid 
established by TCl in the early 80's. 

At Ongombo the samp 1 i ng of the 4. 7km- long mi nera 1 i zed outcrop was 
organized in a different way. The assumed zones of intersection of the 
EMP trends (i .e., ore shoots) with the surface were defined. Within 
these zones, samples were collected every 20m, whereas, in the 
remaining portions, samples were collected every 50m. One or two 

samples only were collected for small, isolated outcrops along strike. 
The sampling was done according to the existing grid established by 

Gold Fields Namibia (Fig . 18) . 

Dri1lcores examined from the Ongombo drilling programme (borehole No . 
OGB 151A, OGB 152A, OGB 153A and OGB 154A), were sampled from 
approximately 16-20 m in the h/w, across the "ore zone", to 6-10m in 
the f/w. The whole core was sampled, except in the "ore zone". In this 
portion the core was quartered and only one quarter sampled. 
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4.2 Sampling of the "I anomaly" area at Ongeama 

At Ongeama the "I anomaly" is located approximately 800m NW of the 
gossan outcrop (Fig. 16). The "I anomaly" is an area characterized by 
a positive magnetic anomaly in the form of clustered peaks. In the 
field these magnetic peaks were found to coincide with metapsammitic, 
and subordinate calc-silicate, units containing fine-grained 
disseminated magnetite grains. Only in one case (sample OG 138, grid 
ref. 9905E/ll058N) does coarse-grained magnetite occur in a few cm
thick chlorite-rich selvedge wrapping around a quartz pod or vein. 

Samples have been collected from each area corresponding to a 
pos it i ve peak. According to what was observed in the south-easter ly 
gossan exposure, the sampling of the "I anomaly" was done in order to 
check whether these magnetite disseminations might be associated with 
an ore-forming hydrothermal system. However, no positive evidence of 
hydrothermal alteration was observed in the field. Mafic rocks 
(metagabbros and chlorite-amphibole schists) are present towards the 
northwestern boundary of the "I anomaly" area. 

Comments on the trace element content of the "I anomaly" samples are 
given in section 2.5 Part D. 

4.3 Sampling of ultramafic rocks 

Two ultramafic bodies outcropping in the Eastern Windhoek sector of 
the Matchless Belt were sampled. In section 4 Part D, the geochemistry 
of these bodies is compared wiih.that of the ultramafic schists in the 
ore zone at Matchless West Extension and with that of the chlorite-
actinolite margins of the metagabbroic 

The ultramafic bodies sampled are 
horizons in the Ongombo cores. 

located NNE and WNW of the 
Otjihase Mine, in the Van Francois Ost 60 and Elisenheim 68 farm areas 
(for location see Fig. 22 and 12). The ultramafic outcrop at 
Elisenheim Farm was previously studied by Finnemore (1974). The 
ultramafic bodies considered belong to the group of Damaran Alpine
type serpentinites studied by Barnes (1983). 

These ultramafic bodies consist essentially of talc- and actinolite
rich lithologies, crenulated to massive talc-carbonate schists with 
varying amounts of chlorite and magnetite and coarse actinolite-
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chlorite schists. In the Van Francois Ost outcrop, the actinolite
ch lor i te sch i sts occur as a peri phera 1 band around a ta lc-carbonate 
magnetite-rich core (Fig. 22). Such concentric zonation is similar to 
that reported by Sanford (1982) for the metasomat i c react i on zones 
developed at the contacts between ultramafic bodies and country rocks 
in greenschist- to amphibolite-facies metamorphism. 

5 DISCUSSION 

The most significant result of the detailed work at Ongeama and at 
Matchless West Extension is the recognition of some schist facies, 
which are exclusively associated with the mineral ization, and quite 
distinct from the country rocks. Based on field relationships, it is 
the opinion of the present author that these schist facies suggest the 
occurrence of pre-metamorphic ore-related hydrothermal alteration 
zones. The discordant nature of the lithologic changes characterizing 
the schists within the assumed alteration zones, does not appear to be 
the result of deformation and/or metamorphism. The distribution of the 
rock types reflects the geometry of typical pipe-like alteration zones 
associated with volcanogenic sulphide deposits. In the alteration 
pipe, facies changes may occur both laterally and vertically . 

At Ongeama the magnet ite-stauro 1 ite-garnet-bearing ch lorite sch i st 
facies may represent the metamorphism of an a luminous and chloritic 
axial zone of an alteration pipe. The occurrence of abundant 
staurolite is an indication of the Fe-rich environment. The 
associated, marginal magnetic muscovite schist band seems to 
correspond to an outer ser icitic envelope. Sulphides in fine 
disseminations and small lenses in the altered schists can be 
interpreted as an original disseminated and stringer-type 
mi nera 1 i zat i on deve loped along the hydrotherma 1 flui d condu it. The 

outcrops of these schist facies, compared to the more subdued 
exposures of the country rocks, may, in fact , reflect an original 
silicification along the pipe. The outermost non-magnetic ferruginous 
sch i sts may represent the product of the interact i on of wan i ng ore-
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forming fluids with the sediments. An alternative interpretation is 
that these gossanous schists may be the metamorphosed equivalent of 
chemical precipitates (i.e. montmorillonite-kaolinite, silica gel and 
sulphides) deposited as a hydrothermal apron on the sea-floor 
contemporaneously with the massive mineralization (McLeod and Stanton, 
1984) . 

The position of the assumed alteration pipe in the h/w of the 
mineralization at Ongeama suggests the overturning of the 
stratigraphic sequence. The attitude of the pipe is similar to the 
plunge direction of the ore shoot, as indicated by the corresponding 
magnet i c anoma ly (F i g. 16), and by the 1 i neat i on in the magnet ite 
quartzite outcrops (Plan 1). A sinistral shear movement is inferred 
from the flattening undergone by the pipe (Fig. 23). 

Similar considerations can be made for Matchless West Extension. On 
the basis of field observations, the author agrees with Smalley's 
(1990) opinion that the sericite zone in the f/w of the mineralized 
hori zon may represent the metamorphosed equ i va 1 ent of an ori gi na 1 
alteration pipe-like zone (Fig. 24). This discordant alteration pipe 
consists essentially of a quartz-sericite-pyrite alteration 
assemblage. The symmetric lateral zonation, from the silicified axis 
to the more mi ca-r i ch margins, is not ob 1 iterated by deformat i on and 
metamorphism. A sinistral shear deformation is evident also at 
Matchless West Extension, as it is at Ongeama. The presence of this 
unusual lithological association in the f/w of the mineralized body 
should imply that the ore-hosting sequence is the right way up. 
Additional field evidence confirming the above statement can be seen 
in the two magnetite quartzite horizons in the western sector of the 
outcrop . In these two horizons, the gradually upward decreasing 
sulphide abundance seems to reflect the normal transition from an 
underlying sulphide-richer portion of the mineralization to an 
overlying sulphide-poor oxide cap, as observed in similar, undeformed 
volcanogenic sulphide deposits (Lydon, 1988). 

The distribution patterns of trace elements along the alteration pipes 
at Ongeama and Matchless West Extension provide further data on the 
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nature of these pipe-like features (see Part D). 

A further confirmation of the hydrothermal nature of these lithologic 
associations is provided by their greatest development in 
correspondence to significant facies changes of the mineralized 
body. For examp 1 e, at Ongeama the intersect i on between the assumed 
alteration pipe and the sulphide body is characterized by the 
development of the amphibole-rich facies within the massive sulphide 
portion. At Matchless West Extension the top of the alteration pipe 
coincides with the occurrence of a richly mineralized portion of the 

'ore horizon, which, in the field, is represented by massive sulphide 
gossan and gossanous, sulphide-rich magnetite quartzite. 

The above considerations cannot be extended to Ongombo with 
certainty at this stage. The areally localized lithological changes 
(e.g. amphibole enrichment), observed in the gossan, may be a primary 
feature of ore deposition, and may suggest the position of a possible 
alteration pipe. However, they cannot be related to any rock 
association suggestive of hydrothermal alteration in the field because 
of insufficient outcrop. 

The association of amphibole and sulphide enrichment with the 
thickening of the mineralized body in the Central Shoot may, 
alternatively, be interpreted as a deformation-related feature. As a 
matter of fact, the inflection of that part of the outcrop is 

considered by Hoffmann (1976) to have been induced by a major 
monoc 1 ina 1 fo 1 d structure. Th i s feature stands out from the minor 
structural undulations present throughout the gossan outcrop (Fig. 
18) . 

In the Ongombo cores, ch 1 orit i zat i on is the on ly major (a lthough 
weak) lithologic change in the h/w schists. Magnetite disseminations 
are not evenly distributed. Chloritization can be seen at distances 
exceeding 40m from the ore zone and coincident with the first 
occurrence of mafic units in the drill cores. In consideration of the 
extent of deformation, 
chloritization to be 

this distance appears to be 
considered as a product 

excessive for the 
of hydrotherma 1 
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alteration related to the ore lone. Moreover, no significant chlorite 

increase or change is observed in proximity of the ore lone. However, 

visual observation alone of the cores is not sufficient to eva luate 

the obliterating effects of metamorphism on hydrothermally altered 

schists, or to discriminate the effects of ore-forming fluids, and of 

sill intrusions into the sediments . A discussion about the 

significance of the chloritization in the cores at Ongombo is, 

therefore, reported at the end of the next chapter, in which details 

of the mi nera 1 ogi ca 1 and textura 1 characters of mi nera 1 i zat i on and 

related alteration are discussed . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The mineralogical and textural features of the metamorphosed volcano
sedimentary sequence, of the enclosed mineral ized bodies and of the 
assoc i ated zones of pre-metamorph i c hydrotherma 1 a lterat i on in the 
areas of study are described and discussed in this chapter. 

A list of the thin and polished sections examined and relative 
locat ions is given in Appendix D. 

2. PETROLOGY OF THE COUNTRY ROCKS 

2.1 Petrology of the metasedimentary Kuiseb Formation and of the 

intercalated mafic rocks of the Matchless Member 

2.1.1 Schists of the Kuiseb formation 

In the area of study the bulk of the Kuiseb Formation is 
represented by strongly micaceous metapelitic schists and subordinate 
metapsammitic, quartzitic schists with locally associated "calc
silicate" intercalations. Gradations between the two main schist types 
are observed both on the scale of the hand specimen and thin section. 

The main mineralogical components of the metapelites (OG 755, 756 
and sections from OGB 153A) are biotite, chlorite, muscovite, quartz, 
plagioclase (oligoclase), staurolite and garnet. Epidote 
(c 1 inozo i s ite). apat ite, opaque mi nera 1 s, zi rcon and tourma 1 i ne occur 
as common accessories. Variations in the relative abundance of biotite 
and chlorite result in the occurrence of more biotitic or more 
chloritic facies. The minerals are arranged in alternating 
granoblastic quartz-plagioclase-rich microlithons and lepidoblastic 
cleavage stripes, in which the fine- to medium-grained accessories are 
variably distributed. 

Biotite occurs in two distinct associations: 
a) a chlorite-biotite association, intergrown with muscovite i n the 

cleavage planes, is characteristic of greenschist facies metamorphism 
(Winkler, 1979) and occurs · as well oriented fibro-lamellar aggregates 
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which define the foliation; 

b) a staurolite-biotite association, which probably derives from the 

breakdown of ch 1 or i te in the presence of muscov i te at the boundary 

between greensch i st and lower amph i bo 1 ite fac i es metamorph i sm 

(Winkler, op. cit.). 5uch association is characterized by lenticular 

aggregates of b i ot i te and euhedra 1 stauro 1 i te porphyrob 1 asts grown 

discordant to the foliation. Biotite-staurolite layers alternate with 

the chlorite-biotite laminae, indicating the development of prograde 

metamorphic reaction in a "lit par lit" fashion. 

Poikiloblastic garnet porphyroblasts are generally associated with 

staurolite and may display an atoll-like growth pattern. Muscovite 

lamellae often rim staurolite grains. 

Retrograde metamorphic replacement of biotite by chlorite is common 

and can be recognized by preserved biotite inclusions in poikilitic 

sulphide blebs growing on chlorite plates (OG 756). 

In the area of study the metamorphic paragenesis in the metapelites 

is comparable with that characterizing the staurolite + chlorite + 

biotite zone recognized by Hoffer (1983) in the phyllites just Wand 5 

of Windhoek. Hoffer estimates the temperature and pressure conditions 

for the biotite + staurolite association at 5900 C and 5 kb. In the 

metapelites, as well as in the other rock types examined, 

metamorph i c recrysta 11 i zat i on is ind i cated by the 

polygonal texture of the quartz aggregates. 

a pronounced 

granoblastic 

In the thin sections examined at least two metamorphic foliations, 

50-1 and 52, and a D3-related crenulation are recognized. The tight 

isoclinal D2-related folding of the 51 foliation is shown by the 

d i spos it ion of mi ca fl akes and tabu 1 ar opaque mi nera 1 sal ong fo 1 d 

hinges. Layers with remnant fold structures, as pod-like fold 

closures, alternate with layers with a composite So-51-52 foliation. 

In these layers a strong tectonic transposition of the folded 51 has 

been enhanced by the further tightening of folding. Quartz boudins are 

syntectonic to 52' The D3-related crenulation is shown by local gentle 

to narrow folding and kink banding in the 52-oriented micaceous 
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laminae. The common helicitic texture, defined by the rectilinear to 
sygmoidal and spiralled disposition of the inclusions, indicates the 
syn-late timing of the garnet nucleation relative to the 52-generating 
deformation phase. The euhedral staurolite and associated biotite 
porphyroblasts growing along 52 are not deformed. The arrangement of 
the inclusions in staurolite parallel to 52 suggests a static 
b 1 astes i s and consequent ly the deve 1 opment of the metamorph i c peak 
(lower amphibolite facies) after the D2 deformation phase. 

The metapsammites (OG 693 and sections from OGB 153A) are fine-grained 
quartzitic schists with poor to indistinct compositional layering. 
Their mineral assemblage consists of quartz, plagioclase, biotite, 
epi dote, apat ite, opaques and zircon. Garnet occurs loca lly . Short 
biotite lamellae grow both isolated and in discontinuous laminae in 
the granoblastic quartzose groundmass. They impart the slight 
foliation to the rock type. A single foliation is recognizable. 
Retrograde metamorphic chlorite replaces biotite. 

The calc-silicate layers (OG 757) essentia l ly consist of a mica-free 
hornblende-epidote-rich, plagioclase-bearing quartzite with a 
distinctive grano-porphyroblastic texture . The poikiloblastic 
porphyroblasts of greeny-blue hornblende are mostly arranged parallel, 
loca l ly transgressive, to the foliation. Inclusions consist of coarse
grained subhedral epidote and quartz and plagioclase from the 
groundmass. The assemblage might be suggestive of an indirect 
contribut ion from mafic volcanic activity. 

2.1.2 Magnetite·bearing schists 

A few sections from magnetite-bearing schist units have been 
examined in order to characterize the mode of occurrence of the 
magnetite disseminations in the sequence, and to verify its possible 
association with ore-related hydrothermal activity. The schists occur 
both in the f/w and in the h/w of the ore zone at Ongombo. 

The se 1 ected sect ions represent four different modes of magnet ite 
occurrence, namely : 
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a) apparent ly not related to hydrotherma 1 a lterati on, i.e. di stant 
from the ore zone or in the f/w of the same (OG 688); 

b) in the relative vicinity of (sulphide-magnetite-bearing) quartz 
veins but not proximal to the ore zone (OG 689A, 690); 

c) in the h/w of the ore zone, within a maximum distance of 50-60 m 
from the ore zone itse If, and spat i a lly re 1 ated to th into coarse 
mafic units (OG 692A-B, 697 and 699); 

d) in the immediate vicinity of the ore zone (within a few m in the 
h/w) although close to mafic units (sections from core OGB 153A). 

Sch i st types conta i ni ng d i ssemi nated magnet i te are represented by 
both quartz- and mica-rich facies. The euhedral magnetite crystals or 
aggregates mostly cross-cut the foliation, and only locally (OG 688) 
deform the surrounding micaceous laminae during growth. The grain size 
of the crystals varies from less than 1 mm to 1.5 mm. Magnetite is 
coarser in the occurrences c) and d). 

Fine-grained massive quartz-biotite schists seem to be more 
frequently carriers of disseminated magnetite away from the ore zone 
or from the mafic rocks. In these schists magnetite occurs in modes a) 
and b) descri bed above. No remarkab le mi nera"log i ca 1 change 
distinguishes the schists of these sections from those devoid of 

magnetite (see section 2.1.1 above). The only distinguishing feature 
is the moderately poikiloblastic 
the schists intersected by 
chloritization of biotite (in 

nature of some magnetite grains in 
quartz veins, and the partial 

OG 690). The former indicates 
progressive grain growth, while the latter might merely be related to 
retrograde metamorphism. 

Disseminations of magnetite in proximity to mafic units (occurrence 
c) ) genera lly occur in both ch 1 orite-ri ch metapsammit i c and 
metapelitic schist facies (OG 682B, 697, 699), and together with 
sieve-textured act i no 1 i te porphyrob 1 asts. The 1 atter are frequent ly 
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conformable with the foliation and possibly indicate the proximity of 
mafic units (OG 682A-B). Minute sulphide blebs are disseminated. 

In parts of the h/w schists above the ore zone (core OGB 153A) 
(occurrence d), magnetite can be fairly abundant, and it occurs as 

. isolated or clustered grains in moderately chloritized quartz-biotite 
schists. 

2.1.3 Mafic rocks and their relationship to the enclosing schists 

Metalavas (MAB 261, 264, OTJ 682 and OG 135) are characterized by a 
fine to very fine~grained and finely foliated fabric. A fine-grained 
fibrous aggregate of acicular, pale-green to bluish actinolite with 
nematoblastic texture is intergrown, or alternates, with minor 
granob 1 ast i c, fi ne-gra ined p 1 ag i oc 1 ase-quartz 1 ent i cu lar aggregates. 

The zoned plagioclase grains are oligoclase in composition . Chlorite 
is either not present 
flakes. Prismatic 

or, if 
to 

so, only in minimal quantities as remnant 
tabular, fine- to coarse-grained 

clinozoisite/epidote is a common constituent. It occurs as regular 
disseminations in the amphibole-rich groundmass; as coarse-grained 
knot-like aggregates; . in crosscutting contorted and boudinaged 
monomineralic veinlets (MAB 261). Apatite is a common and rather 
abundant accessory, together wi th sphene. Rut il e is the Ti -beari ng 
phase in OTJ 682. 

The foliation is commonly planar. Wavy foliation wraps around 
epidote knots (MAB 261) and particularly around lensoidal, stretched 
nodules consisting of coarse quartz, epidote and amphibole. Such 
centimetre-scale· nodular features, observed in OTJ 682, occur in the 
Otjihase meta lava horizon, where structures interpreted as deformed 
pillows are found. The nodules are characterized by a pronounced grain 
size increase, by increase in the quartz content, by the chaotic 
arrangement of the few amphiboles and by dissemination of sulphide 
blebs. 

The mineralogy of the examined metagabbroic horizons from Ongombo is 
only slightly different from that observed in the metalavas 
outcropping SW of Ongombo. 

The main components are hornblende and plagioclase (andesine), with 
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minor quartz, biotite, chlorite, apatite and epidote. The colour and 
shape of the hornblende crystals suggest that this mineral might be 
intermediate towards an actinolite composition. The minerals are 
arranged in medium-grained grano-nematoblastic aggregates which have 
undergone intense shearing. Tabular ilmenite, sulphide blebs and 
locally abundant magnetite (OG 700) are disseminated in the 
groundmass. 
rock type 

The characteristic spotted, augen-like appearance of this 
is imparted by the flattened granular plagioclase 

aggregates. Plagioclase grains are poikiloblastic, zoned and rarely 
twinned. 

The mineral assemblage observed in the metamorphosed mafic rocks of 
the Match less Member in the areas of study compares we 11 with that 
marking the greenschist-amphibolite metamorphic facies boundary (Moody 
et al., 1983). This boundary is characterized by: 

a) the growth of low-Al, -Ti and -Na amphibole (actinolite or 
actinol itic hornblende) coupled with a decrease in the amount of 
chlorite present as main constituent in the greenschist assemblage; 

b) change in the plagioclase composition from albite- to anorthite
richer; 

c) breakdown of sphene and formation of ilmenite; 

d) changing composition of the coexisting ilmenite-magnetite-rutile 
assemblage with increasing temperature. 

These changes are temperature- (Fig. 25) and f02-dependent . The 
pressure conditions attained during these changes are indicated by the 
occurrence of staurolite in the metapelites. 

Although a single observation is not sufficient, the mineral 
assemblage in the Ongombo amphibolites seems to point to a slightly 
higher metamorphic grade than in the Ongeama and Matchless Mine area. 
This is, however, against the regional trend of increasing metamorphic 
grade towards the WSW, as reported by Miller (1983) for the Damara 
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Orogen. 

The h/w margins of the meta-sills (OG 695, 712) consist of coarse, 

foliated to massive, talc- and carbonate-bearing actinolite schists. 

Abundant talc fibres, biotite and/or chlorite plates and very little 

quartz are 

(calcite?) 

i nterst it i a 1 to the act i no 1 i te-ri ch groundmass. Carbonate 

is in finely granular aggregates, locally replacing 

amphiboles along the cleavage planes. Disseminated, medium-grained 

rutile is common. 

A rapid increase in the mica content and a concomitant decrease of the 

amphibole mark the transition to the chilled margin of the sill. This 

chilled margin is characterized by foliated, compact fibro-lamellar 

aggregates of coarse-grained chlorite and/or biotite with very 

subordinate interstitial quartz. Biotite often overgrows chlorite. 

Rutile, isolated or in clusters, and apatite can be unusually 

abundant. Coalescing coarse chlorite in radiating and fan-like 

aggregates, accompan i ed by euhedra 1 act ino lite porphyrob lasts, give 

way to a we 11 deve loped ch 1 orite-act ino lite se 1 vedge zone along the 

margin of the sill. Elongated prismatic actinolite crystals freely 

grow within quartz veins, parallel to the chloritic sill margin (OG 

694, 695). Fig. 26 illustrates the mineralogical and textural changes 

from amphibolite across the ultramafic layer to the chilled margin and 

the sch i sts at the contact. The presence of coarse-gra i ned ch 1 orite 

and the growth of the ch lorite "fans" suggest activity of aqueous 

fluid as a result of the interaction between wet sediments and the 

intrusive mafic sill. 

The schists at the contact with the mafic units (OG 692A-B, 694, 696, 

697, 698 and 699) record several mineralogical changes: 

a) a general decrease in biotite, an increase 

chlorite and an increase in its grain size. 

original chloritization of the sediments, 

in the abundance of 

This might mean an 

during 

metamorphism. This feature is evident in OG 692A-B 

preserved 

and 694; 
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b) dissemination of sulphides, as fine- to medium-grained anhedral 
blebs and flattened aggregates, and medium-grained euhedral magnetite 
(OG 692A-B, 697, 699); 

c) increase of abundance and grain size of apatite and, locally, of 
rutile (OG 694 and 695); 

d) coarsening of the quartzose groundmass; 

e) local dissemination of pale green actinolite porphyroblasts 

parallel to the foliation (OG 682A-B). 

Poikiloblastic, often epidote-rich green-blue hornblende porphyroblast 
enrichment, occurs in the quartzitic schists at the contact with mafic 
units (OG 689A-B). Because of their similarity to calc-silicate lenses 
far from mafic units, these may not be related to the effect of the 
mafi c sill i ntrus i on. They probab ly represent a ca 1 c-s il i cate 
metapsammitic facies. 

3 PETROLOGY OF THE MINERALIZATION AND ASSOCIATED ALTERATION 

Because of the lack of unweathered samples, microscopic studies of 
the ore zone at Ongeama were limited to a qualitative evaluation of 
the gossan textures by means of thin and polished sections. 

In Matchless West Extension attention is focussed on aspects of the 
alteration zone and of the well developed magnetite quartzite and 
talc-actinolite-carbonate facies. The latter are mineralogically 
compared with samples of Damaran serpentinites. 

The nature and texture of the Ongombo "ore zone" and enclosing 
schists will be considered in this Section; in this case, the term 
"ore zone " is the name given to the sulphide-bearing portion of the 

sequence, inclusive of the alteration zone. 
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3.1 The Ongeama sulphide deposit 

3.1.1 The gossan 

The petrology of the three main facies recognized in the gossan 
exposure at Ongeama (i.e . massive sulphide gossan, amphibole-rich 
semimass ive gas san and magnet ite quartzite) and of the. ferruginous 
schist pockets associated with the amphibole-rich gas san facies, is 
discussed in this Section . 

The strongly leached character of the surface gossan is such that no 
residual sulphide grain is preserved within the existing boxwork 
structures. Therefore, replica textures, when not obliterated by 
massive or 
interpreted 
and Blaine 
description 
B) • 

concretionary exotic limonite, have been tentatively 
according to the criteria established by Blanchard (1966) 
and Andrew (1977), and with the aid of Hoffmann's 

of the mineralization in cores (see also Sect. 2.2 .1 Part 

Limonite is the main constituent of the porous massive sulphide gossan 
facies (OG 15, 38 and 47A-B). Quartz occurs as recrystallized, coarse
to medium-grained aggregates, probably representing the groundmass of 
the mineralization. Muscovite, fibrous amphibole (anthophyllite) and 
fragmentary garnet occur as occasional accessories, isolated in 
limonite crusts. A faint banding is only recognizable in OG 15, where 
few mm-wide porous limonite bands irregularly grade to limonite
impregnated quartz-rich layers . When present (OG 47A-B), the tiny 
fibrous anthophyllite aggregates occur within the quartz groundmass or 
along the boundaries between the former and the limonitic spongy 
patches. 

Different Fe-hydroxide species are distinguished by their different 
colour and reflectivity in thin and polished sections, respectively. 
The term "limonite" is here used as a general name for Fe-hydroxides. 

In thin section, dark brown-blackish limonite corresponds to the 
"autochtonous" product of weatheri ng of the su 1 ph ides, whereas the 
reddish limonite clearly shows its exotic nature. Brown limonite 
constitutes areas of ,preserved boxwork textures and compact, rounded 
remnants of clustered sulphide grains. Limonite pseudomorphs after 
sulphides are surrounded by exotic concretionary limonite. These 
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limonite crusts also coat fractures and form large colloform patches 
in which every previous structure is obliterated. 

The brown limonite-bearing portions are dominated by a thin- to 
thick-walled sponge-like texture containing recognizable sulphide 
replicas. Thin-walled limonitic "sponges" consist of medium-grained 
round to elongate cells reflecting the granular nature of the 
recrystallized ore. Progressive thickening of the cell walls 
frequently occurs by precipitation of brown and of late reddish 
limonite. Square boxwork replaces pyrite grains (Plate 5). Within the 
thin-walled cellular portions the fine-grained limonite crusts which 
often coat the inner wa 11 s of the ce 11 s, suggest pyrrhot ite-deri ved 
textures (see Blanchard, 1966). By contrast, smooth-walled cells are 
more indicative of pyrite . Limonite boxwork faithfully mimics 
concentric shrinkage cracks, typical of bird's eye - weathering of 

pyrrhotite in OG 38 and 47B (Plate 6). In these sections delicate 
ladder-like patterns consisting of thicker longitudinal walls and 
thinner transversal septa, which might be chalcopyrite replicas, can 
be seen (Plate 5). 

The amphibole-bearing semimassive gossan facies(in OG 63) is a porous 
rock type deficient in quartz. Anthophyllite and limonite are the only 
const ituents. Anthophyll ite occurs in dense ly clustered rosettes and 
variably oriented fibrous aggregates, which give way to a network-like 
pattern. The amphibole aggregates are impregnated with reddish 
limonite along cleavage and transverse cracks (Plate 7 and 8). In 
places where the amphiboles were dissolved during weathering, a 
delicate and elongate ladder-like boxwork similar to that after 
chalcopyrite, and a cellular texture with minute rhombic cells are 
observed. Round blackish limonite patches probably replace original 
sulphides. Occasional cubic cells are possibly after pyrite. As in the 
massive gossan, cells coated with limonite crusts probably replace 
pyrrhotite grains. 

In the magnetite guartzite (OG 17, 19A-B), the recrystallized granular 
quartz groundmass contains patches and lenticular aggregates of fine
grained euhedral magnetite which form a discontinuous banding at the 
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scale of the thin section. Gossanous sulphide patches and limonitized 
anthophyllite aggregates are contained in the groundmass. Coarse 
actinolite is occasionally present in the anthophyllite aggregates. 
Magnetite grains are mostly unweathered, but are sometimes surrounded 
by crusts of exotic limonite . Cellular gossan is probably indicative 
of pyrite. 

The ferrugi nous sch i st (OG 54A-B) as soc i ated with the semi mass ive 
amphibole-rich gossan facies is composed of yellowish mica, magnetite 
and limonite. The strongly schistose fabric is caused by the dominant 
lamellar, lepidoblastic micaceous groundmass, which shows evidence of 
folding. Where the limonite staining is minimal, the mica lamellae are 
slightly but distinctly pleochroic from pale yellowish to pale brown, 
and their interference colors are similar to that of biotite. Although 
the identity of this mica cannot be clearly established under the 
microscope, it does resemble phlogopite mica. Magnetite occurs as 
abundant medi urn to coarse-gra i ned crysta 1 s, either i so 1 ated or more 
often in clusters, which seem to replace the micaceous groundmass. An 
unknown mineral occurs in places. This mineral is fractured. It forms 
roughly round grains, including few mica flakes, and is strictly 
associated with magnetite clusters. Black limonite films penetrate its 
fractures. The optical properties of this mineral, i.e. high relief, 

transparent color with greenish tinge, isotropy, might be indicative 
of a garnet or a spinel. In places a faint double set of almost 
perpendicular cleavage suggests a spinel: either the Mg-Fe-bearing 
pleonaste or the Zn-bearing gahnite (Plate 9). 

3.1.2 The hangingwall schists 

In this section the petrology of the unusual schists in the h/w of 
the Ongeama sulphide body is described from the central part of the 
outcrop towards the margins. 

The chloritic schists in the axial portion of the discordant pipe

like feature described in Section 2.2.3 (OG 77A-B-C), show a markedly 
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foliated fabric and a distinctive porphyroblastic texture. The mineral 
assemblage includes quartz, chlorite, garnet, chloritoid , staurol ite, 
magnetite and limonite. Quartz and chlorite form the schistose 
groundmass. The groundmass shows two foliations: one is planar to 
crenulated 52 and the other is a tightly folded 51. 

Both prismatic staurolite and tabular pale blue-violet chloritoid 
occur as coarse ske leta 1 porphyrob lasts. They loca 11y display 
characteristic penetration and polysynthetic twinning, respectively. 
They are often associated with chlorite and carry disseminations of 
tiny sulphide blebs. The growth of staurolite seems to occur at the 
expense of chloritoid. Lamellar chlorite aggregates appear to form a 
reaction rim between staurolite and chloritoid. They are considered as 
a localized and incipient retrograde metamorphic breakdown of 
chloritoid. Chloritoid is also found in contact with both garnet and 
staurolite (Plate 10) or overgrown by garnet alone. Garnet (almandine) 
occurs as coarse, partially limonitized skeletal porphyroblasts, whose 
52-synkinematic growth is indicated by the helicitic spiralled texture 
(Plate 11). 

Magnet ite occurs as porphyrob last i c aggregates of coarse subhedra 1 
grains. The generation of magnetite may be ascribed to the reaction 
(Deer et al., 1982): 

{chloritoid + qtz + 02} = {staur + almand + magnetite + H20} 

Fig. 27 illustrates the relationships between staurolite and 
chloritoid at the transition between 
amph ibo 1 ite fac i es metamorph i sm in 
conditions. 

The reaction 

upper greenschist and lower 
moderate to high pressure 

{Al-silicate (pyrophyllite or kaolinite) + Fe-rich chlorite} = 

{chloritoid + qtz} 

is considered responsible for the first appearance of chloritoid in 
metapelites under conditions approximating the greenschist facies 
(Winkler, 1979). Chloritoid is also formed through the reaction 
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{Fe-oxide + Fe-rich chlorite} = {chloritoid + magnetite + quartz}, 

which might also be responsible for an initial nucleation of 
magnetite . Chloritoid formation has also been related to zones of 
shearing stress (Deer et a 1., 1982). 

The rusty, spotted magnet i te-muscovite sch i st (OG 62) occurs as a 
sheath to the axial chlorite zone. This schist (Plate 12) consists of 
abundant quartz, muscov i te, magnet i te, stauro 1 i te, garnet and mi nor 
chlorite. The rusty appearance is due to limonite derived from 
weathering of disseminated sulphides. Garnet is limonitized along 
cracks. Muscovite laminae define the planar to wavy 52 foliation, 
where syn-kinematic skeletal staurolite and flattened garnet are 
grown. Magnetite porphyrob lasts crosscut 
present in some weathered lamellae 
groundmass or interleaved with muscovite. 

the foliation . Chlorite is 
isolated in the quartzose 

The transition from the chloritic axial zone to the muscovite sheath, 
as described in Sect. 2.2.3 Part B, is more obvious in the field. 
Nevertheless, on the scale of the thin section (OG 78) it can be 
noticed as an increase of the chlorite content within the muscovite 

laminae. 

The non-magnetic ferruginous schists in the peripheral portion of the 
muscovite zone are strongly gossanous and show a very simple 
mineralogy. They consist of a grano-lepidoblastic aggregate of quartz 
and muscovite with disseminated, weathered sulphide blebs, and 
accessory tourmaline. Dark brown limonite replaces sulphides and 
impregnates the groundmass, whereas reddish limonite concretions 

encrust fractures and cavities. 

3.2 The Matchless West Extension sulphide body 

The petrological study of the Matchless West Extension was mainly 
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focussed on the alteration and exhalite lithologies. Only one thin 
section of gossan material was examined. 

3.2.1 Gossan and alteration zone 

Section MWE 207 represents a talc-rich facies of the porous massive 
gossan outcropping just above the alteration pipe. Talc occurs in a 
band wi th i n the th insect i on. It occurs as fibrous-flaky aggregates 
and coarse bent lamellae, which grow on a coarse, irregularly 
granular quartzose groundmass (Plate 13). Brown limonite impregnates 
the talc and quartz aggregates, and forms coarse, irregular thick
walled sponge-like and massive patches, where boxwork structures are 
no longer preserved . An unknown secondary mi nera 1 occurs as 
concretionary and botryoidal crusts. It is colourless, with moderate 
relief and isotropic. 

The marginal facies of the alteration pipe is characterized by a 
finely foliated muscovite-chlorite schist (MWE 204). Muscovite and 
chlorite occur as parallel lamellar bands, locally associated with 
phlogopite lamellae . Coarse muscovite plates locally replace chlorite 
aggregates, and they may belong to a second generation of muscovite. 
Tiny sulphide blebs and prismatic rutile are present as 
disseminations. 

The mineralogy of the axi.al part of the alteration pipe is fairly 
simp 1 e. It cons i sts of vari ab le proport ions of quartz, muscovite, 
limonitized pyrite and accessory tourmaline (MWE 205, 217, 219) (Photo 
14). Pyrite is disseminated as 
schistose grano-lepidoblastic 

tiny cubic weathered crystals in the 
quartz and muscovite groundmass. 

Limonite impregnates quartz and mica as thin films and curiously also 
as very dense disseminations of black and red spherulites (MWE 205). 

The foliation is planar to crenulated. Complex kink-banding in the 
micas is visible in some 
show evidence of strain. 
specimens, is formed by 
cleavage plane inclined 

sections, where the quartzose laminae also 
A new foliation, well displayed in hand 

recrystallization of mica plates along a 
approximately 300 relative to the old 
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foliation . 

3.2.2 Exhalites 

The exhalites at Matchless West Extension include at least two rock 
types: magnetite quartzite and ultramafic schists. In the field the 
two rock types appear to grade into one another. Two samp les were 
examined from this transition zone. 

Sections of MWE 241A-B and MWE 253 represent the two different 
magnetite guartzite layers characterizing the western portion of the 
outcrop (see Sect . 3 Part B). 

The upper magnetite quartzite band (P late 15) is massive, well 
banded and non-gossanous. It contains exc lus i ve ly quartz, magnet ite 
and baryte. Euhedral fine- to medium-grained magnetite is densely 
clustered in bands in the recrystallized quartz matrix. Medium- to 
fine-grained, round to amoeboidal baryte grains occur both as 
interstitial material in the quartz groundmass and as inclusions in 
quartz grains. 

The gossanous, lower magnetite quartzite band (Plate 16) is 
characterized by a remarkable increase in magnetite, that almost 
ob 1 iterates the banding. Quartz, magnetite and baryte are accompanied 

by actinolite and subordinate limonite and malachite. Actinolite is in 
coarse-grained po i kiloblastic prismatic porphyroblasts containing 
inclusions of quartz and magnetite. They are grouped in lenses parallel 
to the banding. Baryte blebs, irregular patches of weathered sulphides 
and encrust i ng emera 1 d-green ma 1 ach ite aggregates are common ly 
associated with the actinolite-rich bands. 

The ultramafic schists display the following fabrics: 

a) strongly foliated, especially in some talc-rich facies, as in MWE 
246B, and in the actinolite schist in MWE 245B; 
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b) massive, as in the monomineralic actinolitite in MWE 239 or in the 
talc-phlogopite schist in MWE 246A (Plates 17 and 18); 

c) porphyroblastic, particularly where carbonate porphyroblasts occur, 

as in MWE 245A. 

The foliated actinolite schists (MWE 245B) are essentially 
monominera 1 i c, bei ng composed of a med i um- to coarse-gra ined 
nematoblastic actinolite aggregate. Phlogopite and interstitial talc 
and quartz are rare . 

The massive "actinolitite" is outstanding for its coarse grain size. 
The interstices of this amphibole-rich, felted aggregate are occupied 
by fine-grained granular yellow-greenish patches of an unknown 
secondary mineral, limonite and rare quartz grains. 

The massive fibrous talc schist in MWE 246A consists of an irregular 
talc-phlogopite aggregate developing on a granular quartz-rich matrix 
(Plates 17 and 18). Totally limonitized, post-tectonic carbonate 
porphyroblasts overprint the talc-phlogopite-quartz groundmass . 

Sections MWE 236 and MWE 245A illustrate the transition from 
"ultramafic" to quartzite exhalite facies. In MWE 236 the 
nematob last ic act inc 1 ite schist interfingers with a baryte-bearing 
quartzitic facies (Plate 19). The coarse baryte grains are intergrown 
with quartz and are in normal contact with the actinolite crystals. No 
evidence of disequilibrium between the two minerals is observed. In 
MWE 245A a fo 1 i ated ta lc-act inc 1 i te-carbonate sch i st passes to a 
gossanous quartz-actinolite-baryte-rich facies. The transition occurs 
by means of rapid decrease in talc and concurrent increase in 
amphiboles and quartz. The quartz -actinolite-baryte facies is 
distinctly banded and shows a grano-nematoblastic texture. The 
coarse-grained actinolite bands are gossanous and are associated with 
abundant coarse-grained baryte aggregates (Plate 20). 

The carbonate-rich rock, initially identified as a marble associated 

with the exhalative layer (see section 3, Part B), may in fact not be 
part of it. The marble-like rock type outcropping at the grid 
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reference 17/+3.5 (Fig. 21) is interpreted as the result of a 
hydrothermal pervasive carbonatic alteration replacing a baryte
bearing quartzite facies. From field observations, the replaced 
muscovite-bearing quartzite facies is probably part of the nearby 
outcropp i ng magnet ite quartz ite . Ca 1 cite forms a granu 1 ar aggregate, 

whose irregular texture is not comparable with that characterizing 
true marbles (Spry, 1969; Bard, 1980). There is no sign of deformation 
in the carbonates. Where the replacement is incipient, a sieve-l ike 
texture of the carbonate patches is noted. Amoeboidal baryte grains 
are associated with quartz in the groundmass. At advanced stages of 
replacement both baryte and quartz blebs are isolated in the carbonate 
groundmass. 

3.23 Comparison between the ultramafic schists at Matchless West 

Extension and the A1pine·type Damaran ultramafic rocks 

Thin sections cut from the ultramafic body outcropping near Otjihase 
Mine (see sect. 5.3 Part B) were also examined. 

These rocks are represented by coarse-gra i ned act i no 1 i te-ch 1 or ite 

schists (OTJ 684), talc-chlorite-actinolite schists (OTJ 685) and 
magnetite-bearing talc-chlorite-carbonate schists (OTJ 686A-B). The 
fabric varies from massive to coarsely foliated . 

Mixed talc and chlorite form a fine-grained felt-like groundmass 
(Plate 22). This groundmass hosts isolated or clustered actinolite 
porphyroblasts and disseminated magnetite grains. Rhombic cavities are 
remainders of carbonate porphyroblasts. In the foliated actinolite 
schists in OTJ 684 euhedral actinolite porphyroblasts are included in 
a coarse, rutile-bearing fibro-lamellar chlorite matrix. Chlorite 
laths are grown both in parallel and in fan-like aggregates in the 
intergranular spaces. Comb-like texture of the chlorite aggregates is 

often seen between close actinolite crystals . 

The mi nera logy of these Damaran u ltramaf i c rocks and that of the 
ultramafic schists of assumed exhalative origin are very similar in 
their main components (i.e., talc and actinolite). However, some 
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differences can be observed, namely: 

a) in the serpentinites quartz is basically absent, whereas it can be 
an important constituent in some of the exhalative schists examined 
(e.g., the quartz-rich groundmass in the talc-phlogopite schist in MWE 
246A); 

b) the unusual association of actinolite - quartz - baryte in the 
exhalative schists; 

c) the absence of magnetite,," common product of serpentinization of 
igneous ultramafics, in the exhalative schists; 

d) the layered distribution of the different facies of the ultramafic 
schists at Matchless West Extension (e . g., talc-rich, actinolite-rich) 
is probably a primary depositional feature; 

e) the interfingering of the exhalative ultramafic schists with 
mineralized quartzite facies is observed even at the scale of the thin 

section. 

The association of talc flakes with the quartz-rich massive gossan 
proximal to the alteration zone can be interpreted as an indication of 
the genetic link of talc, or premetamorphic Mg-rich precursors 
(sepiolite or palygorskite; McLeod and Stanton, 1984), with the ore
forming hydrothermal system. Actinolite is observed as a primary 
mineral associated with mineralization in the present-day Atlantis II 
Deep in the Red Sea (Zierenberg and Shanks, 1983 , 1988). The mineral 
is considered as an indirect input of volcanism contemporary with the 

mineralizing event. 

3.3 The Oogombo sulphide body 

A detai led account of the "ore zone" and enclosing schists from 
drillcore is gi ven below; only limited work has been carried out on 
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gossan material. 

3.3.1 The amphibole-rich facies of the Ongombo Gossan 

Attent i on has been focussed on the port i on of the outcrop 
characterized by the discordant gossanous amphibole-rich patches. 
These features were not observed in the cores (see Sect. 2.3.3 Part 
B) • 

In the gossan exposure, the magnetite quartzite proximal to the 
amphibole-rich patches (OG 192A) is pockmarked by weathered sulphide 
aggregates and by discontinuous amphibole-rich gossanous bands. These 
features are very simi lar to those observed at Ongeama. Flaky talc 
aggregates are disseminated both in the amphibole-rich patches and in 
the quartz matrix. 

The discordant amphibole-rich pockets (OG 192B, 196, 281) are 
preserved only as fine-grained limonite replicas of the fibrous 
amphibole aggregates. By analogy with what was observed at Ongeama, it 
is believed that the amphibole in this facies was probably 
anthophyllite. Large massive black and colloform exotic limonite 
patches possibly correspond to weathered sulphides. Coarse poikilitic, 
prismatic plagioclase crystals form radiating aggregates with .in the 
gossanous portion in OG 281- They conta in the ac i cu 1 ar traces of 
dissolved amphibole inclusions. These plagioclase aggregates may be 

equivalent to the zones of plagioclase enrichment observed within the 

ore zone in the .core OGB 153A (see below). 

3.32. The 'ore zone' and the enclosing schists in drill cores 

A series of 40 thin sections has been obtained from the ore-hosting 
sequence in the OGB 153A borehole (Eastern Shoot). The total length of 
core portion examined is 12,5 m. A schematic log is reported in 
Appendix E. 

The aims of this detailed examination are 
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a) to verify the existence of an alteration-related mineral 
association in the h/w schists in approaching the "ore zone"; 

b) to discriminate between ore-related alteration, if any, and 
contact metasomatism in the schists enclosing the metasills; 

c) to distinguish the different styles of mineralization within the 
uore zone II • 

The h/w sch i st sequence cons i sts of a lternat i ng metape 1 it i c and 
metapsammitic schist units and includes a metamorphosed gabbroic sill. 
The main mineral constituents of the metasediments are quartz, 
plagioclase (oligoclase), biotite and chlorite . Accessory epidote, 
apatite, tabular ilmenite and subordinate disseminated sulphides are 
constantly present. Abundant zircon imparts a mottled appearance to 
the host biotite. The occurrence of muscovite, staurolite and garnet 
is restricted to mica-rich layers. Plagioclase can be fairly abundant 
and occurs either finely intergrown with quartz or in coarser 
flattened poikiloblastic lenses associated with the mica layers. 
Sieve-textured amphibole, epidote and minor calcite distinguish a 
calc-silicate-bearing layer. 

The distribution of chlorite varies from one layer to the other, but 
considerable chlorite enrichment . is observed towards the margins of 
the metamorphosed sill intrusion. Part of the chlorite a'ppears to be a 
product of retrograde metamorphism. 

Chlorite, however, is not commonly found in the plagioclase-rich 
schi sts between the "ore zone" and the mafi c s ill. These sch i sts 
contain abundant biotite and muscovite, associated with staurolite and 
garnet. Tourmaline can be relatively common in the muscovite 
aggregates rimming staurolite grains. 

There is no outstanding magnetite dissemination in approaching the 
"ore zone". Magnetite does occur, with disseminated sulphides, in the 
chloritized schists and "calc-silicates" in the structural h/w of the 
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mafic unit (OG ?lOA-B) and in the vicinity of a thin amphibole
enriched layer of probable volcanic origin (OG 706). 

A comparison between the h/w schists and unaltered schists away from 
the "ore zone" and those in the f/w, highlights the few differences 
between these three groups of schists. The only variations (e.g. 
chloritization, magnetite dissemination), of possible hydrothermal 
origin, are confined to the aureoles of the intrusive mafic units. 

An important feature that distinguishes the schists within the "ore 
zone" from those of the h/w and f/w, is the colour of biotite. This 
biotite displays a marked colour change from dark greenish (Plate 23) 
to reddish-brown in the sharp contact from either h/w and f/w to the 
"ore zone", thereby defining a selvedge zone approximately 1 cm-thick 
(Plate 24). This reddish-brown biotite also constitutes a major 
component along the entire vertical development of the "are zone" 
(sections OG 718-751). The only exception is represented by a minor 
intercalation of unaltered quartz-biotite schist (OG 731), containing 
dark brown-greenish biotite. This intercalation may result from 
tectonic interleaving. 

Quartz, biotite, plagioclase (oligoclase) and staurolite are the 
most abundant s i 1 i cate mi nera 1 s with i n the "ore zone". Ch 1 orite is 
scarce, and it becomes significant only in the lowest part 
zone". Accessory fine- to coarse-grained apatite is 
remarkable amounts. Tabular ilmenite is disseminated 
schistosity p1anes. 

of the "are 
present in 
a long the 

The sharp contact from the unaltered schists to the "ore zone" is 
mineralogically defined by the development of the coarse biotite-rich 
selvedge zone, mentioned earlier. This selvedge zone is characterized 
by compact biotite bands with disseminated coarse- to fine-grained 
staurolite, coarse apatite and poikiloblastic flattened sulphide 

grains (pyrite "augen") (Plate 24). 

The "ore zone" is approximately 6 m-thick. Below the biotite selvedge 
zone, the "are zone" can be idea 11 y subd i vi ded in two sect ions, each 

defined by a magnetite quartzite band. 
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The first section, 1.5 m-thick, is characterized by coarse 
plagioclase-rich, staurolite-bearing biotite quartz schists. The 
schists contain densely disseminated sulphide-rich centimetre-sized 
quartz lenses. These lenses thicken downwards. Sulphides are only 
subordinately disseminated in the schists. Such arrangement is 
suggestive of a deformed stringer system passing to a zone of poorly 
developed semimassive mineralization. The first section ends with a 40 
cm-thick magnetite quartzite layer, in which the mineralization is 
recrystallized in semimassive bands. Sulphides are partially 
remobilized along metamorphogenic quartz veins rimmed by coarse 
plagioclase and chlorite. 

In the ~econd portion of the "ore zone", up to 20 cm-thick chlorite
bearing quartzite layers contain well developed coarse semimassive 
sulphide mineralization. A second, poorly mineralized magnetite 
quartz ite occurs at the structura 1 f /w of the "ore zone" (OG 743, m 
367.83-368.29). The semimassive-ore facies represents the main style 
of mineralization in this second section of the "ore zone" . A 
remarkable feature of the second section 
plagioclase content within schist bands 
mineralized quartzite horizons (e.g., OG 732 

is the increase in the 
included between richly 
and 735). In these schist 

1 ayers deformed b i ot ite aggregates are inc 1 uded in a coarse-grained 
poikiloblastic plagioclase groundmass (Plate 25). The plagioclase 
(oligoclase) is zoned, locally twinned and often sericitized. The 
abundance of plagioclase in these layers may be a primary feature. It 
may reflect the metamorphic recrystallization of original authigenic 
albite{?)-rich sedimentary layers. The plagioclase enrichment in the 
sed iments mi ght have been induced by the ore-re 1 ated hydrotherma 1 
activity. 

The transition from the lower magnetite quartzite horizon (OG 749) 
to the f/w schist package is marked by the occurrence of a moderately 
chloritized biotite selvedge zone carrying flattened sulphide lenses. 
An unusual pod-like, coarse-grained poikilitic plagioclase aggregate 
marks the lower contact of the "ore zone" (OG 752). It contains coarse 
to very coarse euhedral apatite crystals (up to 6 mm in diameter) 
rimmed by reddish biotite and muscovite laths. In the hand specimen 
the color of the apatite is pale green. 
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The passage to the dark brown biotite-bearing f/w schists is sharp. 

333 The sulphide mineralization 

The sulphide mineralization from core OGB 153A (Eastern Shoot) is 
characterized by the following styles, namely: 

a) coarse disseminated sulphides in biotite schist (OG 7208, 744, 

750) ; 

b) semimassive ore .in magnetite-devoid quartz-rich bands (OG 718, 
722, 729, 733, 735, 737, 741); 

c) disseminated in magnetite quartzite (OG 724, 747, 748); 

d) partly remobilized ore along 52-syntectonic quartz veins (OG 723, 
726) . 

The ore assemblages characterizing these styles of mineralization are 
the following: 

1) in biotite schists, dominant pyrite with subordinate chalcopyrite 
and pyrrhotite as sulphide species; Ubiquitous ilmenite and occasional 

magnetite as oxide species; 

2) in the semimassive ore, pyrite, chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite are the 
main components, with subordinate sphalerite. Only chalcopyrite, 
pyrrhotite and sphalerite occur in OG 729. Magnetite is accessory in 
OG 718 and 733. Galena is in minimal amounts in OG 718 and 741; 

3) in magnetite quartzite, magnetite is accompanied by variable 
amounts of chalcopyrite and pyrite, subordinate pyrrhotite and 
accessory galena; sulphides are concentrated in bands; 

4) in the remobilized ore, chalcopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhotite and minor 
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sphalerite are the sole components. 

A characteristic of the pyrite in this mineralization is a slight 
but perceivable anisotropy. Two main generations of pyrite can be 
di stingu i shed: the first generat i on is represented by early 
porphyroblasts deformed into "augen" (Plate 24) and by recrystallized 
aggregates ; the later generation includes undeformed cubic 
porphyroblasts. 

Magnetite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and galena display the usual 
optical characters . Marmatitic sphalerite occurs as typical tiny star
shaped and drop-like exso 1 ut ions i ncha lcopyrite, whereas globular 
chalcopyrite blebs are exsolved in the rare coarser sphalerite 
patches. Star-shaped sphalerite exsolutions are typical of high
temperature chalcopyrite (Ramdohr, 1980). Their presence may be 
related to the high temperatures of recrysta l lization undergone by the 
sulphide mineralization during lower amphibolite facies metamorphism. 
Pyrrhotite is mostly associated with chalcopyrite, where it occurs as 
small amoeboidal blebs and anhedral fractured patches. Tabular 
ilmenite crystals display characteristic lamellar hematite exolutions. 
The crystals occur parallel to the S2 foliation of the hosting schists 
and are locally clustered and recrystallized in the hinges of 
microfolds. Ilmenite locally contains elongated chalcopyrite 
inclusions incorporated during growth. 

Pyrite and magnetite crystals commonly show inclusions of ore and 
gangue minerals: chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and galena, and quartz, 
apatite and mica, respectively (Plate 26) . Galena is only observed in 
inclusions, alone or associated with chalcopyrite (Plate 27). 

Reg i ona 1 dynamo-therma 1 metamorph ism, in the form of temperature 
increase and directed pressure, is responsible for an overall 

coarsening of the grain size, recrystallization and reorganization of 
the initial paragenesis through deformation. This is reflected in the 
general texture of the mineralized layers. These layers are, in fact, 
characterized by the development of coarse-grained idioblastic to 
flattened pyrite grains (Plate 26) and annealed aggregates (Plate 27) 
over a chalcopyrite- and pyrrhotite-rich recrystallized matrix (Plate 
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30). A simi 1 ar texture is seen where magnet i te is abundant, although 
magnetite does not show evidence of plastic deformation as pyrite does 
(see below). 

The chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite matrix around the pyrite augen is 
intensely strained; this is clearly visible in the pyrrhotite, which 

shows a noticeable wavy extinction. 

Experimenta 1 stud i es on su 1 ph i de deformat i on with increas ing 
temperature and confining pressure (Kelly and Clark, 1975; Cox et al., 
1981; McClay and Ellis, 1983) show (Fig. 28): 

a) a change from brittle to moderately ductile rheological behavior in 
pyrite in metamorphic grades higher than greenschist facies and at low 
strain rates; 

b) the overall greater ductility of chalcopyrite and sphalerite than 
pyrite in the different geological conditions; 

c) the rapid strength loss of pyrrhotite with increasing temperature. 

The formation of pyrite "augen" is thereby referred to a pressure 
solution strain mechanism active during 02. The ductility contrast 
among sulphides results in the inclusion of harder pyrite grains in a 
matrix of softer ore minerals. The resulting texture does not reflect 
the original relationship among the components. Grain growth and 
annea 1 i ng must have occurred between the 02 and 03 phases. A 1 ate, 
brittle deformation manifested in fractured pyrite porphyroblasts is 
referred to the 03 deformation phase by Klemd et al. (1987). The open 
fractures in pyrite are filled by softer matrix material, i.e. 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite (Plate 28). 

In the biotite schists, other possible effects of deformation on 
pyrite may also be seen in the recrystallization of fine-grained, thin 
pyrite lenses ("ribbon pyrite" in Klemd et al., 1987) arranged in en

echelon patterns within the deformed micaceous laminae. The ribbon 
pyrite develops along the borders of subhedral pyr i te grains, on the 
·side of the grains parallel to the foliation. These structures are 
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Fig. 28 - Comparison of strengths of pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, 

spha lerite and ga lena at a constant 1 kb confining pressure (Cox et 
al., 1981). 
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confined to limited portions of the schists, and probably indicate the 
action of slow plastic deformation (creep) induced by shear stress. 
Coarse ly recrysta 11 i zed pyrite and magnet i te genera lly show a strong 
tendency to i d iomorph i sm and to deve 1 opment of crysta 1 faces. Where 
both pyrite and magnetite occur in remarkable amounts, as in the 
magnetite quartzite in OG 747, the contemporaneous recrystallization 
of the two minerals leads to the formation of interference textures, 
with mutua 1 inc 1 us i on and deve lopment of ato 11- 1 ike, embayed 
aggregates (Plate 26). 

4. DISCUSSION 

Petrological studies of country rocks and of the alteration zones have 
provided evidence of important mineralogical changes, which, at least 
in some cases, are confirmed by field observations. The scheme in Fig. 
29 reports the main mineralogical characters observed in the 
alteration zones. 

In spite of the postulated common genetic mechanism for these 
sulphide bodies (see Part A) and of the relatively short distance 
between them, the mineralogy of the alteration zones is variable. For 
example, at Ongeama the alteration pipe consists of a chlorite core 
and a sericitic envelope, whereas at Matchless West Extension the pipe 
consists of a quartz-sericitic core and a poorly developed chloritic 

margin (see also Sect. 3 Part B). Nevertheless, the chemical 
environment inferred from the alteration mineral assemblages is 
essentially similar. This appears to be especially true for Ongeama 
and Match 1 ess West Extens i on, where the a lterat i on pi pes are better 
defined both in shape and relationship with the mineralization. 

The occurrence of chloritoid, staurolite, garnet, magnetite and 
chlorite at Ongeama, and the dense pyrite dissemination in the 
sericitic quartzite at Matchless West Extension, reflect conditions of 
high Fe/Mg ratio, high Al and low alkali (Na, Ca and K) along the axis 
of the alteration pipe. Although devoid of plagioclase, both 
alteration zones are highly enriched in quartz, due to extensive 
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minerals are listed according to decreasing abundance. 
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s i 1 i c if i ca t i on. 
At Matchless West Extension the marginal zone of phlogopite-bearing 

muscovite-chlorite schists may correspond to an overlap between the 
sericite zone and a marginal Mg-enriched zone . The occurrence of 
sporad i c ph 1 ogop i te may be a 1 so interpreted as mark i ng a 1 ate and 
margi na 1 doma i n of potass i c a lterat i on. Accord ing to Costa et a 1. 

(1983). this limited potassic alteration would be induced by late 
hydrolysis of mica in the outer regions of the mineralizing system, 
hence supply of K to the fluids, and breakdown of alteration-related 
chlorite. 

The presence of anthophy 11 ite and ta 1 c in the ore prox ima 1 to the 
assumed discharge vent at Ongeama and Matchless West Extension, 
respect i ve ly, is suggesti ve of major Mg enri chment externa 1 to the 
alteration pipe. Mg, however, is further enriched in the talc- and 
actinolite-bearing exhalites at Matchless West Extension. Mg 
enrichment in positions proximal to the discharge vent is reported for 
both ancient and present-day sub-seafloor deposits (e.g., Guaymas 
Bas in) (Cos ta et a 1., 1983; Agga rwa 1 and Nesb itt, 1984; Lonsda 1 e et 
al., 1980). By analogy with what was observed at Ongeama and Matchless 
West Extension, the anthophyllite and talc enrichment of the gossanous 
central-western portion of the Central Shoot (Ongombo) could be 
considered as indicating proximity to a main discharge site. The 
absence of these minerals in the Eastern Shoot mineralization may be, 
on the other hand, interpreted as a "distal" feature. 

Sulphide disseminations and lenses, which, on weathering, impart the 
gossanous aspect to the schists within the alteration pipes, may be 
interpreted as the result of deformation and metamorphism of a 
"stringer"-type mineralization. "Stringer" mineralization was formed 
within the fracture network, which acted as fluid channelways, along 
the alteration pipe. 

In spite of the higher metamorphic grade, the mineralogy of the 
alteration zone at Gorob, as reported by Haussinger and Okrusch (1990) 
seems to reflect the same trends of major element variations as those 
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inferred for Ongeama and Matchless West Extension. 

At Ongombo, chloritization and magnetite and sulphide dissemination 
in the schists above the are zone, although irregularly distributed, 
are spatially associated with the mafic sills. This suggests that the 
enrichment in chlorite, magnetite and sulphides is probably the result 
of contact metasomat i sm induced by the i ntrus i on of basa 1t i c sill s 

into wet unconsolidated sediments, and not to ore deposition. It is, 
therefore, concluded that there are at least two separate events: one 
related to contact metasomatism and the other to the action of ore
forming fluids. This separation is reflected also by the trace-element 
distribution in the ore-hosting sequence (see Sect. 2.3.2 Part D). 

Klemd et a1 . (1987, 1989) attribute similar chlorite- and magnetite
enriched schists in the h/w of the ore zone at Matchless Mine to the 
effects of an ore flu i d system . Thei r i nterpretat i on, however, is 
possibly incorrect, if the observations above are taken into account. 

Studies of the dri 11 core from Ongombo suggest that the change in 
colour of biotite, among other factors, is considered a fundamental 

indicator of the interaction of the ore-bearing fluids and the 
schists. The abrupt colour change of biotite both in the h/w and f/w 
of the "ore zone", and the deformed nature of the "smeared" pyrite 
augen disseminations within the marginal biotite "selvedge zones", are 
suggestive of tectonic deformation. The strain would be largely 
concentrated along the margins of the sulphide-bearing horizon. 

Assumed remnants of sheared f/w stringer zones are observed also in 
anc ient deformed minera 1 depos i ts simi 1 ar to those assoc i ated with 
the Matchless Belt (e . g., Hoy et al., 1984) . 

The mineralogical and textural features of the Ongombo ore zone 
indicate a fairly well defined vertical lithological zonation. The 
reconstruction of this vertical zonation, after eliminating the 
effects of deformation, is as follows: 

a) h/w "stringer"-feeder zone; 
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b) sil iceous ore zone containing semimassive sulphides in lenses and 

layers; 

c) f/w sulphide-bearing magnetite quartz ite. 

The inverted polarity of the sequence given above is confirmed by 
the inverted zonation observed in the mafic si lls, in which ultramafic 
differentiates occur in the h/w . 

The gangue mineralogy of the Ongombo "ore zone" is somewhat 
different from that of Ongeama and Matchless West Extension. At 
Ongombo the gangue is characterized by the almost total lack of 
chlorite, abundance of zircon-bearing biotite and staurolite, less 
pronounced silicification, and unusual abundances of plagioclase and 
of apat ite . Phosp'horus enri chment is a 1 so reported by Hauss i nger and 
Okrusch (1990) at Gorob. The presence of plagioclase, however, does 
not appear to be restricted to the Eastern Shoot, as the mineral also 
occurs in the anthophyllite- rich zones of the western Central Shoot 
(see Sect. 3.3.1 above). It is worth noting that in studies of iron 
formations in the Southern Marginal Zone of the Damara Orogen, 
Breitkopf and Maiden (1986) and Breitkopf (1988) have found high 
abundances of apatite, plagioclase arid amphibole . These authors 
consider these minerals as evidence for the volcano-exhalative origin 
of the mineralization. 

Unusual minera logical associations, similar to those described in 
this study for the "ore zone" at Ongombo, were also noted by Gair and 
Slack (1982), in relation to the Appalachian Besshi-type sulphide 
deposits of the Gossan Lead District (Blue Ridge Belt, Virginia, USA) . 
The two authors report, in fact, the occurrence of a lmost 
monomineralic biotite schists, with high content of fluoro-apatite and 
zircons, and of plagioclase-rich rocks alternating with bands of 
massive mineralization . The origin of these rocks is attributed by the 
authors to the action of ore-related metasomat izing fluids . 

At Ongombo, the absolute prevalence of biotite and staurolite over 
chlorite might be simply a result of met amorphic conditions . The 
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abundance of highly degradable minerals within the "ore zone" is 
possibly the reason of the lack of surface expression of lithofacies 
other than the resistant magnetite quartzite. 

It is clear from the petrological work carried out that 
mineralogical changes are important in the attempt to define an 
alteration zone. These changes can be discerned in spite of the 
obliterating effects of regional metamorphism and deformation. 

Magnetite disseminations (e.g., in the "I" anomaly area north of the 
Ongeama gossan and in the Ongombo cores), unless associated with other 
important mineralogical changes in the host rocks, are not to be 
considered "a priori" as pathfinders to the mineralization. 

During metamorphism, oxides can undergo pronounced chemical and less 
notable physical modifications. The latter occur by simple coarsening 
and crystal face development (Stanton, 1972). Chemica 1 modifications 
during metamorphism largely depend on f02 (Fig 30). Therefore, the 
occurrence of magnetite in barren metapsammitic horizons of the Kuiseb 
Formation can be interpreted as: 

a) recrystallization of detrital magnetite grains; 

b) metamorphism of moderately hematite-rich metapsammitic horizons. 

Magnetite occurs as disseminations also in "calc-silicate" layers 
within the metapsammitic horizons. The "calc-silicate"-bearing 
metapsammites in the Kuiseb Formation appear to be correlated with the 
north-westerly calcareous Tinkas turbidites, developed from the 
Karibib carbonate platform (Porada and Wittig, 1983; see Sect. 1 Part 
A). In view of this possible connection between the metapsammites in 
the Kuiseb Formation and the Tinkas turbidites, the presence of 
magnetite disseminations in the former may be interpreted as the 
result of metamorphic breakdown of siderite (James, 1955), or may 
represent an indirect, detrital contribution of the mafic volcanism 
characterizing . the the north-westerly Karibib platform (Miller, 
1983b). 
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The preservation of alteration zones, well 
mineralogy, in spite of deformation and 
Stanton's (1982) opinion that stratiform ores 

defined in shape and 
metamorph ism, confirms 
and their envelopes are 

striking examples of compositional inhomogeneity that metamorphism has 
not been able to homogenize. This appears to be the result of the 
restriction of metamorphic diffusion to minute distances and of the 
consequent lack of attainment of metamorphic equilibrium even in very 
small domains (e.g., single grain). 

The a lterat i on zones stud i ed conta in contrast i ng greensch i st- and 
amphibolite-facies mineral assemblages (e .g., chlorite-staurolite at 
Ongeama), or display mineral associations of apparent slightly higher 
grade than the enc los i ng sch i sts (e. g., the ch lorite-poor b i ot ite
staurol ite schists in the "ore zone" at Ongombo). In Stanton I s view, 
these restricted anomalies can be attributed to primary precursor 
patterns, depending on the interplay between hydrothermal fluids, 
seawater and sediments along the channelways, .rather than to localized 
variations in metamorphic grade. 



PARTD 

GEOCHEMISTRY OF MINERALIZATION, ALTERATION 

ZONES AND COUNTRY ROCKS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The 487 samples collected during the field work were submitted to 
chemical analysis. 

A suite of 22 elements was selected for analysis: Cu, Pb, Zn, Co, 
Ni, Ag, Au, Mn, Cr, V, Ti, Ba, Mo, Zr, Nb, Y, Rb, Sr, Sn, W, As and 
Bi. Concentrations of the first nine elements, from Cu to Cr, were 
determined by means of atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) , and the 
balance by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis. These analyses were 
carried out at Scientific Services Ltd. in Windhoek and Cape Town. 
Results and detection limits are given in Appendix E, Tables 1 to 18. 
Selected samples of altered and unaltered schists and ultramafic rocks 
were analyzed for major elements by XRF analysis . Fusion discs and 
powder pellets were analyzed by means of a Philips 1410 XRF 
spectrometer at Rhodes Un i vers i ty (Tab le 9). A number of se lected 
elements was used to construct element distribution profiles, contour 
maps and diagrams. 

Anomalous major- and trace-element distribution characterizes 
present-day hydrothermal mineralizing systems in the oceanic 
environment and well-studied ancient equivalents. Therefore, one of 
the aims of this study is to verify whether similar distribution 

patterns exist or are still preserved in the metamorphosed and 
deformed deposits at Ongeama, Matchless West Extension and Ongombo. 

2 GEOCHEMISTRY OF SULPHIDE BODIES AND ASSOCIATED ALTERATION ZONES 

2.1 Geochemical trends at Ongeama: trace element distribution 

The geochemi ca 1 data from the weathered mi nera 1 i zat i on and 
associated alteration zone at Ongeama (table 2, Appendix E) were used 
to construct element distribution profiles. In the evaluation of each 
profile, the average content of a given element in barren schists has 
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been taken into account, and shown as a reference line. 
Appendices F and G include the geochemical profiles along strike for 

the minor and maJor gossan band, respectively. The different rock 
types are indicated by symbols. Each rock type is characterized by a 
distinct range of element concentration. However, within the same rock 
type, variations can occur in space and can represent, in some cases, 
a well defined zonation. 

The two gossan bands are considered separately because of their 
differences in lithological complexity and geochemical character . 

The minor gossan outcrop cons i sts of three rock types: mass ive 
gossan, magnetite quartzite and subordinate non-magnetic ferruginous 
muscovite schists (see Part S for details). 

In general, the massive gossan in this outcrop appears to be 

relatively more enriched in Cu (up to 0. 73 %), subordinately in Mn and 
Sa and Ti, and depleted in Pb, ln, Ag, V, Rb, Sr, lr, Sn and As. 

Magnetite quartzite is enriched in Pb (up to 0.19 %) and, to a 
lesser extent, in ln (up to 471 ppm), Mn (1164 ppm) and Sn (110 ppm). 
Although the massive gossan locally contains high Au values (on 
average 455 ppb Au), the average Au content in the magnetite quartzite 
is higher (698 ppb Au). Magnetite quartzite is slightly enriched in Ag 
relative to the other two rock types. 

The ferruginous schists show the highest Sa (up to 503 ppm), Ti (up 
to 0.84 %), V (up to 224 ppm) and lr (up to 148 ppm) contents, and 
moderate enrichment in Zn, Pb and Sn. They are depleted in the other 
elements. 

Lateral variations of the most significant elements (i .e. Cu, ln, 
Pb, Ag, Au, Sa and Mn) are observed. Deta i led prof i 1 es for a 11 the 
elements considered are contained in Appendix G-a. A general increase 
towards the western end of the outcrop is shown by most of the 

elements considered (Fig. 31a-e). 
In particular: 

- The Cu distribution outlines a clear zonation with westward 
increase within the massive gossan. This trend is not shown in the 
adjacent magnetite quartzite. The Cu increase in the mass ive gossan 
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outcrop correlates with its thickening. It may be either a primary 
feature or it may be related to deformation. However, a similar 
distribution for Ti, which is typically considered as an immobile 
element (Finlow-Sates and Stumpfl, 1981), would suggest that it is a 
primary feature. 

- Zn displays a general increase westward, from massive gossan to 
magnetite quartzite, although within each facies the values are 
irregularly distributed. 

- The fQ distribution shows a prominent, isolated peak (0.19 % Pb) 
next to the boundary between magnetite quartzite and massive gossan 
and proximal to the Cu-enriched portion of the outcrop. This isolated 
peak notwithstanding, a general westward increase is observed. 

- Au exhibits a gross westward increase within the massive gossan. 
In the latter, Au enrichment appears to coincide with the thickening 
of this horizon. In the magnetite quartzite the average content is 
slightly higher (see above) but with no apparent regular distribution 
trend. In the massive gossan isolated peaks may correspond to late 
remobilization of mineralization in veins. 

- Ba is clearly enriched in the centre of the massive gossan outcrop 
next to the boundary with magnetite quartzite. The Sa profiles for 
these two rock types are similar. Sr peaks (not shown in the figure) 
coincide with Sa highs. 

It is worthy to note that, in general, the small massive gossan lens 
situated at the western end of the magnetite quartzite band displays 
the highest element concentrations (see profiles in Appendix F). 

F or the major gossao outcrop (prof i 1 es in Append i x G), the five 
rock types considered in this section are: siliceous gossan (MS), 
amphibole-rich semimassive gossan (AS), magnetite quartzite (MQ), non
magnetic ferruginous schists (FS), magnetic muscovite schists (MM) and 
magnetic chlorite schists (CS) (see section 2.2.2 Part S for details). 
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MS, AS and MQ ("ore zone") are enriched in Cu, Zn, Pb, Ag, Au, Mn 
and, subordinately, Ti and Sn relative to the "alteration" rocks (FS, 

MM and CS), which are enriched in Sa and, subordinately, in Sr, Rb, 
As, Zr, T i, V, N i and Cr. 

In the major gossan outcrop, the most important feature is the 
increasing trend of some elements towards the centre of the sulphide 
body, i . e . towards the portion of the outcrop characterized by the AS 
facies (Fig. 32a-h) . 

The main points of note are : 

- The Cu distribution clearly reflects this trend of progressive 
centreward increase, with the highest value in the AS facies, close to 
the intersection with the assumed alteration pipe . 

- The Au distribution is characterized by nuinerous, isolated peaks 
(up to 4870 ppb). The position of these peaks shows an apparent 
increase towards the periphery, and depletion in the central Cu-rich 
port ion. However, th i s trend may be more apparent than rea 1. It is 
reasoned that, .if the lateral peaks are ignored, as they may be 
related to local remobilization, then a normal centreward increase is 
observed. 

- Zn is highest in the MS portion surrounding the AS core, whereas a 
relatively flat profile characterizes the marginal portion of the 
outcrop. 

- Mn shows a flat profile in the E, but peaks towards the centre: 
the major peaks correspond to the thickening of MS and to the 
occurrence of AS in that position. A similar pattern is shown in MQ. 
Overall higher Mn contents are recorded in the western portion of the 

MS outcrop. 

- The EQ profile in the MS is relatively flat, with isolated peaks. 
A slight enrichment occurs in AS and persists towards W. The Pb 
concentration is highest in MQ. In this facies Pb shows a prominent 
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enrichment next to the alteration pipe (up to 0.22 %). 

- Ii shows a d i stri but ion pattern with an i so 1 ated peak in the AS 
facies with relative enrichment in MS towards the margins. 

- the ~ and l distribution exhibits a limited enrichment within the 
AS facies. 

- As is enri ched in the centra 1 MS port i on but it a 1 so shows an 
increase to the E both in MS and MQ facies. Sn (not shown in Fig. 32) 
exhibits a countinuous profile only in MQ. 

In the profiles shown in Appendix G,elements which are 
preferent i a lly concentrated in the "a lterat i on" rock types (CS, MM, 
FS) (i.e. 8a, Sr, Zr, As, Rb, Ti, V, Ni and Cr) suggest a lateral 
zonation with increasing values from the periphery towards the axial 
zone. Zonation along the pipe is further illustrated in section 2.3 
be low}. 
The following trends are noteworthy: 

- 8a is highly concentrated in the MM facies and progressively 
increases towards the chloritic pipe, in which the 8a distribution is 
more irregular (Fig. 32g). The affinity of Sr and 8a is reflected in 
their similar distribution trends. 

Zr is highest in the chloritic pipe and slightly depleted in MMS 
and FS towards the margins. 

- As (Fig. 32h) and ~ are exclusively concentrated along the axial 
zone. 

- the flat distribution profile for Ii (Fig . 32f): higher Ti 
contents occur in the eastern portion of the outcrop. In proximity to 
the pipe a decrease of the Ti content in MM and CS is coincident with 
the Ti peak in the AS facies. 
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- Cr and 1!i are slightly enriched in the MM and CS of the axial 
zone; Cr appears to increase in the CS closer to the intersection with 
the mineralized horizon . 

A compar i son between the schists within the alteration pipe and the 
unaltered country rocks highlights different distribution trends of 
the elements. 

The altered schists are remarkably enriched in Cu, Au and Ba, and 
moderately in Sn, As, Bi, Cr and Co relative to the country rocks. 
The schists in the pipe are also strongly depleted in Rb, and, to a 
lesser extent, in Sr and Ni. The Zr, Ti, Zn, Pb, Ag concentrations in 
the country rocks compare fairly well with those in the alteration 
pipe. 

Tectonic disturbances (e.g. faults, quartz veins) in the outcrop are 
outlined by the coincidence of either highs or lows in the trace 
element distribution. For example, in the eastern sector of the 
outcrop, probable late ore remobilization is suggested by coincident 
Au and Ag peaks in both MS and MQ facies. In the western sector (grid 
ref . 10060 E in Plan 1 Appendix A), the prominent fault, causing the 
drag-like deformation in the gossan, is indicated by enrichment of Zr 
in MS and Cr in .MM, and by depletion for Ba in MM and Zn and Pb in MS. 

In comparing the trace element distribution patterns between the two 
distinct gossan bands, several differences exist. It is noted that Zn, 
Au, Ag, Mn and Sr show opposing concentration in the MQ and MS facies 
of the two gossan bands. In the mi nor gossan outcrop these elements 
are enriched in the MQ, whereas in the major outcrop they are enriched 
in the MS facies. 
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2.2 Geochemical trends at Matchless West Extension: trace element 

distribution 

The trace element distribution trends for the Matchless West 
Extension mineralization are represented as contour maps in Appendix 
H. Thresho 1 d va 1 ues for the contour maps were obta i ned by means of 
construction of histograms . Elements were grouped as follows: 

a) Cu + Zn + Pb + Ba + Mn representing a volcano-exhalative 

association; 
b) Ni + Co representing an association in sulphide deposits related 

to mafic volcanism; 
c) Ti + V + Cr representing elements related to mafic magmatism; 

d) Au + Ag; 
e) Sn + W + Mo + Bi, elements of crustal affinity, 
f) Rb, Sr and Zr, lithophile elements. 

In this section the six rock types considered are: gossanous pyrite
rich muscovite-quartz schist of the axial zone of the alteration pipe 
(QMP schist), marginal muscovite-chlorite schist (MC schist), massive 
gossan (MS). magnetite quartzite (MQ). talc-actinolite schists (TA 
schists) and marble-like rock (MB). 

The mineralized body is depleted in Ti, · Zr and Rb. The 
concentrations of Ti, Zr, Au, Ag, Sn, W, Mo and Bi in the altered 
schists are comparable with those in the barren country rocks. Cu, Zn, 
Pb and Ba are enriched, whereas Mn, V, Ni, Co, Rb and Sr are slightly 
depleted, in the alteration zone relative to barren country rocks (see 
Tables 3 and 6, Appendix E). 

Within the ore system, Cu, Zn, Pb, Ba and Au best show a well 
defined increasing trend from the alteration pipe to the overlying 

mineralized body (Fig. 33a-f). 
The following features are observed: 
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- The main It! enrichment is recorded proximal to the alteration 
pipe , with MS containing up to 8 .49% Cu . Notable "distal" Cu 
enrichment occurs in the TA schists (up to 3. 56% Cu). In the MQ CU 
does not exceed 0.7%. 

- Zn and Pb are enriched in a more distal position compared with the 
Cu distribution pattern. However, a remarkable, "proximal" Zn increase 
is recorded in the eastern portion of the MS outcrop, where Zn attains 
concentrations of up to 0.30%. High Zn values occur in the TA schists 
(up to 0.87% Zn) and, to a lesser extent, in the enclosing MQ 
units. A Zn peak marks the MB outcrop. The Pb distribution pattern 
shows a more gradual enrichment compared with Zn towards the margins 
of the mi nera 1 i zed body. MS to the east and MQ above the a lterat i on 
pipe show isolated Pb peaks (up to 0. 37% Pb in MQ) . In the western, 
distal portion of the outcrop the highest Pb contents are recorded in 
MQ and, subordinately, in TA. Within the upper MQ layer, the f/w, 
amphibole-richer, and the h/w, amphibole-poorer, portions of the 
layer, show a drop in the Pb content from the base to the top (from 
1. 54% to 315 ppm Pb) . 

The degree of Ba enri chment in the Match less West Extens ion 
gossan is noteworthy if compared with Ongeama. Lower Ba contents are 
recorded in the f/w QMP schists and in the eastern portion of the MS 
outcrop . The hi ghest Ba enrichment is found within the central portion 
of the outcrop, in MS, in MQ (up to 5.4% and 4.42% Ba, respectively) 
and in ultramafic schists intercalated with quartzitic or phyllitic 
material (up to 7.24% Ba). Further Ba enrichment is observed in the 
d i sta 1 MQ outcrop, with contents of up to 4.94% Ba in the lower MQ 
horizon. As expected, the Sr distribution reflects in part the Ba 
enrichment within the central and western sectors of the outcrop. 

A gradua 1 Au increase occurs in the trans it i on zone between 
alteration pipe and overlying massi ve gossan (up to 749 ppb Au). A 
minor, distal Au enrichment is irregularly shown in MQ and in 
associated gossanous TA schists . 
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- Mn is significantly concentrated in the western distal sector of 
the outcrop and only enriched to a limited extent in a proximal 
position in MS. This element is irregularly distributed in MQ and TA 
schists (up to 1843 ppm Mn), but the highest peak is recorded in MB 
(2385 ppm Mn). 

- ~, Mo, ~ and ~ show well defined trends. Mo is mainly enriched 
proximal to the alteration pipe (up to 219 ppm Mo in MS), whereas Sn, 
Wand Bi are concentrated in intermediate and distal positions. Peaks 
in the Bi concentration are observed in the actinolite schists and in 
MQ. 

An account of the trace-element zonation recorded in the alteration 
pipe at Matchless West Extension is given in Section 2.3 below. 

23 Major elem~nt distribution in the alteration pipes at Ongeama and 

Matchless West Extension 

Tables 10, 11 and 12 in Appendix E compare the major-element 
contents of ·selected samples from the alteration pipes at Ongeama and 
Matchless West Extension with unaltered country rocks. 

Attention is drawn to the following features: 

- an outstanding Fe enrichment (on average 24% Fe203, but locally 
exceeding 60%) characterizes the schists in the alteration zones 
re 1 at i ve to una ltered sch i sts. The Fe content appears to increase 
towards the margins of the pipes; 

- Ca, Na and K are remarkably depleted, and locally below detection, 
in both alteration pipes; 

- A1203 is relatively depleted in thi alteration zones, in favour of 
an Fe203 and/or Si02 enrichment. However, the two alteration pipes 
display a contrasting distribution of these oxides. In the pipe at 
Ongeama the axial zone appears, in fact, to be more aluminous than the 
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margins, whereas at Matchless West Extension the axis of the pipe is 
almost totally silicified (in excess of 90% Si02); 

- at Ongeama, Mg is mostly immobile along the axis of the pipe, and 
considerably depleted at the margins. The element displays an opposite 
distribution at Matchless West Extension. 

2.4 Geochemical zoning within the alteration pipes at Ongeama and 

Matchless West Extension 

The alteration pipes associated with the Ongeama and Matchless West 
Extension sulphide deposits were subdivided into a number of sectors 
along their axial and lateral extensions (Fig 34 and 35). 

The average content for ' each element was calculated in each sector 
(Tables 13 and 14; Appendix E). These averages were plotted against 
distance (expressed as progressive numbers of the sectors) in 
diagrams. The purpose was to verify the existence of possible trace 
element zonation within the alteration zones. The trends observed at 
Ongeama are illustrated in Fig . 36 and those of Matchless West 
Extension in Fig. 37. 

At Ongeama (Fig. 36a-i) only one half of the muscovite-rich sheath 
(which is developed along the eastern portion of the ore body and the 
least tectonically disturbed) was considered . It is assumed that 
lateral variations in the element distribution are symmetric relative 
to the axial zone. 

Most of the elements show regular variations within the alteration 

zone. The results can be summarized as follows: 

- The distribution of Zn, ~, Sr, Cr and drr show an axial zonation, 
with values increasing from sector VII to sector IV . This zonation is 
remarkable for Ba and Zn and less pronounced for Sn and Sr. Outside 
the axial zone the distribution of these elements varies irregularly . 

- Cu, Co, Au and Rb display a lateral zonation with values 
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increasing from the axial zone towards the margins, in the muscovite
rich envelope. Along the axial zone the concentration of these 
elements is fairly constant, except for Rb, which displays variations 
within the same range of concentration. 

- Zr, As, Bi and .tli exhibit a lateral zonation with concentrations 
increasing from the margins to the core. This trend is particularly 
well displayed by the Zr and As profiles. In the latter a remarkable 
difference in the As content distinguishes the chloritic pipe from the 
muscovite-bearing envelope. 

Two profiles for the Zn and Sa distribution were obtained by plotting 
values of each sample (see Fig. 38 for sample location) instead of 
averages (Table 15, Appendix E). This procedure was used in order to 
test the validity of the method. The results (Fig. 39a-b) match the 
trends previously assessed for these elements by using averages. 

At Matchless West Extension only Cu, Zn, Sa, Au, Zn and As define a 
clear zonation within the alteration pipe (Fig. 37a-e). In particular, 
Cu, Ba, Au, As and Zn define an axial zoning with upward and lateral 
increase, whereas Zr contents increase with depth along the pipe. The 
Ba distribution shows the most regular profile, whereas the Zn and Cu 
contents record an abrupt increase in the marginal part of the 
alteration zone, i.e. towards the west. 

2.5 Geochemic~ trends at Ongombo 

2.5.1 Trace element distribution in the gossan exposure 

The profiles in Appendix I represent the trace element distribution 
along strike in the gossan exposure at Ongombo. The irregularity and 
the complexity of these profiles are due to uneven sample density . 

The most clearly discernible trends are as follows (Fig. 40): 

- important I!! , ln, Mn, .tli and Co enrichment is confined to the 
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Central Shoot and to its western extension. This seems to be 
especially the case for the localized distribution of Ni and Co. In 
this sector of the outcrop, Co has concentrations exceeding 500 ppm. 
Bischoff et al . (1983) report similar high Co contents in the 
Galapagos Rift; 

- Ba shows remarkable enrichments on both ends of the outcrop; 

- y.. and Ti display a slight, overall increase west of the fault 
along the White Nossob River (Fa); 

- the two major faults are indicated by the position of peaks for Ba 
and Cu; peaks of Mn, Ni and Co outline the Fb fault. 

In particular, it is noted that: 

- The Cu content in the Ongombo Gossan is lower than that recorded 
in the magnetite quartzite of the other two deposits examined. In 
fact, the Cu distribution at Ongombo is characterized by peaks greater 
than 1000 ppm above a background of 200-400 ppm. The main Cu 
enrichment occurs in proximity of the major western fault (fb) 
westwards. Io that sector the gossan outcrop is affected by 
conspicuous veining and is characterized by the presence of the 

. amphibole-rich patches. One of the highest values (0.32% Cu) coincides 
with a sample representative of one of these amphibole-rich pockets. 
The western extens ion of the Central Shoot appears to be the Cu
richest portion of the outcrop, with an average Cu content of 
approximately lO92 ppm Cu. The East Shoot has an average of 329 ppm 

Cu . 

- In the irregular Ba profi le, two main zones of enrichment are 
distinguished: 

a) to the east, high Ba contents (up to 5221 ppm) characterize the 
outcrop close to the intersection of the Eastern Shoot EMP trend with 

surface; 
b) at the western end of the mi nera 1 i zed outcrop Ba d i sp 1 ays a 
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series of peaks (from 4127 ppm up to 1.98% Ba). These localized high 
Ba anomalies appear to be related to faulting (e.g. the 4127 ppm peak 

of the F c f au It). The two rna i n f au lts border i ng the Cent ra 1 Shoot 
sector are outlined by Ba peaks. However, it is also possible that a 
primary Ba enrichment may have occurred in the margins of the 
mineralized body. 

The Pb profile (not shown in Fig. 40) shows a variable 
distribution with contents not exceeding 158 ppm. Only at the western 
end of the outcrop is there Pb enrichment. 

- Au displays a relatively smooth profile (not shown in Fig. 40). 
Apart from sma ll-sca le variat ions wi th i n the range of the genera 1 
average (163 ppb Au), peaks occur in correspondence with, and close 
to, the Eastern Shoot-surface intersection. 

- Sn, Zr, !L Bi, Sr and Mo show a "broken" profile (not shown in 
Fig . 40). The first five elements are enriched in the western end of 
the outcrop. Sr shows some outstanding peaks (up to 364 ppm Sr), 
probably reflecting the Ba enrichment. 

2.5.2 Trace element distribution in driIIcores 

Vertical profi les of the trace-element distribution in the 
dr ill cores OGB 151A, OGB 153A and OGB 154A from Ongombo are 
represented in Append ices J and K (see also Tables 5 and 6, Appendix 
E) . 

As reported in Part B and Part C, the metapelitic schists in the h/w 
of the ore zone are intercalated with mafic units of probable 
intrusive origin. Zones of chloritization and of sulphide- and/or 
magnetite dissemination appear to be spatially related to these mafic 
units. In the f/w, the unaltered schists locally carry fine 
disseminations of sulphides and/or magnetite, as well as remobilized 
ore in quartz veins. 

From the exam ination of the geochemical profiles along the 
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drillcores, the first point of note is that, on the whole, there is 
only a slight difference in the element distribution between the 
schists in the h/w and in the f/w of the ore zone. The peaks occurring 
in the h/w profiles coincide either with important lithological 
changes, i.e. from metapelitic schist to mafic unit, or with local 
sulphide and magnetite disseminations. 

No sign i fi cant trend of ei ther enri chment or dep let i on in the b1w 
sequence towards the ore zone is discern i b 1 e (see prof il es in Append i x 
J and Fig . 41). 

The following remarks are made : 

- Cu, 1.rl and EQ peaks commonly coincide with zones of sulphide 
disseminations in thl! h/w schists. Cu and/or Zn peaks, of variable 
extent, characterize mafic and ultramafic units, although in 
correspondence with thin chlorite-amphibole schists (in OG 154) only a 
relative Zn and Pb enrichment is observed. 

- Au is in isolated, small peaks, occasionally coinciding with Cu, 
with quartz veins and sulphide disseminations. 

- Ni shows conspicuous enrichments in the mafic units and especially 
in their h/w ultramafic margin. Ni and Co peaks locally match, 

although Co is locally enriched in magnetite- and sulphide-bearing 
schist layers . 

- The y and Ii distribution is mainly controlled by the distribution 
of mafic rocks. 

- The Cr values in the barren f/w schists in the Ongombo drill cores 
are remarkab ly higher than those in the barren sch i sts at Ongeama 
(compare Tables 5 and 7, Appendix E). Cr peaks correspond to mafic
ultramafic units. Within these units differentiation is shown by the 
gradual variation in ' the Cr content . An inverted zonation for Cr is 
observed, e.g., in the mafic layers in the drill core OGB 153A. Within 

these mafic units, the highest Cr values coincide with the occurrence 
of the actinolite-chlorite-talc-rich h/w margins. The observed Cr 
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distribution reflects, and further confirms, the overturning of the 
stratigraphic sequence, previously inferred on petrological grounds. 

- The Mn distr ib ution shows extreme variations. Prominent peaks 
occur . in magnetite-bearing schist horizons, whereas low contents 
characterize some of the mafic units. The thickest mafic units show 
slight Mn enrichments towards the f/w (e.g. OGS l54A). 

- Sa exhibits an irregular distribution, with values below 750 ppm 
in the h/w. A trend of Sa depletion in the h/w schists relative to the 
f/w schists is also observed. This trend is opposite to the Mn trend. 
In the h/w, major Sa lows correspond to the mafic-ultramafic units. An 

abrupt increase in the Sa content is observed in OGB IS3A in schists 

direct ly over lyi ng the ore zone, a lthough magnet ite- and su 1 phide
bearing schists proximal to the ore zone do not generally show Ba 
enrichment. Ba peaks in the f/w only locally coincide with fine 
sulphide disseminations at the margins of late quartz veins (OGS 
ISlA). 

- The Rb and Sr distribution profiles are sympathetic, although Rb 
forms remarkable lows over mafic units. The Sr and Sa distr ibut ions 
are not entirely sympathetic. Because of its affinity for K, Rb 
depletion is indicative of K-feldspar-poor l itho logies such as 
amphibolites. Beside Ba, Sr has affinity for Ca (Wedepohl, 1969). In 
amphibolites Sr abundance may be related to the Ca content in 

plagioclase and/or in calcic amphiboles (e.g. hornblende). In OGS 
ISlA, Rb is depleted in the schists included between two mafic units 
above the ore zone. This depletion trend is followed to a lesser 
extent also by Sr, and is concomitant with some of the irregularities 
in the distribution of other elements (e.g. Ni, Pb, Zn, Mn, Ba). 

- The irregular Zr profile displays depletion in coincidence with 
mafic units. Zr peaks match Rb and Ba peaks. Zr and Y profiles are 

more irregular in the h/w than in the f/w schists. 

- !:!Q., Mo, 2.!:!, !li and As show "broken" profiles with some isolated 
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values. Bi, Mo and Sn peaks are locally observed in magnetite- and 
sulphide-bearing schist horizons. 

With regard to the ore zone, the following observations can be made 
(Fig. 42 and Appendix K): 

- as expected ,the ore zone is characterized by a remarkable Cu 
enrichment relative to the enclosing schists . Major peaks (11.75% Cu) 
are associated with layers of semimassive sulphide mineralization and 
with the upper magnetite quartzite horizon; 

- Au (up to 3.78 ppm Au) and illl peaks commonly match Cu highs in 
semimassive mineralization; Ag is slightly enriched in MQ . 

- the Zn profile sympathetically follows the Cu distribution, whereas 
Pb shows a flat profile with a few minor peaks; 

- the Ba concentration in the ore zone is distinctly higher than that 
in the enclosing schists . Within the ore zone, Ba increases towards 
the bottom of the ore zone. Ba peaks correspond to sch i st hori zons 
containing disseminated and stringer-type mineralization; 

Cr shows a variable distribution: peaks with over 100 ppm 
characterize either magnetite quartzite or disseminated mineralization 
in sch i sts and in biotite selvedges; 

- Zr, Rb and Sr (not represented in Fig. 42) are remarkably depleted 
within the ore zone relative to the wall rocks. 

2.6 Alteration index as a tool for the evaluation of hydrothermal 

alteration 

In order to evaluate the geochemical changes occurring in the ore
hosting metapelites during premetamorphic hydrothermal alterat ion, 
Haussinger and Okrusch (1990) propose the calculation of an 
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"alteration index". This index is defined as the ratio between the sum 
of enriched elements and the sum of the enriched plus depleted 
elements in a rock. 

The alteration index, calculated for both major and trace elements, 
is plotted against an index representing the elements immobile during 
metamorphism and alteration (Ti and Zr; Finlow-Bates and Stumpfl, 
1981). Altered and unaltered lithologies define two different fields 
in the diagram, i.e. an upper field for altered schists and a lower 
field for unaltered schists. Fig. 43, for example, shows the result of 
the app 1 i cat ion of Hauss i nger and Okrusch' sal terat ion index to the 
Gorob sulphide deposit. These authors recommend this method as a mine
scale exploration tool in order to locate a buried ore body in drill 
cores. 

In the present study, the alteration indices for major and for trace 
elements were used for the purpose of comparing the chloritized h/w 
schists in the Ongombo drill cores and the magnetite-bearing schists 
from the "I anomaly" at Ongeama, with the assumed altered schists at 
Ongeama and Matchless West Extension (Tables 16a-g, Appendix E). 

Haussinger and Okrusch's alteration index for major elements, 

Imajor, is defined as: 

Imajor = 

the alteration index for trace elements, Itrace, as 

Cu + Zn + Pb +Ba 

Itrace = -----------------------------------
(Cu + Zn + Pb + Ba) + (Rb + Sr) 

and TZ as 
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TZ = x 100 
Zr 

Results are illustrated in Fig. 44a-c . It is further observed that: 

- samples from the assumed alteration zones of Ongeama and Matchless 

West Extension plot in a field characterized by both Imajor and Itrace 
values greater than 0.9 (Fig. 44a-c) ; 

- magnetic schists from the "I anomaly" plot within the field 

defined by Imajor and Itrace values less than 0.7 and 0.9, 
respectively, and occupied by the Ongeama barren sch i sts (Fig . 44a and 
44c) . 

- samples from the chloritized h/w schists in the Ongombo drill 
cores plot in the lower Itrace-TZ field, in which both the f/w schists 
and the barren schists from Ongeama are included (Fig . 44b). Some 
samples from these h/w schists plot in a posit ion intermediate between 
the two main fields . Some of these samples represent schist units 
containing magnetite and sulphide disseminations either related to 
mafic units or isolated (see the corresponding profiles in Fig . 41). 

In the immediate h/w of the ore zone, only some drill core samples 

(from OGB 154A) show Itrace index values comparable with those in 
altered schists (see Table 16g, Appendix E). In those core samples Sa 
enrichment is recorded. 

3 ULTRAMAFIC EXHALITES AND IGNEOUS ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS: A COMPARISON 

Tables 3, 5, 17 and 18 ' (Appendix E} contain trace- and major-element 
abundances of the ul tramaf i c schi sts from Match 1 ess West Extens ion, 
the ultramafic bodies outcropping near Otjihase and, in part, of the 
ultramafic ~ifferentiates in the mafic units at Ongombo (see sections 
3 and 4.3 Part B and section 3.32 Part C for details). 
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A comparison between the major-element geochemistry of the 
exhalative ultramafic schists, from Matchless West Extension, and the 
Damaran ultramafic bodies (data in Table 18, Appendix E, and in 
Finnemore, 1974, and Barnes, 1983), highlights the fact that the 
major-element contents are quite similar in the two rock categories. 

Outstanding differences are shown, on the other hand, in the trace
element geochemi stry of these two u ltramafi c rock types. Therefore, 
two groups of trace elements were selected (Table 19, Appendix E) in 
order to discriminate between the assumed exhalative ultramafic 
schists and ultramafic rocks of igneous derivation. 

The first group of elements includes Cr, Ni and Co. These elements 
were chosen because of their typical association with mantle-derived 
material (Henderson, 1982). The second group of elements includes Ba, 
Cu, Zn and Pb, which are considered as discriminators for an 
exhalative environment. For each sample the indexes "Um" and "Ex" are 
defined by the sum of the (Cr + Ni + Co) and of the (Ba + Cu + Zn + 

Pb) contents, respectively. 
In Fig. 45, two distinct distributions are obtained. The ultramafic 

exhalites plot within a field defined by high Ex and low Um values. 
This field is separated from the high Um-low Ex field including the 
igneous ultramafic rocks. 

The geochemical separation between these two rock groups is 
considered significant for discriminating the exhalative, and not 
igneous, nature of the ultramafic schists at Matchless West Extension. 

DISCUSSION 

Geochemical results discussed in this chapter document the existence 
of well-defined trends of element distribution within the mineralized 
outcrops at Ongeama', Match less West Extens i on and Ongombo. It is 
pointed out that the presence of geochemical zoning at Ongeama was not 
recognized by previous lithogeochemical sampling (Andrew, 1984). 
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The presence of element zoning along the alteration pipe at Ongeama 
and Matchless West Extension is meaningful because: 

a) together with field observations and petrological study, it is 
proof of the hydrothermal origin of these pipe-like features; 

b) the presence of an alteration pipe aids in the interpretation of 
the element zoning within the mineralization in terms of proximal and 
distal facies. 

In the three mineralized bodies studied, large-scale zoning exhibits 
some common features. 

- Cu primari ly, and, to a vari ab 1 e extent, Zn, Au and Mn, are 
typically enriched close to the alteration pipes in both the Ongeama 
and Matchless West Extension gossans . The similar Cu + Zn + Mn 
distribution, together with the coincident, and localized, Ni and Co 
enrichment in the western extension of the Central Shoot suggest 
proximity to the source of the ore-bearing fluids. The association of 
these metals with the amphibole-rich ore facies at both Ongeama and 
Ongombo, may be more than just a coincidence. 

- In the three orebodies studied, Pb, Ag, Sa, Sn and, to some extent, 
Zn and Au, represent the elements concentrated ina "d i sta 1" pos it ion 
(e .g. exhalites). 

Fig. 46 schematically shows these trends. 

However, it is noted that there are some minor differences, namely: 

- at Matchless West Extension and Ongombo, "distal" enrichment of W 
and Si is observed (~ee Appendices H and I). However, at Ongombo, the 
occurrence of 8i, W, together with Sn and Pb highs at the western end 
of the gossan suggests the affiliation of these metals to late 
tourmalinite veins, which are common and well developed in that part 

of the outcrop. 
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- only the Matchless West Extension deposit exhibits an unusual Cu 
enrichment in ultramafic exhalites and in a distal position relative 
to the alteration pipe (Fig. 33 and Appendix H). This feature may be 
interpreted in three different ways, namely: 

a) in consideration of the moderate to high mobility of Cu in an 
oxidizing environment, such as is found in semi-arid climates (Rose et 
al., 1979), one possible explanation may be the deposition of 
secondary Cu-sulphides and/or oxides from migrating groundwater; 

b) high Cu content (up to 0.7%) is recorded in present-day 
exhalative talc deposits in the Guaymas Basin (Lonsdale et al., 1980). 
Modern Mg-rich deposits are typically formed proximal to the 
hydrotherma 1 vents (Lonsda 1 e et a 1., 1980, and references therei n; 
McLeod and Stanton, 1984). This would imply that the Mg and Cu 
enrichment in the westerly "distal" ultramafic schists at Matchless 
West Extension may, in fact, correspond to an additional small vent 
subsidiary to the main vent in the east (Smalley, 1990, pers. comm.); 

c) the third possibility takes into account the actual position of 
the Cu-rich ultramafic beds within the mineralized horizon at 
Matchless West Extension (see Fig. 21). This may be the result of 
tectonic remobilization of ductile, talc-rich material, proximal to 
the vent, along planar discontinuities (e.g. compositional layering in 
the magnetite quartzite) during deformation. 

Res idua 1 enri chment of weatheri ng-res i stant baryte, unaffected by 
the acidic environment of sulphide oxidation, accounts for the 
anomalous Ba contents within the mineralized bodies considered . Baryte 
is a common residual mineral in the Matchless Belt gossans (Andrew, 
1984). Although concentrated in exhalites, Ba also displays a strong 
pos it i ve corre 1 at i on with the a lterat i on zones. In fact, the 
hydrothermally alter,ed schists are characterized by significant Ba 
contents relative to the unaltered country rocks. In the major gossan 
outcrop at Ongeama, Ba is more enri ched in the h/w altered sch i sts 
than in the ore zone. In the Ongombo drillcores, Ba peaks characterize 
the disseminated sulphide-bearing red biotite schists, and progressive 
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increase in the Ba content is also detected in the schists immediately 
above the ore zone in borehole OGB 154A (see Fig. 41 and 42). 

In the hydrothermally altered host rocks of Cyprus-type 
minera 1 i zat i on, Ba is be 1 ieved to be incorporated into hydrothermal 
sericite and illite in substitution for K (Herzig, 1986, 1988). Ba
bearing micas are included in the gangue mineralogy of metamorphosed 
sediment-hosted mafic volcanic-related sulphide deposits of the Broken 
Hill-type (Plimer, 1986). The presence of Ba in the mineralized system 
suggests a strong similarity of the ore-forming fluids to fluids 
responsible for modern Cu-Zn deposits in oceanic environments 
(Lonsdale and Becker, 1985; Peter and Scott, 1988; Koski et a1., 19B8; 
Kappel and Franklin, 1989). Ba is probably derived either from 
leaching of mafic rocks and consequent breakdown of a Ba-bearing phase 
(plagioclase with intermediate anorthite content; Herzig, 1986), or 

from seawater sulphate (Lydon, 1988) . 

There is, in general, a fair degree of concurrence between the 
results of this study and those from the previous investigations 
(Hoffmann, 1976; Andrew, 1984). Agreement is found on the position of 
the main anomalous zones within the mineralized outcrops and on the 
main trends of metal distribution. However, a few minor discrepancies 
are also observed. They are: 

- the overlap between the Cu and Ag distribution observed by Hoffmann 
(1976) and Andrew (1984) is not recorded in the geochemical profiles 
of the gossans. The sympathetic relationship between these two metals 
is, nevertheless, noticeable in the unweathered mineralization 
(Ongombo drillcores), where Ag could be lattice-bound to chalcopyrite. 
A· similar primary association is observed at Otjihase (Goldberg, 

1976); 

- no significant Co distribution was detected at Ongeama during the 
present study. 

According to Andrew (1980, 1984) the composition of the sulphide ore 
and the progress i ve geochemi ca 1 changes duri ng supergene a lterat ion 
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have a fundamental influence on the ultimate composition of the 
corresponding gossan. The ratio of pyrite and/or pyrrhotite versus 
matrix sulphides (e .g., chalcopyrite, sphalerite) in massive ore is 
proportional to the acid production during oxidation, to leaching and 
consequent dispersion of metals in groundwater. Insufficient acid 
buffering dependent on a chemically inert gangue, such as quartzite, 
further promotes metal dispersion. However, where sulphides are less 
abundant, e.g. in disseminated to semi-massive mineralization, at 
Ongeama and Ongombo, and in other deposits in the Matchless Belt, acid 
leach i ng can be 1 ess pronounced and higher concentrat ions of trace 
metals are retained in the corresponding gossan. This may be a reason 
for the preservation of well defined zoning in the deposits examined . 

Hydrous Mn oxides compete with Fe-hydroxides for trace metal ions 
amenable to adsorption (Rose et al., 1979). Significant association of 
Mn with Zn and Cu in both "proximal" and "distal" positions may be, in 
fact, of secondary origin, . as this association does not occur in 
unweathered ore. The significant Cu-Zn association, probably due to 
the exsolution of sphalerite in chalcopyrite and viceversa (see 
Section 3.3.3 Part C), may be enhanced during gossan formation by co
precipitation of the two metals with Fe- and Mn-hydroxides. 

-
In spite of metamorphism and deformation, the geochemical zoning 

revealed in this study is comparable with that observed in ancient and 
present-day seafloor volcanogenic polymetall ic sulphide deposits. In 
these depos its, a high-temperature Cut -Zn) -ri ch core typi ca lly 
grades into lower-temperature Zn-Pb-Ba-rich margins (Bischoff et al., 
1983; Hoy et al., 1984; Peter and Scott, 1988; Emtiley et al., 1988; 

Barrett et al., 1988; Lydon, 1988). In currently forming sulphide 
deposits, the development of metal zoning appears to be a gradual 
process. Zoning is dependent on redox potential and temperature 
variations, and, partly, on selective remobilization of metal ions 
during the interaction of high-temperature solutions with massive 
sulphides previously ·deposited (Janecky and Shanks, 1988) . 

In the deposits considered in this study, the pronounced lateral 
zonation of elements and the high metal values in either the central 
or th i cker port i on of the mi nera 1 i zed bodi es are probab ly due to an 
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ori gina 1 depos it i ona 1 confi gurat i on. A 1 though the patterns of zon i ng 
may also be the result of deformation, the coincidence of the zonation 
patterns observed with the development of unusual rock types, 
prev i ous ly referred to as a lterat i on zone, cannot be exp 1 a i ned by 
simple tectonic deformation. 

The occurrence of Au enrichment in either "proximal", high
temperature ore facies (massive sulphide ore) or in "distal" , lower
temperature ore facies (exha 1 ite), as seen in the major and mi nor 
gossan outcrop at Ongeama respectively, is believed to be a function 
of the different chemistry of the ore-bearing fluids (Hannington and 
Scott, 1988). Au is deposited from a bisulphide complex in pyritic Zn
Pb-Ba-Ag-Si02 assemblages at lower temperatures (less than 3000C), at 
high oxygen and sulphur activity and near-neutral pH. At temperatures . 
higher than 3000 , the metal is deposited from chloride complexes in 
sulphur-poorer, Cu-rich assemblages, characteristic of low-pH, high
salinity fluids. Therefore, the Au increase in the magnetite 
quartzite, the concomitant overall Ag enrichment in the minor gossan 
outcrop relative to the major gossan (see Section 2.1 above for 
details), suggests that the former could be the surface expression of 
a well defined mineralizing system. This mineralizing system may be 
distinct from that represented by the major gossan outcrop, which is 
characterized by a different fluid chemistry. 

The differences in the geochemistry of the schists within the 

assumed alteration zones, compared 
existence of lateral and axial 

with the country rocks, and the 

zoning of ele~ents within the 
discordant alteration pipes, can be considered as definitive evidence 
of a hydrothermal origin of the latter. The elements involved in the 
zoning are Cu, Zn, Ba, Au, As, Zr, Ni, Co, Cr, Rb, Sr, Sn and Bi (see 
Sect. 2.4 above and Fig. 47). The alteration pipes at both Ongeama and 
Matchless West Extension are characterized by Rb and Sr depletion 
relative to the country-rock schists. Because of the affinities of Rb 
with K and Sr with Ca and Ba (Wedepohl, 1969), Rb and Sr variations 
may monitor variations in alkalis in rocks. In the alteration pipes 
examined, the Rb and Sr depletion significantly coincides with the 
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alakali depletion and the absence of plagioclase and, at Ongeama, with 
the occurrence of ch lorito id. The latter is an index mi nera 1 for a 
low-alkali chemical environment (Deer et al . , 1982). Alkali depletion 
along hydrothermal alteration pipes is due to hydrolysis of rock
forming minerals by means of interaction between high-temperature 
acidic solutions and wall rocks. This is a common feature in 
volcanogenic sulphide deposits . The lesser Sr depletion, relative to 
Rb, recorded at Ongeama and the type of Sr distribution observed at 
Matchless West Extension suggest a limited association of Sr also with 
Sa. 

The alteration index, proposed by Haussinger and Okrusch (1990) as a 
discriminator between altered and unaltered turbidite schists, was 
tested in this study on the altera~ion zones at Ongeama and Matchless 
West Extension. It is concluded that the use of this index is 
effective. With this assumption, the diagrams obtained for the h/w 
chloritized schists in the Ongombo drillcores (Fig. 44b) further 
indicate that the chloritization, and the subordinate magnetite + 

su 1 ph ide d i ssemi nat ions, are not caused by ore-re 1 ated hydrotherma 1 
alteration. Given the spatial association of chloritization with the 

mafic intercalations in the h/w schist sequence, it is contended that 
these modifications originate from contact metasomatic processes 
induced by sheet-like mafic intrusions in H20-rich deep-sea sediments. 
The va 1 ues of the a lterat ion index suggest that a 1 so the magnet ite
bearing schists from the "I anomaly" (Fig. 44a and . 44c) do not 
correspond to any ore-related hydrothermal alteration. 

Apart from the a 1 terat i on index, the use of base meta 1 s and Sa, 
together with Cr and Ni, is also effective in discriminating between 
different ultramafic rock types and in revealing the exhalative nature 
of the ultramafic schists at Matchless West Extension. 
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1 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The aims of this study were to: 

a) evaluate the effects of metamorphism and the significance of 
mineralogical changes in both mineralization and wall rocks; 

b) interpret the mineralogical changes and related geochemical 
patterns in the mineralization and wall rocks; 

c) attempt and re 1 ate these patterns to an ori gi na 1 geochemi ca 1 
signature using examples from similar present-day sulphide deposits. 

Sulphide mineralization in the Matchless Amphibolite Belt is 
generally attributed to a Besshi-type genetic model according to Fox's 
(1984) definition (e.g. Breitkopf and Maiden, 1988). In the belt, 
mineralization consists of sediment-hosted cupriferous iron sulphide 
deposits, associated with mafic rocks, and containing primarily 
pyrrhotite and/or pyrite, chalcopyrite and sphalerite . This 
mi nera 1 izat ion is thought to have formed with in a narrow, ocean i c 
basin, the Matchless Trough, in which abundant terrigenous sediments 
accumulated. The present-day Guaymas Basin (Gulf of California) may be 
a modern example of this tectonic setting (Lonsdale and Becker, 1985) 
(see Fig. 8 for location). 

The main features observed in the sulphide deposits at Ongeama, 
Matchless West Extension and, only in part, Ongombo, can be summarized 
as follows: 

a) the presence of a discordant, pi pe-1 ike feature in the sch i sts 
enclosing the mineral.ized horizon . This discordant feature is distinct 
from the country rocks, and is characterized by mineralogical and 
metal zoning. This feature is interpreted as an originally typical, 

inverted cone-shaped footwall alteration pipe; 
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- the presence of massive to semi-massive sulphide mineralization rich 
in silica, but characterized by Mg-rich minerals (talc, anthophyllite) 
and high Fe, Cu and Zn contents in its original high-temperature 
portion adjacent to the assumed alteration pipe (syn-discharge 
deposit; Bonatti, 1983); 

- the presence of a Pb-Zn-Ba-enriched ferruginous siliceous cap 
consisting of metamorphosed chemical oxide sediments, locally 
interlayered with sulphide lenses (post-discharge deposit; Bonatti, 
1983) • 

The results of this study indicate that the sulphide deposits at 
Ongeama, Matchless West Extension and Ongombo originated as sulphide 
mounds. A good examp 1 e is afforded by the sma 11 su 1 phide body at 
Matchless West Extension, in which a sulphide mound configuration is 
suggested by: 

1) the rapid lateral zonation in rock types; 

2) the development of the massive sulphide portion above the vent; 

3) the peripheral location of oxidized chemical sediments. 

The formation of this deposit was probably due to a very short-lived 
hydrothermal system (see below). 

At Ongeama and Ongombo the evidence for sulphide mounds is less 
compelling. The elongated nature of the mineralization in these two 
sites, and, especially at Ongeama, the development of an elongated 
massive sulphide lens in the basal portion of the ore zone, overlain 
by an almost continous exhalite horizon, may indicate that these two 
deposits formed from density-stratified brine-pools. However, this 
hypothes ismay not be feas i b le. There is some geochemi ca 1 ev i dence 
that the eastern sector of the original Matchless Trough, where 
Ongeama and Ongombo are situated, was in fact characterized by a fast 
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spreading rate, and that conditions of full ocean opening were 
approached (Breitkopf and Maiden, 1988). Apart from considerations of 
fluid density, a fast spreading rate would not allow the formation of 
long-lived topographic depressions within which brines can pond over a 
lengthy period. 

At Ongeama, the occurrence of specific ore rock types (i .e. the 
porous cupriferous anthophyllite-bearing semimassive facies) which 
only occur proximal to the vent, is suggestive of a mound-like zone. A 
more sustained, and probably episodic hydrothermal activity, compared 
to that at Matchless West Extension, would have been responsible for 
the lateral accretion of the sulphide body by means of: 

a) lateral accumulation of massive sulphide detritus resulting from 
the disaggregation of inactive chimneys; 

b) leaking of ore-bearing fluids through the relatively porous 
structure of the accreting sulphide mound. 

The overall banded nature of the massive-sulphide ore and the common 
occurrence of phyllitic lenses in it suggest an original roughly 

bedded, clastic detrital ore deposition at the sides of the mound 
(sulphide talus). 

Similar considerations may be applicable to the Ongombo deposit, if 
the anthophyll i te and correspond i ng meta 1 enri chment in the western 
extension of the Central Shoot are regarded as indicative of proximity 
to a discharge vent. 

The extremely elongate lens - l ike shape of the Ongeama and Ongombo 
deposits is interpreted to be the result of tectonic stretching. This, 
coupled with metamorphic recrystallization, may be responsible for the 
textural homogenization of the mineralization . 

Based on the geological, mineralogical and geochemical 
characteristics discussed in this study, a general model that may 
account for the formation of these sulphide deposits, is represented 
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in Fig. 48. 

The model shown in Fig. 48 considers the interaction between 
fracture zones and the basaltic sill-sediment complex (Einsele et al., 

1980; Einsele, 1985) . According to . this model, the effect of sills 
intrud i ng soft sed iments resu lts ina strong decrease in poros ity, 
contact metamorphism ("baking" of the enclosing sediments), 
decomposition of organic matter and expulsion of metal-enriched, hot 
pore-fl u i ds. Three d i st i nct, but superimposed, hydrotherma 1 
circulation systems can be considered (Einsele et al., 1980; Lonsdale 
and Becker, 1985): 

a) short-lived expulsion of pore water, as a result of the intrusion 
of shallow mafic sills; 

b) a more sustained and important deep-seated circulation, probably 
due to a cooling magma chamber: this circulation discharges at high 

temperature through fractures in the overlying sills; 

c) slowly recharging hydrothermal convection within the sediments 
overlying the shallows sills, possibly driven by heating from still
hot intrusions. 

The main recharge to the system would occur along major rift
bounding faults. The discharge is necessarily focussed along faults or 
fracture zones which intersect the otherwise impermeable cap of mafic 
sill s, and along wh i ch a 1 so the sed imentary cover is more permeab 1 e. 
Lonsdale and Becker (1985) noticed that in present-day, heavily 
sedimented oceanic basins, mineralization overlies zones of high 
permeability (faults) in the igneous rocks, and is not formed because 
the fluids rise along faults in the superficial sediments. 

One possible source for ore-bearing solutions is seawater modified 
and enriched with metals by reaction with basaltic rocks at water/rock 
ratios between 16 and 22 (Reed, 1983) . The other possible source for 
metals is magmatic. This is shown by the enrichment of volcanogenic 
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hel ium (3He) in the bottom waters next to discharge sites in the 

Guaymas Basin (Lupton, 1979). Sulphur-isotope analyses of the Otjihase 

mineralization (chalcopyrite and pyrite) give &34$ values ranging from 

+7 . 9% . to +9.4%. (Pirajno, pers. comm., 1990) . On the basis of a 

sulphur-isotope research programme being conducted by F. Pirajno 

(Rhodes University) and J. Kinnaird and A. Fallick (St. Andrews 

University, Scotland) on different types of sulphide-bearing 

mineralization in Namibia, it appears that the above values for 

Otjihase may be interpreted as mixing between magmatic sulphur (&34$ 

from -2% to +5%.) and seawater-derived sulphur ( &34S approximately 

+20%.) . 

The Cu-Zn-rich sulphide accumulations were formed at the sediment

water interface by short-lived to sustained discharge of hot (150-

3500 C) metal-bearing fluids. Evidence of episodic hydrothermal 

activity may be seen in the alternation of sulphide mineralization 

with magnetite quartzite observed at Ongombo (see Part B and C). 

Boiling probably did not occur because of the high hydrostatic 

pressure at the seafloor (Plimer, 1981). Although it is established 

that metamorphic desulphurization can turn pyrite into pyrrhotite, the 

metamorphic grade here is rather low for this to have happened 

(McDonald, 1967). The interaction between ore-bearing fluids and 

reducing organic matter may account for an original pyrrhotite-rich 

nature of the mi nera 1 i zat i on. Organic matter, as hydrotherma 1 

petro leum condensates associ ated with mi nera 1 i zat ion, occurs at the 

discharge sites in the Guaymas Bas i nand in the Escanaba Trough 

(Simoneit and Lonsdale, 1982; Von Damm et al., 1985; Koski et al., 

1988). Graphitic schists relatively proximal to the mineralization at 

Ongeama (Hoffmann, 1976) and at Otjihase (Thomson, 1989) may have had 

the same origin. 

A rapid and short-lived discharge is inferred for the sulphide 

deposits at Matchless West Extension. This is suggested by the size of 

the deposit, and the strong talc enrichment. According to Lonsdale et 

al. (1980), rapid, unidirectional and focussed fluid motion along the 

hydrothermal conduit can explain the preservation of high Mg 
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concentrations in the discharged fluid. In recirculating hydrothermal 
systems Mg can be partly extracted at depth by rock alteration 
reactions. Costa et al. (1983) explained similar talc enrichments at 
Mattagami as being caused by turbulent mixing of hot saline fluids 
with Mg-rich seawater. 

Along the fluid conduit, where steep thermal gradients are 
encountered, i on exchange react ions between meta l-beari ng so 1 ut ions 
and wall rocks would cause a variable degree of hydrothermal 
alteration with intensity decreasing with distance from the conduit. 
Silicification, addition of metals (Fe, Cu, Zn, Pb, Ba, etc.) and 
depletion in alkalis due to hydrolysis of rock-forming minerals, are 
the main characteristics of the alteration zone. 

The exhalative activity probably developed in conjunction with an 
active magmatic phase, as observed in present-day oceanic environments 
(Einsele et al., 1980; Kappel and Franklin, 1989). 

A metamorphosed equivalent of sill-sediment complex associated with 
the mineralization is well preserved in the eastern Windhoek sector of 
the Matchless Belt. Ongeama and Ongombo, for example, display a 
sequence of mafic and metaturbidite rocks in their structural 
hangingwall (i.e. stratigraphic footwall). 

Evidence revealed in this study indicates that the sequence at 
Matchless West Extension, and at Matchless Mine is the right way up. 
this indicates that a thick volcano-sedimentary pile is present only 
in the hangingwall of the mineralization (see Fig. 12). Although 
exhalative activity might have preceded the magmatic activity 
(Smalley, 1990, unpubl.), thrusting along the Colvania Horizon might 
have been responsible for the slicing-off of an original sill-sediment 
complex in the footwall of the sulphide deposits. This appears to be 
confirmed by the width of the Matchless Amphibolite Belt in the 
western Windhoek sector (where Matchless West Extension and Matchless 
Mine are situated), ~hich is less than that in the Eastern Windhoek 
Sector (where Ongeama, Ongomho and Otjihase occur). 
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2 IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPLORATION 

During metamorphism, the mineralization and associated hydrothermal 
alteration behaved as a closed system, i.e. their components 
experienced very limited chemical diffusion. This favoured the 
preservation of the main original features and of the zoned element 
distribution, as outlined in this study. Therefore, important 
implications for exploration are that some of the characteristics of 
hydrothermal alteration zones, even if overprinted by metamorphism and 
disrupted by tectonism, may still be recognized. 

In the case of exploration for blind volcanogenic mineralization in 
metamorph i c terranes, the detect i on of hydrotherma 1 a lterat ion is 
fundamental in indicating the proximity to the mineralization during 
fo llow-up operat ions. The a lterat i on zone is characteri zed by both 
mineralogical and geochemical variations with respect to the country 
rocks. Although mineralogical changes can be easily detectable during 
detailed mapping, this study has shown that, in some cases, the 
original pre-metamorphic hydrothermal alteration can be recognized by 
means of subtle changes (e.g. the change in colour of biotite under 
the microscope, as at Ongombo). The geochemica 1 variations detected 
are comparable to the general geochemical patterns observed in modern 
and antient volcanogenic mineralized systems. 

It is emphasized that a combination of mineralogical and geochemical 
factors is required to distinguish successfully between ore-related 

a lterat ion and a 1 terat i on- 1 ike features induced by other proc,esses, 
not related to ore-formation. 

The careful evaluation of selected geochemical data and the use of 
alteration indices are useful and effective exploration tools. These 
help in determinating the potential for mineralization. 

In metamorphosed terranes, where deformation has modified most of the 
original sedimentary· and volcanic structures, and where reliable 
markers are rare, the determination of the stratigraphic position of 

the alteration zone relative to the mineralization is of foremost 
importance for the interpretation of the structure and the way up of 

the strata in the explored area. 
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~rnlnera liled t;8t:: schist (1t/1l') 
ulllAlneralized ~C sch ist (H/W) 
UlJIIlnerllhed QIlC schist (It/Il l 

a:sgnetlc QB schis t ("'" a~ly) 
II\iIgnetic chlorite-rich schist 
IllllInetie QB schis t ("I" IrIOO\IIl)I) 
mllnetlc QII schist ("J" ananal)l) 
mgnellc {)II selllst ("J" lIol'lOlllaJ)I) 
1IIol9netic QB schist ("I" lIollOOl4l)1) 
Ngnettc Q8 schist ("\" allOOlll)l) 

descrlpt Ion 

...agne t Ite qulrtllte 
mallnetlte ~.rtz\te 
ma9netlte quartzite 
Ngnetlte quutzlte 
magnetite quarulte 
magnetite quartllte 
IlOlgoot Ite quarUlte 
mgnetlte quartzite 
Ngnetlte qUlrulte 
llignetlte qu.rtzite 
..agnetite qulrtzlte 
Itio1l1net Ite quartzite 
IIIIgoet Ite quarulte (ES) 
magnetite quartzite (ES) 
IniIgnetlte quartllte (ES) 
magnetite quartzite (ES1 

10040[/1019411 
lOO4O(/lOllI lH 
I004OEfIOI84N 
100~(l[/1016011 

10020£/10201" 
10020E/l019611 
10000£/10202" 
IOOOOf/IOI\I8H 
9960(/1021211 
9915[{102llHl 
\195&/1021311 
119~OEI10Z17N 

9940(/1021311 
9950f/1019111 
101l20EJ1021011 
8400€/III6(\N 
601IOE/1I100H 
6000E/l~OK 

6100E/l0860N 
63ooE/1086011 
Bloo£l10310N 
BI60E/I029011 
6260E/l0310H 
6700E/1I26011 
10700£/1016411 
106\10[/1016611 
10400£/10120N 
10380[/10100" 
I0360E/IOJOON 
10320EJIIlJOOII 
10290£/1025511 
I~OO£/IOJlON 

9900[/1112511 
99OSE/l1058H 
9909£/1103011 
9800EJllg30H 
10100(/1110011 
10100(/lllooH 
10100E/IOISOH 

grid reference 

I 19OOE/1022OH 
11820£/1022011 
11140£/1022511 
11650£/1020011 
11525£/10115" 
11475(/10115" 
J]425l:{l017011 
IliooE/l015011 
110511:/10150" 
11000E/1013S11 
JOllsor/IOllS" 
11150[11015011 
10850£/1015011 
10830E/101SOII 
10810£/1015011 
10]90E/IOI5011 



00'60 
DC 161 
OC 162 
OG 163 

" lO' 
OG 165 

00'66 
OG 167 

"'08 
OG 169 
OG 170 

OGI71 
OG 172 
OG173 
OG 174 
DC 175 
DC 116 

OG I71 
OG 178 
OG 179 

" '60 
or:; 181 

'"'' 
00'83 

" ". "'05 
" '" DC 187 

OO'M 

" ". 
""00 
DC 191 
OG 192 
OG 193 
DC 194 

OG 195 
oro 196 
OG 191 

'" 19. 

'"'' 0<'00 
OG 210 
OGm 
OG 212 
OG 21] 
OG21~ 

OC215 
DC 276 
DC 211 
OG 218 
0Ci 219 

0< '60 
OC 281 

'"'' 00 '83 

00 '" OG 285 

00 '" OG 287 
00 18. 
OG 289 

'"'' 

~tlt~ quarulte (£5) 
la<lgnetlte quartzite «(S) 
lIo19f11!tlte quartzite «(5) 
mgnetlte qu.trtllte (tS) 
IIIolgnellte quarUlte (£5) 
mqnetlte quartzite (£5) 
magnetite quartzite (£S) 
rragnetlte ",.tttlte ([S) 
magnetite ~artltte ([5) 

II'Iagnetite quartzite 
magnetite quartzite 
magnetite quartzite 
magnetite quarulte 
magnetite qII<1.rtllte 
rnagnetlte q",artllte 
magnetite qUilrt!lte 
IIIolgnet he quarut tl! 
IIIiIgnet tte quartz Ite 
IMgnetlte quartzite ([5) 
fIIilgnetite quartzite ([5) 
IllilgnetUe quartzite «(S) 
Ngne t lte quartzite ([S) 
Ngnetite CfoIartzUI (CS) 
..agnetlte QI.Iartlite ([5) 

JIolgnetlte ""artllte ([5) 
magnetite quartzite ([S) 
magnetite quarulte «(S) 

IIIiIgnetlte quartz ite (C5) 
IIIiIgnetlte IJI.jrtzite (C5) 
IfIlgnet Ite ~rtzHe «(5) 
IIIolgnet ite (pJartzHe (C5) 
magrll!!Ute quartzite (C5) 
magnetite qJartzlte (C51 
~.-rh:h lI!I!ln. quarulte {esl 
au'Ph.-rlch .... 5In. quartzite (CS) 
magnet ite quartzite «(5) 
aaph.-rich mgn. quartzIte (CSI 
magnetite quartzite (CS) 
IMgnetite q.I.Irulte ((5) 

IrognetHe ""artzlte (C5) 
magnetite ""Irnlte (C51 
IIIiIgnetlte ~Irtzlte (C5) 
mgnetlte ~rtzlte (CS) 
8lI¢.-rich Ngn. QUartzite (C51 
~h.-rlch Ngn. quartl lte (C5) 
IIIolgnetlte ~rtzlte (C51 
magnetite quartzite (C5) 
IIIilgnetite q..artzlte (C5) 
mgnetite CJNIrtzlte (C5) 
magnetite Cfl"rtzlte (es) 
~h._rlcll N~. quartlite (CS) 
magnetite q.>lI rt zlte (CS) 
~h.-rlch IIII~. CJNIrulte (esl 
lllil.51nttite fJMrtllte (C51 
lllil.51netite q,lartzlte (esl 
a~h._rlch milgn. qtWIrtzlte (es) 
~h . -rlch !Mgnetlte quartzite 
an{Ih.-rlch ragnetlte quartZite 
awp/l.-rlch Egnetlte quartzIte 
IIIIIgnetite quartzite 
OJI1)h.-rlch IUolQf'lettte quarttlte 

~h.-rlch Mgnetlte quartzite 

10nO£/ 101~ 

10150[/IOI6ON 
10130£/101601\ 
10110£/ 1016011 
1069O£/10150N 
10610E/IOI6!iN 
1055()(/I01~ 

10530E/ 1017OH 
10510E/10170H 
1052!>E/l0175N 
10400E/IOI80N 
10250E/l0170N 
10200[/1017011' 
9950[/100~ON 

g!nOf/100~5H 

9860E/l0060H 
9820E/IOOJOH 
97]OC/IOIOOH 
9&40£/101001( 
9620E/l0095H 
96OO£/10090N 
9S80E/l0085N 
9S6OE/10060lI 
9~OEI10075Jf 

9520E/l0015H 
IlSOOE/I001Dlf 
948OE/I001OH 
1l46OE/I006SH 
9440£/I006SH 
1l4Z0£/1006ON 
9400E/I006ON 
936O[/10055N 
9360E/I0055H 
9340E/l0055H 
9320E/IOOSON 
93oo[/10045N 
9260E/I0045" 
9260E/I0045N 
9240E/IOOSON 
9220E/I0050" 
92ooE/10050H 
9180E/IOO5ON 
916OE/l0050H 
9140E/loo50H 
SI20E/10050M 
9100E/lOOSON 
!lD8OC/l0045Jf 
906O£/l~5Jf 

9040£/I004SH 
902Of1l0040N 
!IIlOO£/lOO4OH 
8980f:/10040N 
8!l6O£/10G40H 
8!lWE/lOO4ON 
611~0£/I0045H 

8900E/IOO5OH 
6650£/10020" 
6600E/9SBON 

6750£/99110" 
8100[/9980H 
865OE/9SIION 
8600E/9970N 

'" 191 
OG 292 

'" 19) 

00'" 
00195 
OG196 
OG 291 
OG , .. 
00199 

OG 300 
OG 301 
OG )02 
OG 303 

00 '" 
'" lOS 
00 '06 
OC 301 

'''OS 
OG309 
OG 310 
OG 311 
OG 312 
OG 313 
OC 314 
OG 315 
OG 316 
OG 311 
OG 316 
OG 319 
OG 320 
OG 321 

aqIII . -r'ch N5Inetlte q""rld~e 

• . - rlc11 N5Inetlte ~rtllte 
II/IgnetJte quartzite 
mgnettte quartzite 
Ngroellte quarulte 
..... _rlch IMgootite quartzite 

mgoet Ite quartzite 
~. _r lch IMgnettte quartzite 

ragnet Ite quartz Ite 

~. -r ich II'IiIgnet Ite quartzite 
Ngnetlte quartzite 
Ngnetlte quartzite 
IIlIgnet tte quartzite 
!Mgnetlte quartz It!! 
/Mgnet1te quartzite 
mgnetlte qullrtz\te 
III.'l!Inetite qullruite 
IMgntt Itt quartz Ite 
~.~rlch INIgnet It!! quartzite 
•• _rlch Il'lgnetlte quartzite 
IIIolgnetlte qulIrtz'te 
Dlgnetlce quartzite 
IIIiQIlttlte quarulte 
Ngllet Itt QUartzite 
IIliIgnet Ite quartz Ite 
lM!il\etlte quartzIte 
rognet Ite qo.Jrtz Ite 
mgnetite QUartzite 

llli!lf\ttite quartzite 
IM9f'letlte qtJartzlte 
RIolgI'II:tlte quartzite 

ONGatlO - DRllLCORES 

s~le no. 

OG 322 
OGm 
OG 324 
0Ii 325 
OG 326 
OG 327 

OG ". 
OG 3Z9 
OC '30 
OG331 

00'32 
DC H3 
00 ,3< 
ocm 
00 336 
OG 331 

00 '38 
OG 3311 
OG 340 
OG 341 
00 3<, 
OG 343 
00 ... 

OG 345 

d~criptlon 

OGB 153 A T2 T3 
0G8 153 A 11 
OGB 153 A 12 
OC8 153 A T3 
OGB 153 A n 
0C8 153 A 12 T3 

OG8 153 A 11 T1 
0CfI 153 A T3 
0G8 153 A n 12 
0G8 153 A T2 13 
0C8 IS) A T1 T2 
0G8 IS] A 12 
OG8 153 A T3 
0C8 153 A TI T2 
0G8 153 A n 
0G8 153 A T2 
OGB 153 A T1 T2 
OG8 153 A T3 
OGB 153 A T2 
0G8 153 A T1 
OGB 153 A chlar. 1Iq)/I. schist 
0G8 153 A TI T2 
0G8 153 A chlor ••• schist 
0G8 153 A feldspaUc aqJh. 

8550£/995011 

8500£/992S11 
84SOEI99OOf1 
8400E/!I900N 
8350£/9900II 
8300£/9900/1 
82~/9925N 

6200E/995OH 
615Of/9970N 
6100£/997ON 
8050E/99801f 
800Clf/lOOOON 
7950[/l0000N 
7920E/IOOOOH 
7850E/IOOOOll 
7800E/IOOOOH 
115OE/997011 
1700E/!I9SON 
765OE/W40H 
7600Ej9920H 
7550f/9!1OOH 
75OOE/96)ON 
J~5O[/S8I OH 

7400[/9IIO!II 
735GE/98OON 
mOE/!I6OOfI 
7200E/916Of1 
7150E/916OH 
7l00E/9170!1 
7050£/974ON 
701lOE/972ON 

tiepth (lFIt!tres ) 

343.20-344.40 HIV 
344 . 40-344.19I1IV 
344.19-345.89 HIV 
345.69-346 .68 IIIlI 
346.68-346.11 HN 
346.77-346.6711/11 
346.67-347.35 NIIi 
3U . 35-347.60 HIli 
341 .60-346.35 liN 
346.35-349.14 HIli 
349.14·349.60 HIV 
349.601349.93 HIV 
349.93-350.21 H/'II 
350.21-350.36 Hili 
350.36_350.56 Hili 
350.!.6-35O.92 H/II 
350.112·351.47 HIli 
351.41-352.33 Hili 
352.33-353.65 H/'II 
353.65-35.3.74 H/'II 
353.74-354.02 HM 
354.02·3)4.55 HII! 
354 .65-354.11 HII! 
354.71-355.57 HII! 

oc '" 
OC 347 

OG ". 
DC 349 

oc '''' 
OG 351 
DC 352 
oc 353 
00 ,5< 
0Ci 355 

00 '56 
OG 357 

" ". OG 359 
OC, .. 
OC 361 
00 36' 
OG 36' 
DC 3&4 . 

OC 36' 
OG'66 
oc 361 
00 35. 
OG '09 
DC 370 
OG311 
OG 312 
OG 313 
DC 374 
OG 315 
OC 316 
OC371 
OG 376 
()(j 379 
00380 

00 '" 
DC 382 

"383 

OG'" 

OG '" 

'"'' ()(j 367 

OG '" 
OG3ll9 

OC '00 
OG 391 
OG192 
OG 393 

00 '" 
00 '95 
OC '96 
OGl91 

OC ". 
00 '99 
OC .00 
OG 601 
OG 602 
OG 601 
OG 604 

00 'OS 
'" .06 

oc.a 15] A chlOl". ~. $chl5t 
OGB 153 A n 12 
0G8 153 A T2 
0G8 153 A n T2 
0G8 153 A T2 
0G8 153 A chlar. atIllh. M:hts t 
0G8 153 A T2 
0G8 153 A T2 (1IitOIl . 1 
OGB 15] A 13 
OGB 153 A Tl 12 (l!O!gn.) 
0G8 IS) A Tl 12 
OGB l!i3 A T2 (magn.) 

OGe 153 A 13 
OGe 153 A chlar. ~. schist 
oce 153 A quartz vein 
OGe 153 A ~hibollte 
OGB 153 A Tl 12 
OGB 153 A 12 13 
DGe 153 A Tl 
OGB 153 A n 12 
OGB 153 A Tl 

OCB 153 A 12 Tl 
OG8 153 A 13 
OGB 153 A n 
OGB 153 A TI 12 
OGB 153 A Tl 
0G6 153 A Tl 
OGB IS) A TI 
OCB IS] A 13 

0G6 153 A T2 
0G6 153 A. Tl T2 
OGII 153 A Tl 
OGB 153 A Tl 
0G6 153 A TZ 13 
0G8 153 A n 12 
aG8 153 to T3 
0G8 IS) A Ti 
OGB 153 A T2 

OGB 151 A 12 13 
OGB 151 A Tl T2 
OGB lSI A T2 
OGB lSI A Tl T2 
OGO lSI A II 
0G8 151 A chlar. arrph. schist 
0G6 lSI A 11 
0G9 151 A n 12 
0C8 151 A Tl 
0G6 151 A Tl (mgn.) 
OG8 151 A 12 
OGB lSI A chlar. ~. schist 
OGB lSI A T2 
DCB 151 A chlar. aqlII. schist 
0G8 lSI A n T1 
0G6 151 A 11 
0G8 151 A n T2 
OG8 lSI A T2 Tl 
OGB lSI A 1) 

OGB 151 A Tl T2 
OG8 151 A T~ 

OGB 151 A n T2 
OGB 151 A 13 

355.S7-1S6 . 30 IIIlI 
356.30-356.45 HIV 
356.45-357.00 IIIV 
351.00·358.17 N/II 
356.11·356.375 11111 
358.375·359.16 IVII 
359.16-359.36 HII! 
359.36·359.53 H/II 
359.53-359.70 HIli 
359.70-360.00 HIli 
360.00-360.25 H/II 
350.25·360.685 H/II 
360.685-361.01 11.11 
361.01 - 361.1B HIli 
36I.1B. 361.31 H/W 
361.31-362.3~ H/II 
362.14-362.44 H/II 
362.44·362.66 H/II 
362.66-363.00 H/II 
369.Z1-370.26 FIV 
310.26·]10.14 F/II 
370.H _31L10 F/II 
311.30_372.36 Fill 

312.36_372. 52 F/II 
312.52.313.00 Fill 
313.00·314.00 F~ 
114.00 -11~.90 FIll 
31~.90·115.00 F/II 
315.00-315.19 FIll 
315.79·]17.50 f/ll 
317.50·317 .62 Fill 
371.82·318.24 Fill 
318.24.319.00 F/~ 
119.00-319.44 F/II 

319.~4 -179.60 F/~ 

m.6O·319.98 f/H 
319.98.380.20 fill 
380.20-380.62 F/M 

335.69-336.22 HIli 
336.22-336.48 Hili 
336.46 ·3~0.39 HIM 
340.J9·3~0.90 Hili 
340.90-341.14 Hill 

341.14-34L61 Hili 
341.61-342.62 H/II 
342.82-345 .67 HIli 
]45.61-341.16 H/II 
].'.16·341.20 H/II 
347.20·341.25 HIli 
347.25.341 .6611/11 
347.66-348.2311/11 
346.23-348.35 HIll 

346.35-349.55 HIli 

349.55·350.00 H/II 
]50.00_351.~1 H/II 
J51.41_351.14 HAl 
351.14·351.83 H/II 
351.83-352.27 HIIo' 

352.21-352.46 HIli 
J52.46·353.09 H/II 
353.09 ·353.56 Hili 
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0C8 151 II T1 T2 
OG.II 151 ... chlor.-~. sclltst 
OGe 151 A Tl 
OCB 151 II T2 T3 
OGa lSI A T2 Tl 
OGO 151 A n 
OCO lSI" TZ 
!XiS 151 A n 
OtiS 151 A T2 n 
!XiS 151 A Tl 12 

OG6 151 A T3 
0G8 lSI A TI 

0G8 lSI'" n 
0G8 151 A Tl 
oc.o 151 II Tl 
0G8 151 Po Tl T2 

OCR lSI A 13 
OGB lSI A qtz vein. sl,llp.h • 

0C8 lSI A 12 

OGB 151 A TI TZ 

DGB 15l A T2 Tl 
OGII lSI II 11 
OG8 lSI II TI T2 
OCR 154 II T2 

OG8 l~ II 12 n 
DCs 15~ A chlDl". aqm. schist 
OGB 15-l II at\llhibollte 

QGO 154 A ehler. a/f1>h. schist 

OC8 154 A T2 
OGB lSI! A TZ (magn.) 
OGO lSI! II fA 
OGB 154 A T2 T3 
OGB 154 A Tl 
OGB 1S4 II clllor._~. schist 
OGB 154 II T2 
OG8 154 A 12 (~) 

OCO 154 II aJIlIhlboltte 
OGB 1!.4 A anvh1bollte 
!Xis t5~ A chlor.-~. schist. Tl 
OCR 154 A 11 
{x;B 154 A T2 13 
OGe 154 II TI 12: 

OGO 154 A chlar. ~. sthlst 

OGB 154 A Tl 12 
OGB 154 A T2 13 
OCB 154 II TI 12 
OGB 154 A TZ n 
OGB 1S4 II n 
0C8 154 A 12 n 
OC8 \54 II TI 12 
(XiS 1S4 A TJ 
OGB 154 A TI 11 
OGB 1S4 A 12 n 
OGB 154 A 12 

OGB 154 II 12 13 

OCB 154 A T1 T2 
IX>B 15( A T2 Tl 
OCB 1S4 A TI 
OCB 154 A T2 
OGB 154 A Tl 13 
OGB 154 A T1 
OGO 154 II 12 

353.S6-354.00 II/II 
354.00-355.31 It/II 

355.31-355.38 HIll 
355.38_355.93 II/II 

362.66-363.05 fIll 
]63.05-363.89 f/II 

363.89-364,12 f/'ti 
364.12-lo..81 f/ll 
]64.87 • .16.5.05 F/II 
365.05-365,~0 Fill 
365.40-365.82 F/ll 
365 .82_365 .87 F/II 
365.87-367.18 Fill 
367.18-]61.29 F /lI 
367.29-367 .63 fill 
367.63-368.00 Fill 
368.00_358,89 f/W 
368.63-366.73 F /W 

368.83-311,15 F/'tl 
371.15-372.24 f Ill 
372.24- 312,94 fill 
112.94-373,~4 f/II 
311.44_315,32 fl\4 
492.83_493,10 H/II 

493.10-493.83 HIli 
493.83_494,54 H/II 

494.54_495.47 II/II 

495.47-495.71 II/II 

495.71-496,701l/1l 
495.70-491.07 H/II 

497.07-497.12 H/II 

497.12-497.68 H/II 

491.58-498.50 HN 
498.50-496.62 H/W 
498.62-499.38 H/II 
499.38· 499.56 H/W 
499.56-501.15 H/II 
501.15-502.64 HIli 
502.64-502 .13 H/II 

502.73-503.23 11/'01 
503,23_503.47 H/II 
503,47-503.83 II/II 

503.83-503.90 H/II 

503.90-504.U HIli 
504.27_504.53 H/II 

504.53-505.36 H/II 

505.36-505.79 H/II 

505.79-506.43 11/11 
.506.43. 507.40 H/II 

507.40-507.68 H/II 
. 501.68-507.14 H/II 

501.74-507.89 H/W 

501.89-508,82 H/II 

510.21-511.00 f/W 

511.00-511.11 f/II 
511.11-512.04 f/il 

SIZ.04-512.19 F/ll 
5lZ.19-S13.40 F/il 
513.40-514 .49 F/il 
514.49.515.48 F/W 

515.48-516.00 F/II 

516.00-517.18 F/il 

OG 669 
oc; 670 
OG 671 
OG 672 
oc; 613 

OG 674 

0G8 154 A 13 
0G8 154 A T1 
OGB 154 A Tl 12 

OG8 154 A T2 Tl 
0011 154 II TI T2 
0G8 154 A 13 

HATCIILESS ilEST EXTEHSIOf! ((POSIT 

Simple no. 

KlE 201 

1M 202 
tilE 203 

tr.IE l04 
MIlE 205 
tftIE 206 
IftIE: ZO} 

.,""' 
MI( 209 
tilE 210 
ftlE Zil 
H'lIE 212 
1M 213 
H'lIE 214 
ftI[ 215 

IftIE 216 

KIlE m 
ftlE 218 

MIlE 219 

HIIE 220 
HIIE 221 
HIIf 222 
KlE 223 

tIIIE 224 
KIf 225 
1111[ 226 

KIf 227 
N,(£ 228 
KIf 229 
1M: 230 
I10IE 231 

ItIE m 
ftIE 233 
HIlt 23~ 

IftIE 235 
ftI[ 236 
IftIE 231 
ftlE 238 
MIlE 239 

IIIE 240 
KIlt 241 
ItI£ N2 
HIIE 243 

I'IIE 244 
HIIE 2~5 
1111£ 246 
MIlE 247 
1111(248 

descrlpt Ian 

QHP schist 
QHP schist 
qtz-rlch <jOuan 
rruscovlte chlorite schist 
QHP schIst 
QK!' schist 
talc_rich g:assan 
1lId9ne~ite qtlarlzite 
QK!' schist 
QHP scllist 
IILIscovite chlorite schist 
qu-r!ch gosslin 
qtz-r ith <jOssan 
QK!' schist 
JIl.Iscovlte chlorite schist 

QtIP schist 
QJtI schist 
qu-rlch lllassive goss~n 
QMP schist 
QHP schlst 
Q!'J> sch 1st 
qtz*rlch massive goss~n 
magnetite quartzite 
QW> schist 
ma9net ite quarUlte 
Qt1P schist 
nlc_dctlnollte schist 

magnet Ite quartzite 
QI1P schist 
IMgnetite quartzite 
QlIPtta Ic· actin. sch 1st 
QHP schist 
gossan talc_actloollte schist 
Qt!P schist 
QHP schist 
QHPtactlnollte schist 
QMP schist 
QI1P schist 
chlor.*act ln .-ta lc schist 
IJIiIgnetlte quartzite 
3/Tllh.-rlch IIIiIgnetite quartzite 
IIIiIgnetite quartzite 
chlorite actinolite schist 
111i19net Ite quartllte 
talc-actln.-carb. schist 
talc_actln._carb, schist 

IIIiIgnet ite qlJartzlte 
gossan talc_actin. SChist 

517.18-517.41 f/il 
511.U-Sl1.55 f/W 
517.66-517.91 F/W 
517.91*518.95 F/W 

518.95-519.29 f/W 
519.29- 521.15 fill 

grid ~fe~nce 

246/-5.5 
246/- 19 

243110 
240/_18 
240/_13 
2351-6 
235/10 

233/9.5 
230/-11 

221/-3.5 
224/1 

218/10 

208/6 
208/-5 

210/-8 
200/2.5 

200/_3.5 

192/6 

190/5 
191/~1 

180/1 
179/10 

179/12 .5 

171/6 
170/8.5 

158/1 
158/6 

160/8 

147/1 
150/8 

1~0/6.5 

138/3.5 
130/3.5 

131/1 
123.3 
123/4 

ltO/2.S 
103/1.5 
103/3.5 

98/4 
9513 . 5 
90/3.5 
89/2.5 .. " 
83/3.5 

78,5/3.5 

81/5 

69" 

1M: 2~9 

"" "" KN£ 251 

HR£ 252 
Ilif 253 
tfHE 254 
1M 255 

Jtj£256 
HW[ 257 

"" '" JtjE 2S9 

"" 160 
!WI 261 

/WI 262 
/WI 263 
IWI 264 

/WI 265 
KA8 266 

!WI 261 
... 168 
!WI 269 

aq>hib.-rlcl1 magnetite quartzi te 
IMsnet Ite quarUlte 
IMgnetlte quartzite 
gouan. talc-chlor. schist 
Nllnetlte quarUlte 
II1<Ignetite quarhlte 
lIo5~. tillc.actln._carb. schist 
1M9netite quartzite 
IMgnetite qU<lrtzlte 
gossan. talc-<lctln.-chlor. schist 
marble-like rock 

m9netlte quartzite 
Frledenau aaphlballte 
Frledenllu ~hlballte 
Frledenau ~hlballte 

72/6 
12/1 
61/3 
61/4 
,,/8 
51/6 

SO/7.5 

53/11.5 

44/6.5 
42/10 

11/13.5 
17/15 

see att4ched IIIiIP 
see ilttachcd IMp 
see dtact\ed IMP 

Hatch less Kine IIorlzon .Ibolite see ilttac~ed IMp 
Katchless IIlne llarilon ~lbalite see attached IIIiIP 
Hatchless lIine llarlzon ~ibolJte see attached IMp 
Frledenau ilqlhlbalite see attached IMp 
Frledenau ~hlballtB see attac~ed map 
Frledenau aqlhibaHto see attached .l1l<I11 

IlAflt Aill ULTRAIWIC ROCKS fRCt1 ill£ OTJJHASE MEA 

s~le 00. 

OTJ 615 
OT J 616 
OT J 617 
OfJ 618 
OTJ619 

OU 680 

OTJ 681 
OTJ 682 
OTJ 683 

OIJ 664 
OTJ 685 
OTJ 686 

description 

talc-act in. schist (c~n;e-gr.) 

talc-actin. schist (fine-gr.) 
rretagabbro 
talc_carbo sch ist 
hle.carn . _chlor. schist 
chlor. actin. schist 
talc schist 
chlorite schist 
epld. - rlch chlorite schist 
actloallte schist 
chlor. *t41c schist 
talc-ollvlne(?)-lIIiIgn. schist 

locatloo 

Otj ihase 
Otjlhase 
Otjihase 
Ellsenhelm 
Elisenhelm 68 
ElhenllehR 68 
Elisenheim 68 
OtJlhase 
Otj Ihase 
Von francols Ost 6 
Von fr.ncols Ost 6 

Von Francois Ost 6 



OG 669 
DG 670 
OG 611 
OG572 
DC 67] 
{Xi 614 

OGB 154 II Tl 
OGe 15-q II 11 
eGB 154 II Tl 12 
OGa 1S4 II 12 T3 
OGB 154 II 11 Tl 

0G8 154 II T3 

KA1CllLESS IIES1 EXTENSIOtI DEPOSIT 

saqlle no. 

KlE 201 
IfI!E 202 
tilE 20] 
tilE 2M 
tilE 205 
KIIE206 
KIf[ 201 

"" 10' 
IIIE 209 
1ft/( 210 
1M" 2\1 
1f>I[ 212 

KIlt 213 
HIIE 214 
t1JIf 215 
11\1£ 216 
!'OlE 217 
tilE 218 
IfrIE 219 
H'IIE 220 
IIIE 221 
Klf'l2Z 
HtlE l23 

/\W£ 224 
KIf 225 
I'GoIt 226 

I'6IE 227 
KlE 228 
I'IIf 229 

"" 230 
111£ 231 
IIIf 232 
tilE 233 
toIlE 234 
KIf 235 

"" "5 
/tiE 231 
KlE 238 
ItI£ 239 
tt/E 240 
ItIE 241 

Ho'E 242 
t61E 243 
tilE 244 
1M: 245 

It!£ 245 

tftIE m 
I1IIf 248 

description 

QItP sellist 
QHP scllist 
qtz-rlch 90ssan 
IfUscovtte chlorite schist 
QI1P schist 
QHP sellist 
til Ic_rlch lIossan 
IIIiIgnetite quartzite 
QMP schist 
Q.'f> schist 
rruscovite chlorite schist 
qn_rich gossan 

qtz-rich lIossan 
QHP schist 
IIlJscovtte chlor tte schist 
QI-'JI schist 
QN' schist 

qtz-rich massive gossan 
QI1P schist 
QH? schist 
QI1P schht 
qtI- rlch II\3sslve gossan 
/Mgnet Ite quartz Ite 
QtII' schist 
/M9net ite quartz ite 
QtIP schist 
talc-actinolite schist 
IIIolgnetlte quartzite 
QHP sellist 
1IIol9net Ite quartzite 
QHP.talc-actin. schis t 
QHP schist 
goss.a.n Ulc-actllJl;lllte schist 
QHP schlst 
QI1P schist 
QtIP+actlnollte schlst 
QI1P sclllst 
QK' schist 
chlar.-actln.-ulc schist 
Imgnettte quartzite 
a~.-rlch magnetite quartzite 
N9netite quartzite 
chlorite actloollte schIst 

magnet Ite quartzite 
talc-actin.-carb. sell 1st 
talckactln.-c.arb. schist 

ma9netlte quartzite 
9Qs~an talc. act in. sch ist 

SI7.18_S11.41 rlW 

517.41-511.66 f/W 
S11.65-517 .91 f IV 
5l7_91_518.95 F/W 

518.95-519.29 Fill 
519.29-521.15 FIll 

grid reference 

246/. 5.!i 
246/-19 
243/Hl 

240/-18 
240/-13 
235/-5 
235/10 

233/9. 5 
230/-11 

221/-3.5 
224/1 

218/10 
200/6 

208/-5 
210/.8 

200/2 .5 

200/-3.5 
}92/6 

190/5 
191/-1 

180/1 
119/10 

179/12.5 
17116 

110/8.5 
158/1 
158/6 
160/8 
147/1 
150/8 

140/6.5 
138/3.5 
130/3.5 

131/1 
123.3 
123/. 

110/2.5 
103/1.5 
10313.5 

98/' 
95/3.5 
90/3.5 
89/2.5 

'0/0 
83/3.5 

78.5/3.5 
81/5 
69/3 

OG 61)7 

OG 50s 
00509 
0Ci 610 
OG 611 
OG 612 
OG613 
OG 514 
OG 615 
OG 615 
OG 611 
{Xi 618 

OG 619 
OG 620 
\Xi 621 
OG 622 

OG 623 
ex; 624 

OG 625 
OG 626 
\Xi 627 
0Ci 628 
DG 629 
OG 530 
IlG 631 
OG 632 
{Xi 6JZ 
DG 633 

OG 634 
OG 635 

'" '" '" 5" 
OC '" 
OG 640 
OG &t, 
"'642 

'" 64' 
DG 544 
,,&t, 
"'645 
"'&t7 
1<648 

OG 549 
OG 650 
OG 651 
OG 652 
OG 653 
OG 654 
(Xi 655 

00 55' 
OG 657 

'" 5" 
'" 55' 
'" 5" 
00 66' 
OG 662 

"'55' 
OC 5" 

'" 5as 
0"" 
OG 661 

OG '" 

OGB 151 II n T2 
OC8 151 II chlor.-~ . schist 
OGB 151 II n 
OGB 151 II T2 n 
OG8 151 II T2 n 
008 151 II Tl 

IlGB 151 II T2 
OGB 151 II 

OC8 151 II 

OG8 151 II 

008 151 II 

TI 

T2 T3 
Tl T2 

Tl 
OCiB 151 II n 
OG8 151 II 13 
DC8 151 A Tl 

0G8 151 II T3 
OG8 1St II Tl T2 
0Ci8151 II Tl 
0Ci8 151 II qtz ve in ~ sulph. 
0Ci8151A T2 
OG8 151 II n T2 
OG8 151 II T2 Tl 

OGB 151 A n 
OG8 151 II Tl T2 
OGS 154 A 12 
0Ci8 154 II T2 T3 
008154 II chlor. Mph. schist 
008 154 II ~hibo I ite 
OC8 154 II chlor. anph. sclllst 
OG8 154 A T2 
eG8 154 II T2 (magn.) 

0G8 154 II FA 
OG8 154 II T2 Tl 

0G8 154 II Tl 
OGB 154 A chlor.-a~. sclllst 
008 154 A T2 
DC8 154 II 12 (m) 
OCO 154 II ~hloo lite 
OG8 154 A ~hlbol1te 
008154 II chlor.-all'ph. schist + Tl 
OG8 154 II Tl 
OG8 154 II T2 n 
DC8 154 II Tl T2 
OCB 154 A chlor. BlfPh. schist 
OGB 154 A Tl T2 
OGEI 154 II T2 13 
OGS 154 II n TZ 

0G8 154 II T2 13 
OG8 154 A 13 
OGS 154 II T2 13 
0G8 154 II n T2 
OGB 154 II 13 
OCB 15~ II n T2 
OGB 154 II T2 T3 
OGB 154 A T2 
008 154 II 12 13 
008 154 A Tl T2 
DC8 154 II 12 T3 
(XJBI5411 Tl 

OG8 154 II T2 
0G8 154 A T2 13 
DCa 154 II T1 
OGFI 154 A T2 

~53.S5_~54_DD H/II 

354.00-355.31 H/II 
355.31-355.38 H/II 
355.38-355.93 HIll 
362.56-363.05 fIll 
363.05-363.89 F/II 
363.89-364.12 FIll 
354.12- 354.87 FJW 
364.87-355.05 FIll 
365.05-365.40 F/w 
365.40-365.82 FJW 
365.82-355.87 F/W 
365.87-361.18 f/W 
367.18.367.29 fJW 
367.29-367.63 f 114 
357.63-368.00 fIll 
368.00-368.89 f Ill 
358.63-368.73 fIll 

368.83-371.15 fIll 
371.15-372.24 fIll 
372.24-372.94 f/w 
372.94_373.44 r /II 
373.44-375.32 fIll 
492.83-493.70 H/II 
493. 70-493 .83 H/W 
493.83-494.54 HIli 
494.54-495.17 H/II 
49S.H_495.71 H/W 

495.71-495.70 HIli 
496.70-497.07 II/II 
497.07-497.12 H/W 
497.12-497.68 H/II 
497.68_498.50 HIli 
498.50-498.62 llliI 
498.62_499.38 H/W 
499.38-499.56 II/W 
499.56-501.15 H/W 

~1.l5·502.64 II/'rl 
502.54-502.7311/'r1 
502.73-503.23 H/ii 
503.23-51)3.47 N/ii 
503.47-503.83 H/II 
503.53-503.90 H/If 

503.90-504.27 H/II 
504.27-504.53 H/II 
504.53-505.~ H/Il 
505 .35-505.19 HIll 
505 . 79-500.48 Hill 
506.48-507.40 H/'rl 
507.40-507.68 HIli 
507.68-501.74 HIli 
507.14_507.89 II/ii 
507.89_500.82 HIli 

510.21-511.00 f/W 
511.00-511.71 r/W 
511.71-512.04 fill 

512.04· 512.19 f/'rl 
512.19-513.40 f/'rl 
513.40k514.49 fIll 
5H.49-515.48 fill 
515.48-516.00 FIll 
5]6.00-517 . 18 Fill 

IIIf 249 
1II[2SO 
Ito/[ 251 
/tI[ 252 
HM[ 253 
tilE 254 

ItI£ 255 
/tI[256 

I6jf 257 

"" 25. 
I6IE 259 

.,"" 
IWI 2" 
IWl 262 
IWI 263 
HAS 264 
/WI 265 
IIA8 266 
/WI 267 
HAS 258 

HAS '" 

~hib. -rlch INgnetlte quartzite 
magnetite quartzite 
magnetite quartzite 
gossan. talc-chlor. schht 
IMlilnetite quartzite 
1M9netlte quartzite 

gossan. talc -actin.-carb. schist 
lM~netlte quartzite 
IMgnet ite quartz Ite 

91)~un. talc-actin.-chlor. schist 
IMrble-lIke rock 
magnetite quartzite 
frled enau iIJllIhlbo lite 
Frledenau ~hlbollte 
frledenau ~hloollte 
Hatchle~s Hlne Horizon ~lbollte 
Hatchless Hine Horizon ~Ibollte 
Hatchle~s Hlne Horizon ~hibollte 
friedeoau a!I1lhibo I ite 
Frledenau anvtJibollte 
frled~nau alq)hlbollte 

/WIC AIID IILTAAHAFIC ROCKS fR()\ THE OTJ1HASE AR.(A 

sagple lID. 

OTJ 675 
OTJ 675 
OTJ 611 
OTJ 678 
OTJ 679 
01J 680 
OTJ 681 
OIJ 682 
OTJ 683 
OTJ 684 
01J 685 
OTJ 686 

description 

talc-actln. Schist (coarse-gr . ) 
talc_actln. schist (fine-gr.) 
IlEtagabbro 
talc-carbo SChist 
talc-carb.-thlor. schist 
chlor. actin. schist 
talc schist 
chlorite schist 
epld.-rlch chlorite schist 
actinolite schist 
chlor.-talc sch ist 

ta Ic-o I iv Ine( 7)-lOagn. sch 1st 

72/6 

72/7 
61/3 
61/4 
58/8 
51/6 

50/1.5 
53/11.5 

44/6.S 

~2/10 

17/13.5 
17/15 

see attached INIp 

$00 attached fPilP 

see attached IIIiIp 
see attached map 
see attached JnilP 

see attached map 
see attached IIIiIp 
see attached map 
see it tached map 

loca t Ion 

Otj Ihase 
Otj ihase 
OtJihase 
[llsentleim 

£ I henhellll 68 
£1lsenhellll 68 
Elisenhelm 68 
Otjlhase 
Otjlhase 

Von Francois Ost 6 
Von francois Ost 5 
Von franco Is Ost 6 
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APPENDIXE 

Tables of the geochemical data of 

mineralized and unmineralized rock types 

* Table - Lower detection limits for trace element analysis. 
* Table 2 - Ongeama Prospect: trace-element geochemistry of the 

gossan exposure. 

• Table 3 - Matchless West Extension deposit : trace-element 
geochemistry of the gossan exposure. 

• Table 4 - Dngombo Prospect: trace-element geochemistry of the 
gossan exposure . 

* Table 5 - Ongombo Prospect: trace-element geochemistry of the 

ore-bearing sequence in drill cores. 
" Table 6 - Dngombo Prospect: trace-element geochemistry of the 

ore-zone rock types. 

• Table 7 - Trace-element geochemistry of the unmineralized 
schists. 

• Table 8 - Dngeama Prospect: trace-element geochemistry of the 
magnetic schists from the "I anomaly" area . 

• Table 9 - X-Ray fluorescence analytical conditions and rocks 
standards used. 

• Table 10 Dngeama Prospect: major element geochemistry of 
selected samples from the alteration pipe. 

• Table 11 - Matchless West Extension deposit: major element 
geochemistry of selected samples from the alteration 
pipe. 

• Table 12 - Major element geochemistry of unmineralized metapelitic 
schists (Kuiseb Formation). 

• Table 13 - Subdivision in sectors of the alteration pipe at 
Dngeama: average of the trace element content for each 
sector. 

• Table 14 - Subdivision in sectors of the alteration pipe at 
Matchless West Extension: average of the trace element 
content for each sector. 

• Table 15 - Dngearna Prospect: barium and zinc content in the 
schists of the alteration pipe. 

• Table 16 a-g - Alteration index for trace elements (I trace) and 
major element (I major) TiD2/Zr index (TZ) calculated 
for unmineralized and ore-related rock types. 

• Table 17 - Trace element geochemistry from the Alpine-type Damaran 
ultramafic rocks from the Dtjihase Mine area and 
Elisenhe;m. 

• Table 18 - Major element geochemistry of ultramafic rock types . 
• Table 19 - Concentrations of selected elements in different 

ultramafic rock types from Matchless West Extension, 
Ongombo and Otjihase, and values of the Ex and Urn 
indices. 



Table 1 - Lower detection limits for trace element analyses. 

element 

Cu 
Pb 
Zn 
Co 
Ni 
Ag 
Au 
Mn 
Ba 
V 

Ti02 

detection 1 imit 
(ppm) 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

0.5 
40 ppb 

50 
25 
25 
25 

element 

Cr 
Mo 
Zr 
Nb 
Y 

Rb 
Sr 
Bi 
W 

detection 1 imit 
(ppm) 

2 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 



Table 2 _ Ongelll'ol PrO$pKt: tnee el_At oeocllemlstry of the gosun exposurt. 
("ote: lID !Mans ·bela.. detection lllllt·). 

'Iqlle no. and 
rock type 

.. " .. "' .. " 
" " .. " 
OG FS .. . " 
" , " 
Dei 10 16 
OG 11 KS 
OG 12 ItS 
OG Il ICl 
OG 1~ ICl 
GG 15 ItS 
OG 16 ICl 
OG 11 III 
OG 18 ICl 
OG 19 ICl 
OG 20 III 
OG 21 III 
OG 22 ICl 
DC 23 I() 

OG 24 16 
0Ci 25 FS 
OG 26 PIS 
OG 21 tIS 
OG 28 ItS 
OG 29 lIS 
OG 30 rs 
OG 31 tIS 
OG 32 FS 
OG II KS 
DC 3~ ICl 

" 35 " .. 36 II! 
OG 31 rs 
.. 38 " 
OG 39 ICI 
OG 40 rs 
OG 41 ItS 
OG 42 ICl 
OG 43 Itt 
OC 44 ICl 
OG ~5 KS 

OG 46 Itt 

OG ~1 ItS 
.. 48 II! 
OG 49 Itt 
.. 50 lIS 
DC 51 ICl 
OG 52 Itt .. " " OG 54 ICl 
GG 55 ~ 

.. " lIS 
OG 51 IfJ 
OG 58 .. 

OG " lIS 
.. 60 II! 

'" 
0.l3 
0.28 
0.24 
0.25 
0.21 
0.22 
0. 31 
0.31 
O.~O 

0.60 
0.73 
0.29 
0.45 
0.49 

0." 
0.41 
0.29 
0. 41 
0.48 
0.4 1 
0.~1 

0.17 
0.45 
0." 
0.29 
0.34 
0.33 
0.35 
0.28 

0.' 
0.31 
0.29 
0.12 
0.39 
0.22 
0.32 

0.' 
0.07 
0.15 
0.31 
0.23 
0.13 
0.25 
0.38 
0.1l 
0.42 
0.28 

0.' 
0.43 
0.15 
0.22 
0.49 
0.16 
0.17 

0.' 
0.25 
[1.23 
0.61 
0.21 

Pb ... .. 
8> 
01 
8l 

1I4 

" ". 
" 82 
III 
III 
.0, 

'" 
'" 31' 

"" '0< 
lSI 
19I 

'" '" 481 

'Il 
.18 

" 55 

" '" '" 14' 
.43 

'" m 
161 

'" 111 

'" 14' 
8> 

'" '" .10 
.16 
l54 

8l 
235 

'" .Il 
16. 

." I3l 

'" 75. 

II' 
25i 

'" .. 
21. 

.600 

" "" 
388 
.16 
231 
101 
I5l 

." 
'" II' 
'39 
16. 
237 

•• 
.82 
24' 

II' 
'" '58 ," 
'00 
28. 
m 
16' 
361 . , 
'05 
.82 
III 
.01 
III 

20' 
no 

'" '51 
'04 
I1S 
18> 

'" .68 
III 
324 

'65 
140 

21. 

'" 'IS 
271 

24' 

•• 
215 

'" '68 
117 

'51 

'" '00 

." 181 

". 
IS' 

NI 

"" 
" " " D 
28 

" " n 

" D 
li 
30 
31 

• D 
31 

31 

31 

" D 
15 
D 
15 

" o 

" " 31 
D 
15 

" ~ 
D 
D 
28 
lO 
D 
a 
11 
15 

" 30 
28 
31 
D 
D 

" " a 
20 
~ ., 
a 
D 
~ 

•• 
n 
36 

• 

Co -
" • 
31 

" ~ 
30 

" 30 
30 

• 
" ~ 
" li 
11 
D 

" 15 

" 35 
38 
~ 

35 
U 
38 
38 
31 

" " " n 
n 
20 

" 20 
20 
n 

n 
~ 

" 29 

• 
30 
n 
D 
11 

11 
D 
28 

• 
~ 

n 

" D 
n 

" 31 
30 

" PI" 

21 ., 
" ., 
21 

U 
28 ., 
20 
U 
21 
D 
28 ., 
20 
14 
lO 

" • 
" " " •• , 
I ., 
" D 
18 ., 
1 

" 
14 , 
10 
16 , 

0.' 

0.' 

0.' 
2 

• 
0.' 
0.' 
• 

0.' 
0.' , 

'" lOb 

'" .68 
D' 
". 
251 
.36 
'30 
lO, 

1510 
24. 
m 
323 

1154 

'38 
m 
'65 
'30 

'" '" 1244 
132 

'" 1651 
.68 
511 

'" '" .68 

." 
'41 
15I 

1710 

'16 
1438 
3881 

J2i 

'51 
132 

'" , .. 
'" .62 

'" 133 

161 

'" 48' 
.61 

2116 
331 
411 

'" '" ,. 
'58 
'18 
36' 
306 

"0 

'" PID 

481 
'01 

'" '51 
321 

'" 6S1 
52' 

'" 
'" 813 

'" 58' 
50' 
401 

1\64 
38. 

'" 68' 
18' 

'" 211 
1104 
311 

'" 
'" '" '01 

'" '" 
'" '" '01 
62' 
113 ". '" 211 ,,. , .. , 

2011 

'" "08 
10" 
.80 

1069 as, 
'" 62' 
360 

'" '" '" '50 
,SO 

'" 300 
1961 
1218 

.. ... 
21. 
296 
286 
'14 
300 
,OJ 
338 
320 
230 
322 

'" '" ., 
101 
231 
3i2 
'50 

'" 48' 
52. 

'" ". 
"60 

'" 141 

36' 
l1. 

'62 
1140 

'" '18 

'" .94 ,« 
'" 381 

'08 
.18 

". 
'" 400 

2057 

'" 32' 
"08 

351 

'10 ... 
242 
112 
I~ 

28' 
"0 

1100 

'12 
.26 

1616 ,,. 
m 

Abbreviations used in the table: 

tIS - NU Ivt su Iph Ide !/Ossan 
~ - IMgnetite qu.rtzite 
AS - uphlbole-rlch seml-Nutve 

sulphide pasSin 

C, 

PI" 

• 
l1 

" 39 
U 

• 
W 
38 

" 18 
a 
43 
55 

• .. 
30 
48 

" • 
28 
18 
65 
a 
55 
~ 

" ~ 
" 68 
n 
60 
30 
60 
18 
58 
38 
a 
60 
n 

• 
D 

•• n 
n 
60 
n 
~ 

52 
D 
21 
55 

" 52 

• 
30 

• 
62 
25 
50 

v ... 
" .UI 
62 

II' 
88 

'05 .. 
" 10 

" .06 .. 
58 

101 

• 
52 

" " 36 

" 52 
38 

.18 
124 

" .. 
.26 

OJ 
.00 
16 

116 

" I2l 
52 

111 ,. 
50 

.16 
116 

" 28 
84 

" 56 
112 

52 .. 
.08 

" NO 
OJ 

" NO 
124 
36 
36 

.01 
58 
32 

Tl02 ... 
.006 
2302 

81' 
' 080 

"" 7700 
1426 

'50' ,m 
2008 
1632 

'" 2950 
2871 
..30 
852 .... 

.000 

'14 

"" ". 
'88 

1186 
84 .. 
201 
2114 
l868 

"" 1400 
3510 

'10' 

'" ., 
1312 

SOl ,,,. 
122.( 

'" "" 922 

." 
6500 ,« 
'O5 

6693 
682 
236 

1800 
160 
136 

"'" 1916 
.04 

'500 
'" 58 

6200 

66' 

'" 

.. ... 
" HD 
a 
HD 
14 ., 
~ 

50 .. .. 
" HD 
HD 

" " " 36 
U 
14 ., ., 
" ~ .. 
HD 

" HD 
HD 
HD 

NO 
HD 
66 
10 
61 
10 

" " U 
HD 

" n 

" 28 
n 
HD 
80 
48 
HD 
M 
20 
HD ., 
n 

" " 
" .. 
~ 

HD 

fS • ferTUgl nous schist 
Itt • magnet Ie IW scov ite sctllst 
CS • ~nettc Ch lorite ,eMst 

.'" ... 
HD 
HD 

" " " " " HD 

" NO 
NO 
HD 

" " " HD 

" 
" HD 

" " " NO 
NO 
NO 

" HD 
HD 
HD 

" " " " " HD .. 
HD 

" " " HD 
82 

" HD 

" " " NO 

" HD 

" " " " " " 62 
HD 
HD 

.. . .. 
HD .. 
HD 
HD .. 
OJ .. 
HD 
HD 
HD 
HD .. 
OJ .. .. .. 
OJ 
NO 

'" " HD 
NO .. 
HD 
III .. 
'" HD 

'" III .. 
HD 

'" .. 
" 
'" HD .. 
'" '" .. 
HD 

'" .. 
OJ .. 
OJ .. 
NO .. 
'" .. 
NO .. .. .. 
OJ .. .. 

" PI" 

HD 
NO 

" 18 

" 24 

" • 
" " " 62 
10 

" " 86 

18 

" " 16 
16 

.10 
52 
10 
24 
31 

" " " " " 
" " " 
" 18 

" 122 
HD 

" 
" " 38 

" " .. 
31 

" " " 16 

" " " 10 
NO 

" " 

" ... 
OJ 

., 
OJ 
10 

.IS 

• 
16 , 
20 
16 

' 16 

28 
2B 

• 
OJ 
~ 

12 
10 
20 

36 
20 

.48 
20 

" i2 
16 

" "' 38 

OJ 
2B 

" 10 
26 

i2 
.08 

"' 10 
.36 
30 
10 

,lO 
NO 

18 
.16 

NO 
10 
60 .. 
16 

.00 

" , 
.30 

OJ 
30 

Rb ... 
OJ 

" " OJ 
NO 

" " 
" NO 
NO 

" " " " " OJ 

" , 
NO 
NO 

" , 
OJ 
30 
NO 

" " " " " " "' 
" " OJ 
NO 

" .. 
NO 
NO 

" ., 
" " 28 
NO 

" 12 
NO 

" 10 

" " 38 

" NO 
30 
NO 

., 
PI" 

HD 
16 .. 
26 
16 
16 , 

" , 
« 
24 
12 

• 
" 31 
20 

" 16 
10 
32 

" 
12 

• 
38 
30 

.. 
• 

OJ 

.. .. 
OJ , 
18 
12 

" 18 , 
31 
HD 

, 
14 , 
" , 
OJ 

" OJ .. 

BI 

"'" 
" NO 

" " " NO 

" OJ 

" NO 

" ., 
~ 

" " " " U 
OJ 
OJ 
NO ., 
" " " " " OJ 

" " " OJ 

" " 28 
NO 
NO ., 
HD 

" 
20 
18 

" .. 
NO 
NO 

" NO 

" OJ 

" 21 .. 
" 20 
NO 
31 

" ,.. 
.. 
'" .. 
" .. 
NO 

'" " OJ .. 
OJ .. 
OJ .. 
'" HD .. .. .. .. 
"' OJ .. 
OJ 
HD 
OJ .. 
'" OJ .. .. 

. HD .. .. .. .. 
OJ 
OJ 
HD 
NO .. 
OJ 

OJ .. .. 
OJ .. .. .. .. 
30 
HD .. 
OJ 
HD 
OJ .. 
lO 
OJ 

T ... 
" 
" " .. 
HD 

" " " 
" " " " " " " 
'" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " NO 

" " " " OJ 

" " HD 

" " NO 
NO 

'" " NO 
OJ 
OJ .. 
" .. 
HD 
NO 
OJ 

OJ 
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Slqlle 110. and 
rock type 

IIG 61 tIS 
OG 62 ttl 

'" 63 AS 
OG 64 fS 
OG 65 tIS 

"''' '" OG 67 ttl 

'" " AS 

"''' '" OC 10 tIS 
OG 12 AS 
OC 73 till 
OG 74 AS 
OG 15 ttl 
OG 76 Itt 

OC 17 CS 
OG 78 CS-K/I 
OG 19 M. 

OG eo cs 
OG 81 CS 

"'., lIS 

'" 83 '" OG 84 CS 

'" 85 .. 

'" 88 HS 
OG 81 CS 

'" 88 .. 

"''' .. 
"''' lIS 
OG 91 CS 
OG 92 tt1 

OG 93 It1 

OG 94 tIS 
OG 95 lIS 
OG 9ti CS 
OG 91 tIS 

'" 96 If< 
OG 99 It1 
OG 100 tIS 
OG 101 ttl 

OG 102 tIS 
OG 103 IfJ 
OG II}( ttl 
OC lOS I1S 
OG 105 IfJ 
OG 11)1 It1 
OG 108 tIS 
OG 109 1ft 
OG IlD I1S 
OG III PH 
DC 112 PIS 

OG 113 "" 
OG IH ItS 

OG 115 tIS 
OG 116 ttl 
OG 111 PIS 
OG 118 "S 

" • 
0.60 
0.16 
0.50 
0.23 
D.lD 
D.H 

D." 
'.lD 
O.H 
0.19 
1.58 

D." 
0.55 
0.11 
0.23 
0.10 
0.11 
1.03 
0.08 
0.07 
0.54 
0.19 
0.01 
O.ll 
0.35 
D. DO 
0.25 
0.34 
0.69 
0.01 
0.33 
0.32 
0.55 
0.60 
0.07 
D.45 
0.26 

D." 
D." 
0.24 
0.45 
0.25 
0.28 
D." 
0.24 
0.21 
0.49 

D." 
0.55 
0.16 
0.41 

D.' 
0.61 
0.51 
0.]7 
0.51 
0.59 

PO 

PI" 

'84 
211 

10' 

" 
" 2200 

" 2lD 
68) 

30) 

'" 450 
260 

31 

2l 
21 

" m 
18 
18 

440 
212 ,. 
18 

202 
lB 

" "' m 
22 

" 115 

'" 326 
20 

2" 

"' 10' 
125 
64 

162 
326 

09 
16. 

'51 

" ,<0 

" SO 

" " 11 

" '" 32 .. 
39 

Z, 

PI" 

15. 

'" ... 
m 
82' 
195 

'66 
284 
'58 
196 
208 

" 262 

"5 
110 .. 
" 2000 
53 
64 

'" 211 
52 

" ". 
" " 116 

'44 
" 122 

" 470 

"' 32 

'06 

" 11. 

'18 

" '64 
18' 
92 

'44 
110 
102 
10' 
)5 

182 

68 
212 

"' 15) 

'99 

'" ,.. 
'80 

" 
PI" 

• 
" 32 

• 
32 
M 
21 
21 
V 
26 
B 
') 
18 

n 
22 
32 

" D 
32 
31 
)9 

'5 

" 26 
a 
• 
26 
26 
26 
30 
B 
26 
20 
a 

" • 
32 
32 
26 

" 19 
22 
B 

• 
30 
II 
32 

• • D 
22 
22 
21 
D 
V 
30 

" 

Co 

"" 
" • 
32 
l2 

lD 
lD 
26 

• 
" • • 
U 
21 
2l 
D 
26 
B 

" 16 
11 
B 
'0 
19 

• 
16 
2D 

" " 20 

" 18 

V 

" V 
2D 
V 

" )5 

18 
32 
16 

20 
26 
V 
3D 

" 39 
31 

" B 
21 
19 
16 
26 
D 
26 
32 

" 'lD 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

5 
0.5 

• 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

• 
0.5 
0.5 , 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

5 

0.5 
0.5 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

4 
0.5 

0.5 
0.5 

2 
0.5 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

0.5 

., 
",b 

, .. 
460 

BOO 
226 
283 
190 
268 
247 
19l 

58' ,,, 
'68 
31. 

232 
239 
lZl 
ll9 

104 

118 
12' 
244 

'" III 

"" 22' 
175 
II. 
195 

58' 
III 
165 

'" •• 
'08 

'" ". 
165 

111 
283 

12' 

'" 218 

152 
m 

'" 10' 

'" III 

19' 
III 
2ll 
2ll 

167Z 
4810 

'" 56' 
'44 

'" PI" 

1228 
439 

3485 

'" 1168 
'92) 
200 

]116 

." 
1109 
1119 
,<0 

1316 

lB' 

'" 250 
300 

2676 

'4D 
210 

"94 
40' 
110 

'" ,,, 
'21 
30' 

1454 
2236 
291 
51' 

'" '584 
1935' 
Z9l 

"'" 802 

'" 59' 
53' 
912 
912 

'" 1243 

'lB' 
)52 

'28' 
11l 

1203 
251 
561 

38' 
19" 
159~ 

451 
Z5l 
30' 

" ,.. 
'" 3130 

'" 1240 
238 

." 2815 
1112 
288 
230 
564 

18 ,,. 
'200 
2324 

41' 
2662 

)91 

". 2138 
509 

'18 
188 

lOOO 
.. 6 

1646 
1262 
2452 

", 
'06 

1216 
2070 
413 
.. 6 
20< 
OS, 

1616 
sao 
314 

mo 
e. 
l4' 
095 
,9<1 
300 

1614 
518 ,,. 
452 

'680 
222 , .. ... 
" 6 
458 
220 
192 

" 
POO 

• 
50 
') 

" V 
g 

52 
n 
<0 
~ 

22 .. 
• 
" q 

~ 

" 17 
~ 

" 20 
47 
50 
V 

• 
15 
30 
39 
n 
g 

12 
12 
20 
'7 , 
32 
10 
lD 
2D 

" V 
32 
B 
B 
12 
12 

15 
12 

17 
12 
22 
11 
25 
12 
15 

"" 
64 .. 
" ". 

120 

" 12' 
l< 
30 
NO 

124 
28 

44 

'08 
122 
ll2 
'30 

" ,SO 
12' 

51 

"' 114 .. 
48 

,0< 

'" 68 

9<1 

" " 
" " 112 

" 114 
,0< 
'lD 
,24 
ll2 
85 
60 

'51 
42 
4D 

13) 

10. 

"0 
64 

ll2 
oo 
12 
54 
58 

'18 

"" '64 

TID! .... 
, .. 

6 ... 

3D4 
1400 
2)92 

". 
4800 

Ill' 
oo 

547 

'94 
10 

3200 

"" SJOO ; 
6100 : 

5lDO 
10. 

5900 
5900 
2192 

'" 6000 
5700 
2762 

67" 
54DO 
5200 
'SOD 
'300 
6300 
54DO 

"99 

"'" 5900 
2H4 
5600 
5000 
]226 
6200 
1188 

610 

"" 1918 ... 
5600 

"98 
.lDD 
2110 

"" 38" 
5000 

'250 
5000 

67" 
'900 
4000 

" 
"'" 
" OJ 

" " 
'" ., ., 
28 ., 
" ~ 
III 

" .. 
11 

285 
225 

91 
2ll 

'48 .. 
16 

262 
III 

" " '" 2l ., 
" .. 
14 .. 
10 

212 ., 
12 ., ., 
'" " 
'" " ., 
" III 
III 
111 

'" " ., 
" III 

" ., 
Nl 

14 

<0, 

"" 
" " '" '" "' III 

84 

" NO 

"' "' 
" "' " " "' " " "' III 
NO 

"' "' " NO 

"' NO 
NO 
54 
~ 

" n 
88 
<0 

" NO 

"' ,38 

" 18 

"' "' .. 
" .. 
" " NO 

" " 
" .. 
n 

" NO ., 
" 

"" ,O' 

III 

" ., 
III ., 
III 

"' ., 
III 

'" '" ., ., 
III 
10 

'" III 
10 

'" " "' '" "' ., ., ., 
"' ., 
" 
'" "" ., ., 
'" "' "' NO ., 
10 

" 10 

III 

'" ., ., ., 
" III 

" 10 ., 
10 ., 
'" '" '" "' 

s, .. 
46 

" '" HO 

"' '2 
NO 

"' 47 

" • 
" NO 
'6 ,. 
26 
26 

" 16 
54 
NO 
n 
4D 
NO 

"' " " "' '" n 
" 26 
NO 

" " HO 

"' 10 

"' "" 26 

"" " '" 16 

" " HO 

• 
NO 
54 
16 

• 
"' 
" NO 

" ,O' 

160 

"' .. 
NO 

24 .. 
'" , ., 
OJ 
24 
14 

". 
152 

'" 162 
III 

14' 
158 

4D 
22 

170 
80 

171 
102 

" 
" ll2 

" 10. 

III 
4 

'50 
28 

106 
III 

24' 
106 

" 12 

10' 
III 
12 

110 

" " 
" "6 
26 

15' 
16 

. 3D 

" 42 
52 

" ... 
'" " III 

2 
10 

" • 
" " NO 

" OJ 

" " 16 

" " NO 

"" 10 ., 

• 
" 16 
24 
6 

NO ., 
16 

" III 

" 10 

'" 
III 
OJ 
18 ., 
OJ 
III 

" .. 
18 
10 

12 
OJ 
lZ 

" 16 

" • 
54 
10 
III 

s, .... 
o .. 

10 

" 28 
50 

NO 
III 

'" 
III 
OJ 
l4 
l4 
zo 
30 .. 
22 
24 
III 

"' " " 12 
l4 
42 
42 , 
42 
12 

III 
20 

" " ., 
• 

28 
OJ 
12 

" III 
III 

42 

" 10 

8 
26 
18 

16 
18 

22 
22 

" III 

81 

on 

28 

" OIl 

" " 30 , .. 
.. 
"' 10 .. 
" 20 

" " '" 12 
50 ., .. 
3D .. 
III 
22 
30 .. 
III 

" "' ., 
'" '" " Ii) 

18 

'" III 

OJ 
III 
OJ 
OJ 
NO 
10 

28 
10 

III 
III 

10 

10 

8 
III 
10 
10 

III 

'" 

'" .... 
III 
OJ 
OJ 
III 
III 
III 
III 
III 

III ., .. 
III 
III 
10 

10 

OJ 
III ., 
"" ., 
III 
III 

'" OJ 

'" III 
III 
III 
III 
III 

'" III 
III 
III 
18 

III 
III .. 
III 
III 

'" 10 

III 
10 

III 
10 

III 

"' III 

III 
10 

III 
10 

10 
III 
III 
III 

.. 
III 

" ., 
" " " " " III 
III 

"" .. 
" NO 

" " NO 

" NO 

"" III 
HO 

" '" " " " " NO 
OJ 

" 
'" OJ 
NO 

" '" " " III 
HO 
III 

" NO 

" .. 
HO 
OJ 

'" " 
'" "' III 
III 

" " " "' 
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OG1U 
OG 14~ 
00 146 
00141 
<Xi,43 
00 14!l 
<Xi,50 
Dei 151 
OG 152 
OG 1~3 

<Xi ". 
<Xi lS' 
<Xi lS. 
oem 
<Xi,58 
OC 159 
<Xi,6<1 
OG 161 
OC 162 
00 163 
00 164 
!Xi 165 

" ". OG }61 

"'68 
OG 169 
OG 170 
OGI1l 
OG112 
00113 
00 114 
OG175 
OG 116 
00171 
DC 178 
OG 119 

" ". OG 181 
OG 182 
OG 183 .,," 
OG 185 .. ". oe 187 

'''88 
0Ci 189 

OC ". 
OG 191 
OG 192 
OG 193 
OG 194 
OG 195 

OC ". 
OG 197 

OC ". 
OC '" 
'" 200 
DC 270 

'" ..... 
Pb 

"'" 
0.21"1" 13 

'" 11 
0.46"1. 57 

301 52 
283 48 
412 36 
182 36 
236 2Z 

" 18 
117 25 

0.16"1" 46 
0.17 "I. 30 

121 36 
234 47 
135 lB 
114 23 
399 42 
405 4S 
333 so 
SI8 36 
579 36 
203 35 
361 33 
231 55 
630 81 
J20 28 
314 56 
271 33 
204 24 
2.3~ 35 
622 61i 

0.24"1" 123 
0.19°/" q5 

200 25 
326 37 
699 44 
652 !iO 
621 45 
427 41 
~5 44 
472 57 

0.21% 57 
12~ 43 

0.12"1. 44 
517 35 
327 29 
233 3B 
221 21 
310 41 
3M 30 
304 33 
4S4 33 
209 29 
264 23 
395 30 
184 29 
258 34 
220 " 

'" ... 
n 
50 
a 
u 
u ,M 
~ 

58 

n 
~ 

~ 

~ 

20 

• n 
20 
n 
u 
n 
n 
• 
" n 

• D 
~ 

50 
Q 
U 

" H 
U 

• 
" lS 

" 
" 20 

" " u 
n 
B 

" 20 

" " u 

" • 
" ~ 
~ 

~ 

~ 

" M 
n 

" ,po 

" n 
n 
n 
n 
30 
~ 

n 
~ 

M 
n 
• u 
U 
'3 ,. 
'6 
18 

" n 

" 20 

" n 
n ,. 
~ 

M 
~ 

U 

" '2 
2' ,. 
11 
18 

" n 
n 

" " 20 
n 
M 
n 
20 

" ,. 
20 
U 
~ 

• n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
M 

Co 

".. 

" 10 
13 
13 
11 

• 
18 

" 10 
10 

" " 10 

• 
10 

" " '3 

" n 

" 
" U 
H 

" " ,. 
10 

" • u 

" 11 

• n 

" 
" 
" 
" u 
~ 

M 

• 
18 
11 

U 
D 
n 
n 
D 
n 
n 
~ 

18 
n 
n 
n 

.. 
PI" 

'" '" OJ .. 
1 

" ., 

OJ 
OJ 
OJ 
OJ 

OJ 
OJ 
OJ 

'" '" .. 
2 

OJ ., ., ., .. ., 
10 

, ., ., 
"' "' ., ., 
OJ 
OJ 

'" '" ., 
III ., 
'" ., 
III ., 

.. 
PO' 

88 

H' 
'" 131 
81 
88 
81 

"' n 
88 

'" 4J2 
13 
66 

" 88 
~, ... 
'" 
'" lS. 

'44 
'" 2JJ 
III 

'" 301 ,.. 
U, 
131 
211 
110 
191 
lS2 
'80 
m 

'" 
'" '" 211 
112 
220 
111 
"2 
112 ,., 
U. 
121 
211 
119 
114 
162 
13. 
111 
136 
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Tible. 1 - lnc::e el(lllCflt !JCO(.heQlstry of the uMlnerllhed schlslS. 
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Table 9 - X-Ray fluorescence analytical conditions and rock standards used. 

Element Emission Line Tube kV rnA Crystal Time Counter Collimator Specimen 

Si K Cr 55 40 PET 40 flow coarse fusion disc 
Ii K Cr 55 40 L1F (200) 10 flow fine fusion disc 
Al K Cr 55 40 PET 40 flow coarse fusion disc 
Fe K Cr 55 40 L1F (200) 20 flow fine fusion disc 
Mn K Cr 55 40 LlF (200) 20 flow coarse fusion disc 
Mg K Cr 55 40 TLAP 100 flow fine fus ion disc 
Ca K Cr 55 40 LlF (200) 10 flow fine fusion disc 
Na K Cr 55 40 TLAP 100 flow fine po...Jer pe 11 et 
K K Cr 55 40 LlF (200) 10 flow fine fusion disc 
P K Cr 55 40 Ge 20 flow coarse fusion disc 

Rock standards 
---------------

Major elerrents AGV-I. BCR-I. GSP-l. N1M-D. NIM-N 

Na BCR-l. GSP-l. AGV-l. G-2 

Table 10 - Dngeama Prospect:major element geochemistry of selected 
samples from the alteration pipe. 

OG 37 DG 43 OG 52 DG 62 OG 75 OG 77 OG 80 OG 84 OG 87 
(FS) (MM) (MM) (MM) (MM) (CS) (CS) (CS) (CS) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Si02 19.176 58.314 36.315 72.412 64.328 60.672 63.178 64.164 65.983 
Ti02 0.417 0.606 0.54 0.67 0.639 0.793 0.785 0.773 0. 773 

Al2D3 3.618 7.931 4.171 7.258 9.838 13.516 12.107 11.494 12.075 
Fe2D3 66.407 30.103 50.594 16.395 19.032 19.951 19.772 17.675 16.099 

FeO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MnO 0.61 0.091 0.083 0.091 0.071 0.171 0.083 0.11 0.091 
MgO 0.246 0.277 0.699 0.354 2.053 3.42 2.955 3.085 2.576 
CaD 0.231 0 0.105 0 0 0.034 0 0.018 0.003 

Na20 4.198 0.381 0.118 0.542 0.331 0.091 0.142 0.09 0.308 
K20 0 1.125 0.856 1.274 1.047 0.054 0.153 0.054 0.0726 

P205 0.285 0.146 0.214 0.082 0.087 0.136 0.131 0.101 0.102 
LOI 7.68 3.55 6.07 2.54 2.5 2.6 2.71 2.54 2.71 

H20- 1.2 0.6 I 0.4 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
103 .619 103. 125 100.496 102 .018 100.106 101. 617 102.186 101.265 101.598 

Note: FS - ferruginous schist; MM - magnetic muscovite schist; CS - magnetic chlorite schist. 



Table 11 - Matchless West [xtension .deposit:major element geochemistry 
of selected samples from the alterat ion pipe. 

HWE 202 HWE210 HWE 219 MWE 226 HWE 234 
-------------------------------------------------

5i02 70.529 94.834 63.606 51.81 76.579 
Ti02 0.802 0.021 0.312 0.741 0.302 

A1203 11. 71 0.274 3.687 8. 837 1.451 
Fe203 7.611 3.257 26.514 29.701 18.931 

FeO 0 0 0 0 0 
HnO 0.095 0.014 0.045 0.096 0.031 
HgO 3.446 0.013 0.214 0.414 0.016 
CaO 0.047 0 0.02 0.02 0.011 

Na20 0.373 0.013 0.176 0.321 0.0529 
K20 2.125 0 0.806 2.425 0 

P205 0. 184 0.077 0.16 0.208 0.05 
LOr 3.04 0.53 3.65 3.85 1.87 

H20- 0.52 0.17 0.7 0.91 0.49 
--._--------_ .. ------------------------------
100.482 99.318 99.892 99.312 100.26 

Note: 
HWE 202 - phlogopite-bearingrnuscovite-chlorite schist (marginal 
MWE 210 ~ pyrite-bearing muscovite quartzite (axial zone) 
HWE 219 - pyrite-bearing quartz-muscovite schist (marginal 
MWE 226 • pyrite-bearing quartz-muscovite schist (marginal 
HWE 234 - pyrite-bearing quartz-muscovite schist (marginal 

Table 12 - Major element geochemistry of unm;neral;zed 
metapel it ic schists (Kuiseb Formation) _ 

OG 131 OG 135 OG 138 
----------------------------

5i02 55 .323 6.079 69.912 
Ti02 1.048 1.02 0.856 

A1203 19.298 17.215 12.339 
Fe203 9.189 8.264 7.996 

FeO 0 0 0 
HnO 0.151 0.093 O.lll 
HgO 4.146 3.701 2.273 
CaO 0.993 0. 982 2.62 

Na20 0.916 1.251 2.597 
K20 4.185 3.87 0.492 

P205 0.211 0.276 0.254 
LOI 3.07 2.37 1.64 

H20- 0.93 0. 22 0.24 
---------------------------

99.458 100.052 101.33 

zone) 
zone) 
zone) 

zone) 
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Table 15 - Ongeama Prospect: barium and zinc contents in 
the schists of the alteration pipe. 

ONGEAMA TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY - ALTERATION PIPE 
==========================:~-=-=~~~========================== 

distance 8a Zn 
ppm ppm 

-101.4 204 32 
-84.3 106 33 
-61.4 1648 55 
-47.1 388 52 
-32.9 2338 54 
-25.7 706 53 
-16.7 2662 61 

-10 414 48 
-8.6 2324 110 
5.7 4200 145 

37.1 2875 188 
62.9 3130 247 
78.6 1676 181 
95.7 1100 249 

112.9 834 268 
134.3 988 144 

150 1308 115 
170 2057 140 
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Table 17 - Trace element geochemistry of the Alpine-type ultramafi c rocks 
from the Otjihase Mine area and Elisenheim. 

sample no. Cu Pb Zn Ni Co Ag Au Mn Ba Cr V Ti 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppb ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

mD._ •• _ •• _ __ ___ .a_~g. ___ •• __ a_. __ ._~KEc •••• a_z ___ = ___ ~._ •••• ~ •• ==~ ••• _ c c z=a ••• _GA _ _ Eg •••• • = ••• da.~ma~~._._.zD= • • • a.~=a= ••• : .z_ 

OTJ 675 17 22 35 252 32 NO NO 230 10 417 159 5B13 
OTJ 676 19 21 3B 256 41 NO 42 180 10 548 185 6233 
OTJ 677 131 16 22 107 21 NO NO 200 20 116 157 6155 
OTJ 678 371 36 56 102 24 NO NO 790 10 508 45 2340 
OTJ 679 25 3 16 31 3 NO NO 50 10 412 10 8300 
OTJ 680 166 12 3 43 3 NO NO 290 10 157 35 1630 
OT J 681 4 37 9 56 18 NO NO 745 10 280 22 1910 
OTJ 684 11 16 36 372 35 NO NO 402 43 730 134 4344 
OTJ 685 13 30 46 409 31 NO flO 520 64 975 133 4759 
OTJ 686 26 25 37 415 40 NO NO 78 10 985 144 2527 

sample no As W03 Mo Sn Zr Rb Sr Bi Nb Y 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

.2G ••• •• • _____ _ _ ___ a _ _ _ _ C • • z . _________ _ __ • __ m=: __ •••• ~.= __ •• _ •• aa ___ ._ • • = z __ ._G •• Cca_._.a~=a. _ _ a ••• 

OTJ 675 NO NO NO NO 57 NO NO NO NO NO 
OTJ 676 NO 45 NO NO 44 NO NO NO NO 27 
OT J 677 NO 94 NO NO 116 NO 316 NO NO NO 
OTJ 678 NO 52 NO NO 20 19 52 NO NO NO 
OTJ 679 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
OTJ 680 NO 63 NO NO 20 NO 15 NO NO NO 
OTJ 681 NO 56 NO NO 27 NO 71 NO NO NO 
OTJ 684 NO 70 23 NO 45 NO 15 NO NO 20 
OTJ 685 NO 36 NO NO 44 NO 15 NO NO 24 
OTJ 686 NO 76 NO NO 29 NO NO NO NO NO 



Table 18 - Major element geochemistry of ultramafic rock types. 

MWE 239 MWE 245 OTJ 686 
------------------ ---------------------------

Si02 44.843 55.134 47.809 
Ti02 0.079 0.044 0.374 

A1203 4.883 1.903 7.164 
Fe203 21.899 10.595 10.488 

MnO 0.191 0.262 0.063 
MgO 15.399 18.277 26.99 
CaO 6.292 11.201 0.15 

Na20 0.295 0.494 0.08 
K20 0.272 0 0.034 

P205 0.087 0.097 0.024 
LO! 5.59 1.57 6.67 

H20- 0·.73 0.26 0.33 

98 .885 99.836 100.175 

1 gossanous talc-actinolite schist (Matchless West Extension) 
2 gossanous talc-actinolite schist (ultramafic body. Von Francois Ost 60) 

Table 19 - Concentrations of selected elements in different ultramafic rock 
types from Matchless West Extension. Ongombo and Otjihase. and values 
of the Ex and Um indices. 

sample no. Cr V Ni Co Ba eu Zn Pb Urn Ex 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm _s:.as __ .. __ ~ ____ ._._.£z .. _. __ £=~ •••• c~z._.&a. _________ ..... _ ... _____ .. ______ .... _zm •• ___ ._. ____ • __ •••• __ • • ___ z _m ____ 

MWE 227 12 37 20 19 3799 4100 156 242 88 8143 
MWE 233 17 18 29 18 27500 14200 382 162 82 42164 
MWE 236 2 272 23 7 77400 2300 201 241 304 80205 
MWE 239 7 97 26 26 2160 12600 3200 1800 156 18116 
MWE 243 13 57 18 6 2695 2800 341 148 94 5930 
MWE 245 8 56 8 5 1549 2100 208 143 77 3934 
MWE 246 13 38 14 33 1542 4500 2400 49 98 8540 
MWE 248 23 375 30 132 2857 35600 8700 207 560 47717 
MWE 252 15 78 30 18 65046 11800 6200 203 141 83187 
MWE 255 20 196 24 25 3861 3400 3100 285 265 10626 
MWE 258 20 30 19 6 2215 2900 370 42 75 5560 

OG 359 373 333 136 53 680 7 132 27 895 1714 

OTJ 675 417 159 252 32 10 17 35 22 860 922 
OTJ 676 548 185 256 41 10 19 38 21 1030 1097 
OTJ 677 116 157 107 21 20 131 22 16 401 574 
OTJ 678 508 45 102 24 10 371 56 36 679 1116 
OTJ 679 412 10 31 3 10 25 16 3 456 507 
OTJ 680 157 35 43 3 10 166 3 12 238 417 
OTJ 681 280 22 56 18 10 4 9 37 376 399 
OTJ 684 730 134 372 35 43 11 36 16 1271 1361 
OTJ 685 975 133 409 31 64 13 46 30 1548 1671 
OTJ 686 985 144 415 40 10 26 37 25 1584 1657 
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Ongeama Prospect! geochemical profiles along the 

minor gossan outcrop 

Charts 1 to 15 
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APPENDIX H 

Ongombo Prospect: geochemical profiles 

along the gossan outcrop 

Charts 1 to 11 

Elements: Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Au, Mn, Ba, V, Ti, Sn, W, Zr, Sr, 

Mo, Bi 
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ONGOMBO PROSPECT 

Geochemical profiles of the ore-bearing sequence 

in driIlcores 

Boreholes no. OGB 151A, OGB 153A, OGB 154A 

(in the back pocket) 
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Plate 1 

Ongeama gossan outcrop: gossan after massive sulphide mineralization 
(below) overlain by rusty magnetic muscovite schist of the alteration 

zone. 

Plat. 2 

Ongeama gossan outcrop: close-up of banded magnetite Quartzite showing 

small-scale t i ght fold - like st ructures. 



Ongeama gossan outcrop: gossan after massive sulphide mineraliZation 
(below) overlain by rusty magnetic muscovite schist of the alteration 

zone. 

Ongeama gossan outcrop: close-up of banded magnetite quartzite showing 

small-scale tight fold-like structures . 



Plate 3 

Ongeama gossan outcrop, alteration zone: mottled magnetic staurolite

and garnet-bearing chlorite schist. 

Plute 4 

Ongombo Prospect : outcrop of magnetite quartzite in the sandy bed of 

the White Nossob River. 



/ 

Plate 5 

Ongeama gossan: coarse boxwork structure after pyrite. Note a sma 11 

patch with fine-grained ladder- like boxwork after chalcopyrite towards 

the bottom-ri ght corner. Ac i cu 1 ar traces are probab 1 y anthophy 11 i te 

crystals. White-grey material is Fe-hydroxide. 

(Polished section OG 53; II Nicols; field of view = 2.5 mm). 

Plate 6 

Ongeama gossan: boxwork structure after shr .inkage cracks, typical of 

bird's eye weathering in pyrrhotite. The light grey material is Fe

hydroxide . 

(Polished section OG 38; II Nicols; field of view = 2.5 mm). 



, 
Plat. 7 

Ongombo gossan: boxwork structures after anthophyllite aggregates. The 

light grey material is Fe-hydroxide. 
(Polished section OG 196; II Nicols; field of view = 2. 5 mm). 

Plate 8 

Ongeama gossan: radiating anthophyllite aggregates .impregnated with 

Fe-hydroxides. White areas indicate voids . 
(Thin section OG 63; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



Plate 9 

Ongeama gossan: phlogopite (?)-bearing ferruginous schist (brownish) 
containing gahnite (7) (greenish transparent, fractured) and magnetite 

(opaque) . 
(Thin section OG 64; + Nicols; field of view = 4 mm) . 

Plate 10 

Ongeama deposit, alteration pipe. magnetic quartz-chlorite schist 
facies: aggregate of garnet (dark brown, containing light brown 
staurolite) and chlor i toid (greenish-grey) in chlorite-bear ing quartz
rich groundmass. The opaque mineral is magnetite. 

(Thin sect ion OG 778; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



P~~ll 

Ongeama deposit, alteration pipe, magnetic quartz-chlorite schist 

facies: coarse-grained skeletal garnet porphyroblast in chlorite

bearing quartzose groundmass. 
(Thin section OG }7B; II Nicols; field of view 4 mm). 

Ongeama deposit , alteration pipe magnetic muscovite facies: Fe
hydroxide-stained quartz-muscovite schist, with disseminated magnetite 
(opaque). Sporadic staurolite (brownish, high relief, cracked) and 

chlorite (greenish, lamellar). 
(Thin section OG 62; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



Plate 13 

Matchless West Extension deposit: particular of a talc-quartz-rich 

patch of the massive sulphide gossan. Talc flakes (pink to green) 

randomly grow on the Fe-hydroxide-impregnated quartz-rich groundmass. 

(Thin section MWE 207; + Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 

Plate 14 

Matchless West Extension deposit: quartz-muscovite schist from the 

axial zone of the alteration pipe. Fe-hydroxide-rimmed cavities after 

euhedra 1 pyr i te crys ta 1 s are dis sem i na ted. Fe-hydrox ides impregna te 

the groundmass. 

(Thin section MWE 205; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



Plate IS 

Matchless West Extension deposit , upper magnetite quartzite layer: 

thin magnetite strings and anhendral baryte blebs (colourless, high 

relief) in the sulphide-devoid quartz-rich groundmass. 

(Thin section MWE 253; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm) . 

Plat~ 16 

Matchless West Extension deposit, lower magnetite quartzite layer: 

typ i cal banding i nduced by magnetite-rich laminae. Irregular sulphide 

and ma 1 ach i te pa tches and a wea the red , anhedra 1 amph i bo 1 e gra i n are 

also shown . 

(Thin sect i on MWE 241A; II Nicols; field of view 4 mm). 



Plate 17 

Matchless West Extension deposit, ultramafic exhalites: talc

phlogopite-carbonate schist. Talc and phlogopite lamellae grow on a 

quartzose groundmass. Carbonate porphyrob lasts are rep leced by Fe

hydroxides. 

(Thin section MWE 246A; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 

Plate 18 

Matchless West Extension deposit: same rock type as in Plate 17. 

(Thin section HWE 246A; + Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



Plate 19 

Matchless West Extension deposit, ultramafic exhalites: assemblage of 

actinolite (yellowish), quartz (white to grey) and baryte (grey, in 
centre) . 

(Thin section MWE 236; + Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 

Plate 20 

Matchless west Extension deposit, ultramafic exhalites: actinolite 
(yellowish) and baryte (grey, mottled) in gossanous quartzite. 

(Thin section MWE 245A; + Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



Plate 21 

Matchless West extension deposit, marble-like rock: anhedral, ' sieve
textured carbonate crystals replacing the muscovite-bearing 
quartzitic-groundmass. 

(Th in section MWE 259; + Nicols; field of view = 4 mm) . 

Plate 22 

Von Francois Ost 60 farm area, massive talc-chlorite-actinolite 
schist: subhedral actinolite crystals (yellowish) and talc lamellae 
(pink to green) included in a f i ne-grained chlorite-rich groundmass. 

(Thin sect ion OTJ 685; • Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



Plate 23 

Ongombo deposit, borehole no. OGB 153A: staurolite-bearing quartz

biotite-muscovite-chlorite schist in the hangingwal I next to the ore 

zone. Note the brown colour of the biotite lamellae . 

(Thin section OG 716; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 

Plate !4 

Ongombo depos i t , borehole no. OGB 153A: biotite selvedge zone showing 

the coarse biotite groundmass , subhedral staurolite grains, coarse 

apa t ite crys ta I s and part 0 f pyr ite .. augen". Note the redd ish-brown 

t i nge of the biot i te lamellae. 

(Th i n section OG 718; II Nicols; field of view = 4 mm). 



Plate 2S 

Ongombo deposit, borehole no. OGB 153A: plagioclase-rich biotite 
schist facies within the ore zone. 

(Thin section OG 735; + Nicols; field of view: 4 mm). 

PI"t.26 

Ongombo depos it, boreho le no. OGB 153A, su 1 ph i de-beari ng magnet i te 
quartzite: embayed intergrowth between recrystallized pyrite (white) 
and magnetite (grey). Chalcopyrite (greeny yellow) occurs as 
interstitial patches and inclusions within pyrite and magnetite. 

(Polished section OG 747; II Nicols; field of view: 2.5 mm). 



Plate 2S 

Ongombo deposit, borehole no. OGB 153A: plagioclase-rich biotite 
schist facies within the ore zone. 

(Thin section OG 735; + Nicols; field of view: 4 mm). 

PI"t.26 

Ongombo depos it, boreho le no. OGB 153A, su 1 ph i de-beari ng magnet ite 
qua r tz ite: emba yed in tergrowth be tween rec rys ta 11 i zed pyr i te (wh i te ) 
and magnetite (grey). Chalcopyrite (greeny yellow) occurs as 
interstitial patches and inclusions within pyrite and magnetite. 

(Polished section OG 747; II Nicols; field of view: 2.5 mm). 
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